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ABSTRACT 

Rota is the southernmost island, in the Marianas District of 

the U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The island is 32.90 

square miles in area and currently supports a population of 1,062 

Chamorro-speaking Rotanese in the single community of Songsong Village. 

Due to its relative isolation and small population, Rota is an ideal 

location for the investigation of ethnographic problems. The 160 

households of Songsong Village are generally independent economic 

units maintained through the agricultural, wage-labor, and entrepre

neurial efforts of their members. 

The specific area of Rotanese culture and society examined in 

the present study is land inheritance or, more precisely, intergenera-

tional land transactions. The man-land relations of island societies 

are particularly critical given the strictly bounded area of land and 

land-resource exploitation. Thus, the transfer of land from generation 

to generation through a network of kinsmen will play a central role in 

the larger sociocultural system. 

Rotanese intergenerational land transactions are investigated 

in a wider context of physical, historical, and sociocultural variables. 

The limits and potentials of the physical environment, the history of 

four centuries of colonial domination by four world powers, and the 

processes of adaptation to successive periods of rapid social change 

have all had their effect on the configuration of Rotanese culture and 

society which has emerged in the years since World War II. 
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Because of their special significance for intergenerational 

land transactions, the Rotanese systems of land tenure and alternate 

livelihoods are given detailed consideration. The classification of 

productive land as inheritable and divisible depends largely on the 

structure and content of a complex system of land ownership and trans

fer. At the same time, inheritable land is an important base for 

economic strategies along with labor, entrepreneurship, and emigration. 

As a consequence of these multiple strategies, a flexible system of 

alternate livelihoods has developed in which land ownership through 

inheritance is but one among several means of satisfying the material 

wants and needs of Rotanese individuals and households. 

At issue in the present study is the capacity of an ethno

graphic theory to systematically describe the competence and perfor

mance of individuals in specified social contexts. Rotanese inter

generational land transactions are viewed as social situations in which 

particular kinds of information must be considered by a given land 

owner in order that an appropriate distribution of inheritable land to 

eligible heirs may be determined. The analysis of Rotanese inheritance 

from this perspective involves the application of a body of theory and 

method generally referred to as "ethnoscience," "ethnographic seman

tics," or "cognitive anthropology." 

After reviewing the relationships of formal ethnographic and 

modern linguistic theory in terms of the notions of competence and 

performance, recent developments in cognitive anthropology are dis

cussed. Of particular interest are current explorations of information 



processing systems which bring independently analyzed cognitive domains 

into a dynamic system of sequential information processing in order to 

determine an appropriate classification of situations on the basis of 

a given complex of data input. A specific system of this sort is ex

panded and modified in the present study in an attempt to move from 

situation classification to a determination of behavioral outcomes. 

These are generated by a further processing of input data through an 

ordered set of ethnographic statements which define appropriate be

havior in specified situations. 

A model of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions is 

constructed in terms of an information processing theory which incor

porates the notions of competence and performance. The theory and the 

model are directed toward the goals of accountability and predicta

bility. It is further argued that these goals must be attended to 

generally in the construction of descriptive ethnographic theories. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Island societies present excellent laboratories for the conduct 

of ethnographic research. The internal and external variables affect

ing sociocultural systems are more easily identified and measured in 

island settings, where there is a relatively high decree of geograohi-

cal and cultural isolation. This is not to say that island societies 

are closed systems. It is more to the point that the linkages and 

pathways mediating various forms of isolation are more clearly demar

cated in the case of island-bound populations. 

The factors that commend island societies to ethnographic 

study are even more pertinent to the single-community islands which 

typify much of Micronesia. The community of Songsong Village on Rota 

is such an instance, and it was for this reason above other practical 

and theoretical considerations, that Rota was chosen as the site for 

the present study. 

The problem to be examined involves the capacity of an ethno

graphic theory to both account for a particular field of social 

behavior and to predict future social behavior within that field. 

Specifically, the field of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions 

viewed as complex situations will provide the empirical base for an 

investigation of a proposed theory of ethnographic description. 

1 
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The Goals of Ethnographic Theory 

Cultural anthropology has undergone in recent years what at 

least one anthropologist has termed a "quiet" revolution: "... quiet 

because the new departures are firmly rooted in the past" (Tyler 1969: 

2). The roots of this revolution tap the works of such eminent an

thropologists as Alfred. Kroeber (1909), Bronislaw Malinow3ki (1961 

/originally published 19227), Edward. Sapir (Mandelbaum 19U9), and 

George Peter Murdock (I9h9). The revolution itself was heralded by 

Ward Goodenough in his ethnographic study of Truk in the Caroline 

Islands of Micronesia (1966 /originally published 19!?l7). With the 

joint appearance of two papers, "Componential Analysis and the Study 

of Meaning" (Goodenough 19E>6a) and "A Semantic Analysis of the Pawnee 

Kinship Usage" (Lounsbury 195>6), the revolution was fully underway. 

Linguistics and Ethnography 

It is instructive that the two analyses cited above were pub

lished in Language, one of the foremost journals of modern linguistics. 

As Goodenough put it in his preface to the Trukese ethnography: 

The problem of rendering an ethnographic account that can 
be of practical use to administrators boils down, we feel, to 
trying to give the reader a basis for learning to operate in 
terms of the culture described in somewhat the same manner 
that a grammar would provide him with a basis for learning to 
speak a language. To seek to do this implies that a culture 
is as susceptible of rigorous analysis and description as is 
any language .... The writer feels that the recent ad
vances in methodological and conceptual ripor in descriptive 
linguistics present a serious challenge to descriptive eth
nography; for patterned verbal behaviors, the data of "lin
guistics, are but one branch of patterned behaviors in general, 
which are the basic data of ethnographic analysis (Goodenough 
1966: 10). 
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The relationships between linguistic and ethnographic endeavors are 

seen as direct and unambiguous. With regard to the goals of ethno

graphic theory, the key phrases in the above passage are "learning to 

operate" by means of "rigorous analysis and description." 

Goodenough indicates that the motivation for such a project in 

this instance was practical, but the underlying strategy foreshadowed 

a formalism inspired more generally by the principles of scientific 

inductivism: 

To prepare a case book providing an example of every pos
sible situation and a precedent for handling it was out of 
the question. Rarely would there occur two situations iden
tical in all respects. Attention was therefore concentrated 
on the ways in which events are classified, defined, and 
canalized within the native cultural framework (Goodenough 
1966: 10). 

Compare the above passages with remarks made by Charles Frake. 

The discipline /ethnographer/ is akin to linguistics; indeed, 
descriptive linguistics is but a special case of ethnography 
since its domain of study, speech messages, is an integral 
part* of a larger domain of socially interpretable acts and 
artifacts. . . . The ethnographer, like the linguist, seeks 
to describe an infinite set of variable messages as mani
festations of a finite shared code, the code being a set of 
rules for the socially appropriate construction and inter
pretation of messages (Frake 15>6Ua: 132). 

The similarity of Goodenough and Frake1s orientation is evident 

and clearly reflects a continuity of perspective over a 13 year period. 

The continuing reference to linguistic theory as a necessary model for 

ethnographic theory has become a hallmark of the approach to the study 

of cultural systems referred to as ethnoscience, ethnosemantics, or 

cognitive anthropology. An important shift in characterizing the 

goals of ethnographic theory, however, lies in the formalization of 



the object of study from "the ways in which events are classified. . 

to the more precise "finite shared code." 

From this vantage point cultural systems are viewed as mental 

or cognitive phenomena. Paul Kay has summarized the position of the 

cognitive anthropologist as follows (1970: 23)t 

1» Culture is essentially a matter of shared cognition. 

2. Human cognition is not in principle unamenable to rational 
inquiry. 

3. Among the relatively concrete and understandable phenomena 
at our disposal, language and speech appear to most 
directly express what we suspect may be the organizing 
principles of human thought. 

These assumptions constitute a basis for determining the coals of eth

nographic theory, and, as will become evident below, they were directly 

instrumental to the development of the ethnographic theory presented 

in the present study for the analysis of Rotanese internrenerational 

land transactions. 

Accountability and Predictability 

Within this framework, an ethnographic theory is taken to be 

a descriptive theory of a particular cultural system. It is an induc

tive theory acting upon a corpus of data by means of hypothesis testing 

in order to account for the phenomena to which the theory applies. 

Ethnographic data, the verbal and non-verbal behavior of a society's 

members, are treated as a subset of the infinite set of possible mani

festations generated by the finite shared code which comprises the 

underlying cultural system. The structure and content of the code 

itself is the proper object of an ethnographic theory. Hypothesis 
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testing, which must take the form of model construction, focuses on 

the structure of semantic (or cognitive) domains and their interrela

tionships . 

In operational terms, an ethnographic theory seeks to provide 

the ethnographer, or any interested party, with a set of statements 

about appropriate verbal and non-verbal behavior in the set of specif

ic sociocultural situations peculiar to given sociocultural systems. 

.The conditions placed on such a theory are that it be formal and 

explicit. That is to say, it will consist of all and only those 

statements necessary for the evaluation and production of culturally 

appropriate behavior. 

To the extent that an ethnographic theory is formal and ex

plicit, it will account for the social behavior of the members of a 

society by means of the empirically based models constructed by the 

anthropologist on the basis of available ethnographic data. Also, a 

well formed ethnographic theory will exhibit the capacity to predict, 

at least probabilistically, the future social behavior to which its 

models pertain. 

The development of this sort of ethnographic theory has re

ceived excellent and thorough review in articles by William Sturtevant 

(196U), B. N. Colby (1966), Stephen Tyler (1969), and Paul Kay (1970), 

as well as in numerous treatments of specific aspects of theory and 

method. A more detailed discussion of recent developments will be 

presented in Chapter 5 of the present study, where the goals of an 

ethnographic theory — accountability and predictability — will be 

summarized and. evaluated. 



It will be shown in Chapter 3> that the goal of accountability 

has been well met. The models of cultural codes, or of the cognitive 

domains which are their structural units, do account for and satis

factorily evaluate the appropriateness of social behavior. The major 

issue in Chapter 5>» however, will relate to the conclusion that the 

goal of predictability has not been well met until quite recently and 

that this has been a consequence of a concentration on the structure 

of cultural code units at the expense of a rigorous examination of 

their interrelationships. 

The Conduct of Research 

There has been an emphasis in cognitive anthropology on the 

investigation of what people have to say about their culture and 

society. This has led in turn to the develooment of an intense inter' 

est in an effective methodology for the collection and analysis of 

the data of verbal behavior. As Kay has recently observed, "The in

formant's most careful statements about the nature of his world may 

not be all the ethnographic data, but they are admirable examples" 

(Kay 1970: 19). 

Ethnographic Interviews 

Asking questions has long been considered one of the most 

crucial facets of ethnographic field work. Indeed, the anthropolo

gist's ethnographic corpus may be viewed largely as ". . .a list of 

questions and answers" (Frake 196Ua: 132). With the advent of the 

formal orientation outlined above, however, it becomes necessary to 
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insist that "The problem is not simply to find answers to questions the 

ethnographer brings into the field, but also to find questions that go 

with the respondes he observes after his arrival" (Frake 1961ta: 132). 

Frake's interview program is basically as follows: "For every 

response, discover the set of inquiries which appropriately evokes it; 

and for every inquiry, discover a set of responses it appropriately 

evokes" (I96lia: 13h)» The direction of such a program is toward the 

formulation of linked query-response sets, the object being to isolate 

sets of queries mutually substitutable as question frames for a given 

response and sets of responses mutually substitutable in a given 

question frame. 

Taken together these sets will exhibit a number of logical 

semantic relationships. A recent study, for instance, demonstrates 

13 semantic relationships utilized by Papago Indians in defining the 

objects of their material world (Casagrande and Hale 1967). Of par

ticular significance for the analysis of cognitive domains will be 

sets of responses related through hierarchical class inclusion where 

the query is of the order, "What (a, b, c. . .) is a kind of X?" 

As to the discovery procedures themselves, they may range from 

informal "guess-and-check" techniques to highly elaborated schedules 

of potentially relevant question orderings (cf. Metzger and Williams 

1963, 1966 for two detailed treatments). It is probable that the pro

cedures will become increasingly explicit as the investigation con

tinues, and attention should always be paid to the clues afforded by 

situational context and non-verbal behavior. However, the procedures 

specifically exclude preconceived or arbitrarily constructed queries 

for any other than experimental purposes. 
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Interviews for the present study remained informal for the most 

part. Sessions generally lasted one hour and never exceeded two hours 

in length. Especially in the early stages of research, informants were 

encouraged to move through interview sessions by means of free associ

ation, discussing topics of their own choosing and switching from one 

subject to another at their own discretion. As research progressed 

topics were treated in greater and greater depth. A typical interview 

became increasingly devoted to a single topic, and frequent use was 

made of query-response frames imbedded in hypothetical situations for 

the informant's consideration. Seven informants assisted me, more or 

less continuously, during this phase of the investigation. 

Although most Rotanese are today bilingual in Chamorro and 

English, it was imperative to work in the native language whenever 

possible. At the beginning of the research period, before I had ac

quired a degree of language proficiency, informants were urged to pro

ceed in Chamorro and then review their discussion in English. All 

interviews were recorded on a tape recorder to provide an accurate 

and permanent transcription of this portion of the research program. 

Componential Analysis 

The data of interviews, the "list of questions and answers," 

comprise sets of terminologically labeled concepts which, by the very 

nature of the interview, emerge partially analyzed. Again, the signif

icance of language as an avenue for the analysis of cultural systems 

must be emphasized: 
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The analysis of a culture's terminological system will not, of 
course, exhaustively reveal the cognitive world of its mem
bers, but it will certainly tap a central portion of it. Cul
turally significant cognitive features must be communicable 
between persons in one of the standard symbolic systems of the 
culture. A major share of these features will undoubtedly be 
codable in a society's most flexible and productive communi
cation device, its language (Frake 1962: 7£). 

Componential analysis, employed extensively in the present 

study, provides an excellent means of depicting terminology sets as 

manifestations of underlying cognitive domains. Briefly, a componen

tial analysis is . .an analysis of a paradigm in terms of the 

defining features, the 'dimensions of contrast1 or 'critical attri

butes' of the segregates in the set" (Sturtevant 196U: 109). The 

following outline is based primarily on presentations by Goodenough 

(l9!?6a$ 1967) and Wallace and Atkins (i960). 

One of the bases of cognitive anthropology is the theoretical 

assumption that cultural systems are composed of formally structured 

sets or domains, such as paradigms and taxonomies, which may be iso

lated and analyzed given adequate methodological procedures. The 

isolation of a domain depends uoon the-demonstration that a particular 

set of objects (terminolo?ically labeled or non-labeled) may be defined 

by the fact that its member objects share at least one dimension of 

referential meaning not similarly shared by any other object or set 

of objects (Lounsbury 195>6: 159-162). This is not to say that cultural 

domains are unrelated. On the contrary, one of the goals of the 

present study is to show just how a particular set of domains is in

ternally structured in a specific ethnographic instance. It is rather 

to say that cultural domains can and must be isolated so that each 
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may be analyzed in terms of its own unique configuration of structure 

and content. 

Componential analysis begins with the tentative isolation of 

a cultural domain and continues through an explicit series of pro

cedures to describe the interrelationships of its member objects. A 

componential analysis is adeauate to the extent that it demonstrates 

the existence of an isolated cultural domain consisting of a unique 

set of objects in systematic interrelationship. 

The next step of componential analysis is to collect and record 

a complete set, or defined sub-set, of the segregates (terms) which 

are mutually substitutable in the same question frame, i.e., a ques

tion of the order, "Is (a, b, c. . .) a member of X?" These segre

gates (the set of objects to which the reply is "yes") are the desig

nations of the contrast set (domain) in question. In other words, 

they are the terms of an inclusive category designated by a cover 

term, such as "kinsman" or "productive property." 

Each segregate, itself a category, has one or more denotations 

or manifestations. In American kinship terminology, for instance, the 

segregate "cousin" denotes, among others, the male and female off

spring of both eso's father's siblings and ego's mother's-siblings. 

The Chamorro kin term chelu 'sibling' denotes both ego's brothers 

and ego's sisters. Note in these instances that the manifestations 

of the segregates are not commonly verbalized by the native speaker 

of the language. More specifically, of course, individual kinsmen 

may be discriminated although they bear the same relationship to ego. 
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Analysis continues with the identification of two or more de

fining features of the segregates of the set. Each of these features 

or criterial attributes must be signified by two or more of the 

segregates. This is an important analytical test, for a feature of 

meaning is irrelevant if it does not serve to discriminate at least 

one segregate from one other segregate. Murdock's (I9li9) list of 

kinship terminology principles is an examole of what the analyst 

searches for in the way of sets of defining attributes. 

With a full set of criterial attributes at hand, each segre

gate is formally defined in terms of one or more of these components 

(hence, componential analysis). Often the components may be organized 

along dimensions exhibiting internal contrast, e.g., a sex dimension 

of kinship displaying a contrast of male and female. It is evident 

that along with the condition that each component be shared by at 

least two segregates, no two segregates may share exactly the same 

set of components. They may not have the same signification, the same 

definition. 

The final step of a componential analysis involves a state

ment of the semantic relationships anion? the segregates of the domain 

and of the structural principles which order the paradigm. This is 

usually accomplished by means of a chart vrith the significant dimen

sions and their components arrayed alone both axes. A variety of 

paradigm types and other logical structures are possible, however, 

depending on the nature of the cognitive domain analyzed, and the 

descriptive goals of the analyst (Wallace and Atkins I960; Kay 1966). 
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Componential analysis describes the boundaries and internal 

structure of contrast sets, referred to here as cultural or cognitive 

domains, which comprise the code units or subsystems of cultural sys

tems. It is a specific case of an activity basic to scientific in

quiry: "The whole aim of theoretical science is to carry to the 

highest possible and conscious degree the perceptual reduction of 

chaos .... All theoretical science is ordering . . . ." (Simpson 

1961: 5, quoted in Sturtevant 196h: 99). 

Documents and Participation-Observation 

While verbal behavior is clearly a primary source of data for 

the investigation of cultural systems, an ethnography based solely on 

the assertions of informants would be ineffective in terms of the 

theoretical goals discussed above. As one anthropologist has put it, 

"• . . I do not believe an adequate ethnography can be produced from 

a record only of what people say, most especially it cannot be produced 

from a record of what oeople say in artificial interviewing contexts 

removed from the scene of their ordinary cultural performances" (Frake 

196Ua: 133). 

In addition to the interviews carried out in the field, the 

present study depends on a large body of documentary evidence. The 

materials in Chapters 2, 3, and U are intended as a description of 

the broad sociocultural context within which intergenerational land 

transactions take place. The history of Rota presented in Chapter 2 

is a summary of the primary and secondary sources in the literature. 

Chapters 3 and U are partially a reflection of the extensive legal and 

statistical records maintained by the Trust Territory government and 
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the municipality of Songsong Village. These records include the annual 

reports of the Trust Territory to the United Nations, the land regis

tration files of the Rota Land Management Office, and the monthly 

reports of the various private organizations and government depart

ments on the island. 

Underlying the several research projects conducted on Rota was 

the constant and anthropologically traditional theme of "participation-

observation." More than most scientists, the ethnographer becomes 

consciously and directly involved with a vital element of his study — 

the members of a particular community. Liviner and working in a com

munity, he confronts a tension between his self-confirmed role as an 

investigator and the community's collective perception of the roles 

he may play as a stranger. Much of his success in the field depends 

on how this tension is mediated. 

There was some initial confusion among the Rotanese due to my 

identification with either resident Peace Corps Volunteers or more 

transient American Trust Territory officials. Choosing the path of 

honest disclosure, I was gratified by an unofficial assignment to the 

Land Management Office with the sympathetic understanding that the 

research program presented to community leaders would be of benefit 

to the village and lead to my own personal achievement through edu

cation. After several months, my participation in at least the public 

activities of the community was very nearly on a par with the other 

adult men of the village. 
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The observation and recording of what Malinowski called 

. . the imponderabilia of actual life and of typical behavior. . ." 

(1961: 20) is essential to any thorough ethnographic study. In this 

regard, a significant gap in the observational record of the present 

research requires clarification. It will be shown in Chapter 6 that 

Rotanese intergenerational land transactions are associated in time 

with marriage, retirement, and death. The actual occurrence o.f these 

transactions, however, is indeterminate in the sense that it is not a 

scheduled public event. Transfer of land through the medium of kin

ship is a private family affair on Rota and often continues over an 

extended period of time prior to a final distribution. As such, no 

intergenerational land transactions were observed during the course 

of research. 

This is a substantive matter that will be returned to in the 

analytical portions of the study. It is sufficient to point out here 

that this and other facts of observation are crucial to the description 

of cultural systems. None of the data sources discussed — interviextf, 

documents, and participation-observation — can be ignored or arbi

trarily omitted in the conduct of ethnographic research. 

The Island and Its People 

Rota is the southernmost island in the Marianas District of 

the United States Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (Fig. 1). 

The Mariana Islands (including Guam) is part of Micronesia, although 

this classification must be considered largely geographical and has 

little meaning for culture area analysis (Mason 1968: 275-76). Even 
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geographically, the Marianas are more closely associated with the Asian 

continental shelf than with the Pacific basin proper. 

The Physical Environment 

The following summary of Rota's physical environment is taken 

primarily from Gallahue (19U6) and Bowers (19^0, 1951). The Mariana 

Islands consist of 17 islands with a total land area of just under 

U00 square miles (Fig. 2, Table 1). Of the three important population 

centers of the Marianas District (Rota, Tinian, and the capitol, 

Saipan), Rota (32.90 square miles) is the smallest. The islands of 

the archipelago form the eastern limit of the andesite line, which 

marks the boundary between the continental rocks and the andesitic 

lavas to the west and the heavy basaltic lavas that dominate the 

geology of the Pacific basin to the east (Thomas 1967: 3-U). 

The Mariana Islands are volcanic in origin. Rota, typical of 

the southern Marianas (including Aguijan, Tinian, and Saipan) is built 

up on a series of coralliferous limestone terraces on a volcanic base. 

The island is ten miles long and three miles wide. Its outstanding 

geographical features are two relatively high and broad plateaus 

(highest point 1,612 feet), narrow shorelines abutting steep cliffs, 

a nearly continuous fringing reef, the fertile gentler slopes of the 

southern coastal area, and a narrow peninsula — site of Songsong 

Village (Fig. 3). 

The climate of the Mariana Islands is troDical (Table 2). 

Daily temperature ranges vary less than 5°F annually; the average 

temperature on Saioan is 78°F. Rainfall is similarly constant, but 
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Table 1. Area of islands in the Marianas archipelago. 

Island Area (in souare miles) 

Farallon de Pajaros 0.79 

Maug 
East Island 0,36 
West Island 0.26 
North Island 0.18 

Asuncion 2.82 

Agrihan 18.29 

Pagan 18.6£ 

Alamagan li.3£ 

Guguan 1.61 

Sarigan 1.93 

Anatahan 12.U8 

Farallon de Mendinilla 0.3? 

Saipan Ii6. £8 

Tinian 39.29 

Aguijan 2.77 

Rota 32.90 

Guam 215.£0 

Total 399.11 

(Bowers 1951s 208) 
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Table 2. Average monthly tenroerature and precipitation on Saipan. 
(Over a six and 19 year period, respectively.) 

Month 
Average 

Temperature (°F) 
Average 

Precipitation (inches) 

January 76.1i 2.6 

February 76.0 3.6 

March 77.0 3.8 

April 78.2 2.8 

May 79.1 3.7 

June 79.9 5.1 

July 79.1 10.0 

August 79.U 13.1 

September 79.0 13.3 

October 79.1 11. h 

November 78.8 7.U 

December 77.8 

(Bowers 19$0: 231-32) 
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does intensify in the months of July through October, thus dividing 

the year roughly into wet and dry seasons -which affect the agricul

tural cycle. Droughts are rare in the Marianas. Typhoons, however, 

are not uncommon and often cause extensive damage to homes and crops, 

although human and livestock casualties are infrequent. 

Rota's native vegetation is Malaysian in character. Cocoanut 

palms are abundant along western and southern shores, but the cocoa-

nut beetle has effectively destroyed the copra industry, and little 

effort is currently being made to revive it. Primary and secondary 

forest growth covers much of the steeper terrain. Swordgrass and 

sugar cane from the Japanese period account for most of the vegetation 

in the plateau areas not presently under cultivation. 

The Rotanese have excellent water resources in the form of 

several cliffside springs and their streams. The major spring supplies 

water to the village through a gravity-feed pipeline built by the 

Japanese, and its surplus is currently being diverted to the uoper 

plateaus for irrigation and livestock watering. This water supply, 

together with a constant precipitation pattern and a thin but adequate 

topsoil, gives Rota an agricultural potential which has long been 

recognized and exploited. 

Demography 

With the exception of Guam, Rota is the only one of the 

Mariana Islands to remain continuously populated throughout the colo

nial periods beginning in 1668 (Thompson 19^2: 29, 36). Accurate 

census figures for Rota during the pre-Trust Territory periods are 
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scarce. Official reports generally treated the Marianas as a whole 

without breakdowns for the individual islands, Thompson (I9li2: 28) 

cites Freycinet (1829: 327-28) and gives the following population 

estimates for the islands at the time of initial Spanish settlement 

in the mid-17th century. 

Guam 35,000 
Saipan 11,000 
Rota 8,000 
Tinian 7,000 
Northern islands 12,000 

Total 73,000 

The first official census of the islands, taken in 1710, re

cords a precipitous decline in the Chamorro population to 3# 539 

(Thompson 19U2: 30), and in 1753 the population of Rota had reached 

a low point of 23h (Thompson "19U2: 30n). By about 1875 Rota's popu

lation had increased to 328 (de la Corte 1970: 156 /originally pub

lished 18757)> and in 1902, during the German period, this figure had 

further increased to h90 (Fritz 190b: 38). 

The post-World. War II period has seen a steady growth of the 

Rotanese population of more than two percent annually until the 

dramatic increase of 27 percent in 1968 (Table 3). This increase, 

which was apparently maintained in 1969 and 1970, cannot be accounted 

for and may reflect new procedures for conducting the census or errors 

in the local records. My own house-to-house census taken in May of 

1971 indicates a population of 1,062, including students resident on 

Guam and Saipan during the school year. 

Along with social and cultural variables to be discussed in 

subsequent chapters, the investigation of Rotanese intergenerational 



Table 3. Population and population change on Rota, 19U9-1971. 

Percentage Change 
Year Population Over Previous Year 

19U9 665 

1950 686 3.16 

1951 753 9.77 
1952 753 0.00 

1953 N.A. 

195U 8)4 7 

1955 860 1.53 

1956 893 3.83 

1957 962 7.73 

1958 970 0.83 

1959 990 2.06 

1960 996 0.61 
1961 1,011* 1.81 

1962 l,05U 3.9k 

1963 1,080 2,h7 

196U 1,108 2.59 

1965 1,182 6.68 

1966 1,1U2 -3.38 

1967 1,078 -5.60 

1968 1,371 27.18 

1969 1,3UU -1.99 

1970 1,363 1.U1 

1971 1,062 -22.08 

(U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 19U9-1970j 
Ethnographic Field Census May 1971 by author) 
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land transactions must take into account several demographic factors 

which have important conseouences for the sociocultural system as a 

whole. First, the population density of Rota is 31 persons per scuare 

mile. This ratio is quite low relative to other Micronesian islands 

(Hainline 196^5 1176-77). Second, an examination of land registration 

records in the Rota Office of Land Management shows that only 31 Per

cent of the island is controlled by Rotanese (exclusive of the village), 

while it is estimated that Ul percent of the island consists of arable 

land (Bowers 1950: 126). All lands not otherwise registered are held 

in public trust by the Trust Territory government. Third, a signifi

cant variable in Rotanese population dynamics is emigration. A com

parison of the village census taken by me in May of 1971 with the 

family register maintained by the Municipal government reveals that 

3k families listed as residents in January 1970 are no longer living 

on Rota. Only one family has immigrated to Rota from Guam during this 

period. 

Language 

Chamorro is the language of the community in the Mariana 

Islands, although English has largely supplanted it in any wider 

spheres of communication, and there is a sizeable population of non-

Chamorro speaking Carolinians on Saipan. Lexicostastical analysis 

places Chamorro in the Malayopolynesian Linkage of the Austronesian 

family of languages along with Palauan and unequivocally separated 

from the other languages of the Trust Territory (Dyen 196£: 33-3hf 39-

1*0). There is some suspicion that the relation of Chamorro to Philip

pine languages is even stronger than current data indicate. 
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The lexicostatistically defined position of Chamorro as a 
member of the Malayopolynesian Linkage is very likely to need 
revision. Chamorro shares so many features with the Hespero-
nesian languages and particularly with those of the Philip
pines as to suggest that Chamorro's percentages for some 
reason are distorted. It is not unlikely that the heavy 
borrowing from Spanish has deflated its percentages at least 
with Hesperonesian languages and perhaps more particularly 
with Philippine languages (Dyen 1965: 51). 

The influence of Spanish vocabulary on Chamorro is pervasive. 

From the system of countine to the system of kinship terminology the 

intrusion of Spanish is extensive and unmistakable. To a lesser ex

tent this is also true of the languages of the other nations that have 

dominated the Mariana Islands. With regard to phonological and gram

matical processes, however, Chamorro, especially the Rotanese dialect, 

has remained conservative. The rising intonation patterns and sing

song rhythms of Rotanese speech are distinctively Chamorro, as is the 

heavy emphasis on all forms of affixation of verbal roots in the ex

pression of grammatical function. 

The orthography of Chamorro segmental phonemes is taken from 

Topping's Spoken Chamorro, a practical manual for learning to speak 

Chamorro (1969a: xxvi-xxviii). This choice is made in deference to a 

long tradition of Chamorro orthography, introduced by the Spanish. 

Note particularly the use of /y/ for the voiced affricate (Table Li). 

More rigorous treatments of Chamorro phonology and related matters may 

be found in Nathiot (1955), Seiden (I960), Garvin (196b), and Topping 

(1969b). A similar concession has been made in the spelling of 

Chamorro words, which has yet to be standardized. 



Consonants 

Stops 

Fricatives 

Affricates 

Nasals 

Semivowels 

Vowels 

High 

Mid 

Low 
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Table It. Chamorro phonemes. 

Bi- Labio- Alveo-
labial dental Alveolar palatal Velar Glottal 

pi k 
b d g 

ch 
7 

m n n ng 

w 1, r 

Front Back 

h 

i 

e 
41 
a 

u 

o 

a 

(Topping 1969a: xxvi-xxviii) 
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The Community 

Songsong Village today has all the material trappings of a 

peasant society embedded in post-industrial civilization. The com

munity boasts an administration building, a small hospital, a library, 

a post office, a power plant, a slaughterhouse, and a 16-room hotel 

and restaurant — all constructed within the last two years (Fig. Li). 

There are, in addition, numerous family-owned stores and bars, a movie 

theater, two gas stations, an elementary school, and the recently re

furbished Catholic church of San Francisco de Borja. 

The Rotanese owned and operated 13b cars, pick-up trucks, and 

motorcycles in 1970. Virtually every household owns or has immediate 

access to a motor vehicle. Houses of war surplus plywood and. corru

gated sheet metal are being steadily replaced by typhoon-proof struc

tures of concrete block with reinforced concrete roofs and foundations. 

Most houses have electricity and piped water, and many have indoor 

bathrooms equipped with tub, shower, and flush toilet. Radios are 

omnipresent, as are jukeboxes in the stores and bars. Electric washing 

machines are considered necessities, and televisions with special 

antenna boosters for receiving network programs from Guam are the 

latest consumer luxury. 

Air and sea transportation links Rota with Saipan, Guam, and 

the rest of the world. An inter-island ship stops twice weekly for 

passengers and produce on its way between Saipan and Guam. Continental 

Airline's Air Micronesia makes a Guam-Rota-Saipan and return loop three 

times weekly. Major goals of economic development on Rota are 



Figure h. Songsong Village, Rota. 

Unoccupied lot held under an exchange agreement or village 
homestead contract. 

Household residence, lot held under an exchange agreement 
or homestead contract. 

Table 10). 
1 General store, 
2 General store, 
3 General store, 
h General store 
* General store 
6 General store 
7 General store 
8 General store 
9 Gas station 
10 Gas station 
11 Air Micronesia 
12 Movie house 
13 Cockpit 
lii Pool hall 
15 Bingo game 
16 Bati game 

office 

Other offices, activities, and properties 
A Trust Territory administration offices 
B Land Management and Public Works office 
C Maintenance and repair shops 
D Municipal court 
E U.S. Post Office 
F Jail 
G Unclaimed village lots - public land 
H Elementary school 
I Hospital 
J Slaughterhouse 
K Power plant 
L Library 
M Municipal office 
N Headstart office 
0 Community Action Agency office 
P Catholic Church of San Francisco de Borja 
Q Priest's residence 
R Convent (vacant in 1971) 
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improvement of the runway to accommodate larger jet aircraft and con

struction of a deep-water harbor to eliminate the present situation 

where cargo must be hauled to and from ships lying outside the reef 

by a small military landing craft. 

As will be shown in Chapter U, the Rotanese economy is based 

on Trust Territory government employment on the island and the export 

markets for beef and vegetable produce on Saipan and Guam. Income 

derived from these two sources stimulates a smaller private commercial 

sector, as does a growing tourist industry. Underlying the highly 

developed cash economy is a subsistence base of swidden agriculture 

augmented increasingly by the use of tractors, fertilizers, and pesti

cides . 

In the following chapters, additional information will be pre

sented about the history, economics, and social organization of the 

Rotanese people. The purpose of this broad examination is to provide 

a description of the sociocultural context within which Rotanese make 

decisions regarding the ultimate distribution of their real property. 

Especially in the next three chapters, it may appear that a presenta

tion of data is made at the expense of more general discussions of 

structure and process. If this is the case, it should nevertheless 

be noted that the analysis of sociocultural systems undertaken here 

is one in which culture is considered a system of conceptual constructs 

and associated behavior codes organizing the perceptions and actions 

of a society's members. Furthermore, in terms of the coals of ethno

graphic theory outlined above, the presentation of data is not an end 

in itself. 



. . .  a  s o c i e t y ' s  c u l t u r e  c o n s i s t s  o f  w h a t e v e r  i t  i s  o n e  
has to know or believe in order to operate in a manner 
acceptable to its members .... 

Ethnographic description, then, requires methods of pro
cessing observed phenomena such that we can inductively 
construct a theory of how our informants have organized the 
same phenomena. It is the theory, not the phenomena alone, 
which ethnographic description aims to present (Goodenough 
1957: 167-68). 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORY OF ROTA 

Since Magellan's discovery in lf>21, the Mariana Islands have 

been successively dominated by four colonial powers. During the 

Spanish period (1521-1898), the native Chamorro population underwent 

a decimation of its numbers, conversion to Catholicism, and a re

structuring of its social organization from what was then a stratified 

and possibly matrilineal system to one that is now egalitarian and 

cognatic. The Germans and Jamnese, especially, imposed formal systems 

of government, law, and education. Under American control since World 

War II, modernization has proceeded rapidly, financed largely by the 

United States through the Trust Territory government and focused pri

marily on bettering standards of health, education, and economic wel

fare. 

The significance of the present chapter for the investigation 

of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions lies solely in the 

expanded perspective it affords in the consideration of these trans

actions. The chapter is descriptive and historical and contains no 

suggestion of a causal explanation of the existing relationships 

between the Rotanese sociocultural system and the environment in which 

it is presently embedded. What it specifically contributes to the 

study as a whole is a sense of the progression of events and conditions 

31 
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which led to (1) the breakdown of the pre-contact sociocultural system 

and its subsequent inability to compete with introduced systems, (2) 

the replacement of a corporate land tenure system by one based on in

dividual control of real property, (3) the introduction of economic 

strategies within the nexus of a market economy, and (h) the emergence 

of a Rotanese sociocultural system adapted to these new contingencies. 

The Pre-Contact Period 

The archaeological record in the Mariana Islands is not rich 

(Thompson 1932; Spoehr 1957; Pellet and Spoehr 1961). On the basis of 

ceramic and architectural evidence, there is some support for inferring 

an original and later intrusion into the islands from Malaysia, per

haps more specifically from the Philippines. Spoehr gives the follow

ing chronological summary. 

On the assumption of the reliability of the Chalan Piao 
/Saipan.7 carbon lb. date, the Marianas were settled by 1527 
B.C. ± 200. These first settlers were probably fishermen 
and farmers, just as the Chamorros were at the time of 
European discovery of the islands. At a much later date, 
a new style of house construction - the building of latte -
was introduced, either as an indigenous development or as 
the result of outside influence. At the same time, Marianas 
Plain pottery superseded Marianas Red. The earliest date 
from the latte-building period is the A.D. 8h5 i lh5 date 
from Blue I /Tinian/. Latte-building, and the characteristic 
artifacts that went with it, continued up to the historic 
period and the abandonment of Saipan in 1698 (Spoehr 1957: 
170-171). 

There has been some controversy over the function of the latte 

pillars — stone columns set in two parallel rows and surmounted by 

hemispherical capstones. From associated archaeological materials and 

a comparison with similar wood and stone structures in the Western 
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Carolines and the Philipoines, it appears that they served, in their 

various forms and locations, as supports for men's houses, extended 

family dwellings, and canoe sheds (Thompson 19U0j Spoehr 1957: 171-

173). 

Villages were small and scattered along favorable coastlines 

and in the few well-watered inland areas. There is no evidence of 

dominant religious or political centers, with the possible exception 

of the Taga site on Tinian with its spectacular 12-foot high latte 

pillars and the As Nieves latte quarry on Rota, where the working of 

even larger latte columns and capstones was for some reason discon

tinued (Spoehr 1957: 85-93, 102-106), In the three villages where 

excavation is most complete, the largest latte structure is centrally 

located: 

The oversize central latte may represent men's houses or the 
residence of chiefs. I do not believe they were religious 
structures . . . because the Chamorro central latte had all 
the debris of daily living around them, and because there is 
no ethnohistoric evidence of true tenroles reserved only for 
religious rites in the ethnohistorical literature on the 
Marianas (Spoehr 1957; 172), 

A unilineal descent system, perhaps matrilineal, is indirectly 

alluded to in only a few passages from the early documents: 

In order to provide well for the nobility they have large 
estates of coconuts, bananas, as well as other choice proper
ties which are inherited.. The son of the defunct does not 
inherit his father's estate, but rather a brother or nephew 
is the heir. Whoever comes into possession changes his name 
and takes that of the founder or chief ancestor of the family 
(Garcia April 1937: 36 /originally published 16837)• 

It should be noted that this passage is immediately followed by a 

statement to the effect that the ancient Chamorros were ignorant of 
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the use of fire, a statement which is simply not true. In a later 

report it is asserted that succession to political leadership was 

through males, the line of succession being through brothers, cousins, 

and nephews (Freycinet 1829: U75?» cf. Thompson 19h$: 13). 

The inference of matrilineality gains credence when viewed in 

the context of the general matrilineal bias of other Micronesian 

societies (Mason 1968: 286-89). On the other hand, evidence has al

ready been introduced which associates pre-contact Chamorro society 

with Southeast Asia, particularly the Philippines, where social organi

zation is characteristically cognatic (Murdock I960). 

With due regard to the fragmentary nature of the evidence, 

Thompson favors the conclusion that "... /Chamorro7 society was 

organized into matrilineal clans, that is, unilateral kinship groups 

with descent through the female line" (l9h%: 11). While it is beyond 

the scope of the present study to debate this issue at length, one 

specific piece of additional evidence employed by Thompson must be re

jected as irrelevant. Thompson states that "Until the rule of patri

lineal descent was enforced in Guam by the Americans /after 18987, the 

ancient system of matrilineal descent survived. Children took the 

surnames of their mothers and. even today many of the older natives 

bear their mother's name" (l9k5: 11). Whatever Chamorro naming prac

tices may have been, the use of mother's surname is a Spanish-

introduced custom (de Young I960: 122). 

The evidence for social class ranking is better established, 

the effects of stratification being more visible in terms of occupa

tional constraints, differential wealth, and the distribution of 
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from Freycinet (1829), each island was organized into districts com

prising several villages. The hierarchy of political control was in 

the hands of a noble class. The nobles (matua) were also "... the 

warriors, sailors, fishermen, professional canoe builders, and traders 

of the Marianas" (Thompson 19h%: 13—1U)• The prerogatives of the 

middle-class demi-nobles (atchaot) are not clear. They seemed to be 

closely allied with the noble class but lacked the privileges of 

political leadership. The members of the lowest class (mangatchang) 

were apparently little more than serfs, totally responsive to their 

upper-class leaders and totally dependent on them for the redistribu

tion of the products of their labor. 

It is most likely that the classes were endogamous and that 

property was under the corporate jurisdiction of the noble families 

in each district. Political control was not reinforced, by a priest

hood. What little is known of the religious system indicates a focus 

on ancestor worship and belief in a multitude of animistic spirits 

(Thompson 19h5: 20-23). 

There is not enough information available to adeouately inter

relate the pre-contact systems of kinship and oolitical control. Com

paring a number of Malayo-Polynesian societies, Goodenough (19££) has 

argued that their present diversity may be derived from a basic form 

of social organization wherein nonunilineal descent rules and optional 

residence principles were a flexible basis of membership in social 

units with corporate functions, especially with regard to property 
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rights (see also comments by Frake 1956 and a reply by Goodenough 

1956b). I believe Goodenough's conclusions are pertinent to the Mari

anas and may well suggest the pre-contact situation, but without 

further investigation, particularly of the numerous archaeological 

sites, it is pointless to speculate in more detail. The most defini

tive statement that can be made at the present time is that by the 

end of the 17th century, after 30 years of direct Spanish domination, 

the ancient culture and society of the Mariana Islands had been altered 

irrevocably and passed beyond recognition. 

The Spanish Period 

The Mariana Islands were discovered for the Western world by 

the Spanish explorer, Ferdinand Magellan, on March 6, 1521 during his 

historic first circumnavigation of the globe. Pigafetta, Magellan's 

chronicler, records the event in his journal: 

On the sixth of March about seventy leagues from the said 
course /northwest after crossing the equator7, in 12° of 
north latitude and 1^6° longitude, they discovered a small 
island to the northwest and two others to the southwest .... 
And the Captain General wanted to anchor by the larrre one . . . 
in order to rest, but he could not because of the people of 
this island, who boarded the ships and stole one thing after 
another .... (Pigafetta 1969: 27 /originally published 
152 £7). 

Magellan landed only long enough to retaliate and "... burned 

forty or fifty houses, together with a great number of their boats; 

and they killed seven of them and. recovered /bhe7 skiff which they had 

stolen" (Pigafetta 1969: 28). The island was christened "The Island 

of the Thieves (Ladrones)." It may have been Saipan (Spoehr 195k: 37). 

The events of this first encounter were prophetic of future relations 

between Chamorros and their Spanish colonizers. 



Vessels stopped only sporadically in the Marianas, and it was 

not until 1$6£ that Miguel Lopez de Legazpi took formal possession of 

the islands on behalf of the Spanish Crown (Spoehr 195k: 38), As 

trade routes developed, ships anchored at Guam for rest and provisions 

on their way from Mexico to the Philippines, passing north of the 

islands on the return journey. However, Spain did not actively colo

nize the Marianas for another 100 years. 

The first Jesuit mission was established on Guam in 1668 by 

Father Luis de Sanvitores, who renamed the archipelago in honor of 

Queen Maria Ana de Austria, wife of King Felipe IV of Spain and 

patroness of the expedition (Harvey 1920: 20; Thompson 19U2: la7n). 

Spanish civil and military authority was established in 1676 with the 

appointment of a governor-general who reported to the Viceroy of 

Mexico (Thompson 19h2: JU7) - Disorganized but continuous resistance 

to conversion and colonisation faced the Spanish, and it was 30 years 

before they could claim the spiritual and secular conquest of the 

Chamorros• 

The concentration of the natives into a few population centers 

on Guam proved an effective policy, as it had earlier in Mexico. This 

was accomplished by 1698 with the final removal of Chamorros from all 

the northern islands, except Rota (Spoehr 195U: 53-£U). An unknown 

number of Rotanese escaped deportation from their island, an island 

which "... served as a place of retreat and asylum for the seditious, 

who came from time to time to the island of (Guam) in order to pervert 

their compatriots and to inspire in them a spirit of revolt" (quoted 
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last military expedition against the Chamorros). Rota was subsequently-

brought into the sphere of Spanish domination on a par with the com

munities of Guam (Spoehr 19Sb' 57)• 

The process of hispanic-ization received dramatic assistance 

through the internal breakdown of Chamorro society, due in large part 

to the decimation of native population described in Chapter 1. This 

decline was primarily the result of the ravages of warfare and Spanish-

introduced diseases to which the Chamorros had little resistence. 

Under these conditions, the conversion of the remnant population pro

ceeded zealously and without significant resistance a^ter 1700. In 

addition to the religious eoals of the Spanish oriests, there were a 

number of secular programs through which "... the Jesuits and polit

ical governors introduced crafts, schools, specific changes in methods 

of farming, and a variety of other features of culture content" (Spoehr 

195U: 57). 

Specific mention of Rota was infrequent during the Spanish 

period. Although equally subject to conversion and political domina

tion, the small population of Rotanese apparently lived in a condition 

of benign neglect. J. Arago, draftsman to the Freycinet expedition 

of 1817-1820, visited Rota briefly in June 1819. Of his stay on the 

island he made the following comments: 

It is difficult to find a place more fertile or more 
neglected. Guam itself is not to be compared with it ... . 

They reckon nearly fourscore houses in the town /Song-
song Village/, and four hundred persons in the whole island. 
There are five or six crucifixes in every street; and it is 
necessary that some outward signs should be put them in mind 
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of their religion, since there is no public worship. There 
has been no priest here for more than twenty years (Arago 
1823, Vol. 1: 275-276). 

One observation is particularly prescient in light of the economic 

situation in the Marianas today. 

The breadfruit, the tacca /cassava^* "the watermelons, every
thing is of a better quality here than at Guamj and I am 
surprised that greater attention is not paid to a country 
which might become the granary and general storehouse of the 
Marianne islands (Arago 1823, Vol. 1: 276). 

From the beginning of the 18th century until the end of the 

Spanish period in 1898 5 life in the Marianas, especially Guari, stabi

lized in lbs hispanic mold. There were no more revolts, and the course 

of events moved with a monotony broken only by the festivities of the 

Catholic ritual calendar and the occasional arrival of ships. The 

social and economic programs mentioned above were extremely limited 

in scope and in the number of Chamorros who were privileged to nrofit 

by them. Administration of the islands passed throueh the hands of a 

succession of colorless but powerful Spanish governors who often 

viewed the island as their personal fiefdom (Harvey 1920: h8-50). The 

only exceptions to these remarks were governors Villalobos (1331— 

1837) and de la Corte (1855-1865). These men apparently worked dili

gently for improvements in the government and welfare of the native 

population (Harvey 1920: 50-53). 

The system of land tenure, of special interest in the present 

study, emerged from the destruction of traditional Chamorro culture 

and society almost as an incidental by-product of hispanicization. 

The Spanish had little interest in the economic development of the 
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islands, and conseouently they t>aid scant attention to the establish

ment of any comprehensive system of property use and ownership. 

During this . . . period the aboriginal Chamorro land tenure 
system became modified in the direction of individual owner
ship. The Spanish administration gave some Chamorro families 
rights to certain lands on the islands. These rights were 
patterned after those of private property owners in Spain and 
the families to whom they were Riven were aided by the Spanish 
administration in maintaining them even though, at that time, 
the Spanish generally engaged /in7 very little adininistration 
or supervision of land holdings "[Emerick 1958: 219). 

Specifically, land was considered public, rather than government, 

owned.: 

To obtain land an individual took possession and filed with 
the administration on Guam a "possessory title", describing 
as best he could the land he occupied. Under Spanish law 
it took 20 years before a person could request a crown 
grant on the strength of his possession (Johnson 1969: 3). 

I 
Available records indicate that only eight such parcels on Rota were 

ever covered by possessory titles (Johnson 1969: 3). 

Some of the consequences of Spanish-Chamorro relations are 

summarized by Thompson (I9'i2: U5>): 

After the Spanish conouest there arose a prorcerty-ownine 
class composed mainly of the descendants of the Chamarro 
nobility who had united with Spaniards. . . . They refused 
to mix with the remainder of the population who were con
sidered "low people" .... By the end of the Spanish 
regime . . . /they7 consisted of about a dozen intermarrying 
Spanish-Chamorro families who formed a wealthy and. powerful 
group cultivating a Spanish Catholic tradition. 

There is a suggestion of pre-contact class consciousness in this 

passage, but it represents, at best, a narrow field of sociocultural 

continuity. 

The Spanish lost Guam to the United. States in 1898 as a result 

of their defeat in the Spanish-American War. The following year they 
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relinquished the Northern Marianas, as well as their other nossessions 

in Micronesia, to the expanding German emoire. The impact of Spanish 

religious and secular programs on the people of the Marianas was 

complete in almost every instance and shattering in many. The stanp 

of Spanish colonialism remains one of the dominant features of Chanorro 

culture and society to this day. 

The German Period 

The Germans were late starters in the competition for colonial 

expansion in Oceania, but as Oliver has observed, 

Germany entered the Oceanic arena with a flourish. Her 
unifier, Bismarck, did not at first favor colonial adventures, 
prefering to concentrate efforts in building up industrial 
power in the fatherland; but proponents of world commerce 
and naval might and colonialism had their way after i860, 
resulting in an about-face of imperial policy and culminating 
finally in World War 1 (Oliver 1961: 118). 

Political colonialism was preceded by the commercial ventures of sev

eral private trading companies, operating wherever and whenever they 

could gain a foothold. Johann Godeffroy, a wealthy Hamburg merchant, 

owned a typically aggressive comoany which established its South Seas 

headquarters in Samoa in 18£6: 

Within a few years agents and affiliates were thriving all 
over Oceania. In the Marshalls, the Eastern Carolines, the 
Gilberts, and the Ellice Islands, they and their successors 
constituted not only the sole traders but also practically 
the only Europeans in these island grouos (Oliver 1961: 
131-32). 

Having established hegemony in Eastern and Central Micronesia 

through commerce, the German government stepped in and purchased the 

Carolines, Palau Islands, and Mariana Islands (except Guam) from the 
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crumbling Spanish empire for $h,200,000 in 1899 (Townsend 1966: 196 

/originally published 19307). During the brief period of their con

trol over Micronesia (1899-191U), the Germans maintained their interest 

in economic matters over all other considerations, particularly in the 

development of the copra industry. The number of Germans actually in

volved in colonialization was small, and was concentrated primarily 

in the Marshalls. There was never more than a handful of Germans in 

the Marianas (Spoehr 195b: 75)> and yet the colonial administration 

was a model of governmental efficiency. 

Compared to the general spirit of neglect characterizing the 

latter part of the Spanish period, the burst of German activity is a 

matter of some note. On the one hand, "The means and. numbers of 

government officials were very small in proportion to the area governed. 

Some 25 men, with at best one sea-going ... vessel amons? them, con

stituted the government of an ocean area atroroaching the land area of 

the United States" (McKinney 19L?: 136). On the other hand, a number 

of programs were introduced to improve conditions in the islands. 

Even in the Marianas, the area least developed by the Germans, 

these programs were vigorously pursued (Spoehr 195U: 75-32). The 

Germans instituted a massive smallpox vaccination campaign and other 

major public health measures. A program of road building was begun. 

Schools were established on Saipan and Rota, under Chamorro teachers. 

Chamorros were also afforded the opportunity to study at trade and 

vocational schools, such as those on Yap and even in Germany. Local 

government was streamlined, and a comprehensive legal code was enforced, 

with native officials directly responsible to their German superiors. 



One of the most significant changes in colonial policy for

malized the rights and duties of individual land tenure with the a in 

of assuring local self-sufficiency in agriculture and the success o? 

the copra industry (Snoehr 195>li: 77). To this end cadastral survey 

was undertaken, land titles recorded, and certificates of ownership 

issued to individual Chamorros (Emerick 1958: 221; Johnson 1969: 3-'J). 

As part of this program, existing Spanish grants were revoked, and 

land was redistributed in smaller parcels which could be more effi

ciently cultivated by their owners (Eherick 19^8: 221). 

All land not otherwise registered was declared government 

property by the German administration. This was a major transforma

tion of the tenure system developed during the Spanish period. Under 

this new policy a homesteading program was implemented wherein 

Chamorros could apply for agricultural parcels. The program was re

stricted to Saioan and Rota, however, and by 190U only the site of 

Tinian's Catholic church remained privately ovmed. throughout the rest 

of the German Marianas (Spoehr 195U: 77J Johnson 1969: h). One result 

of the homesteading program was an influx of Guamanian Chamorros to 

Saipan and Rota. This is reflected in the increase of the Chamorro 

population in the German Marianas from some 1,300 in 1901 to more than 

1,900 in 1912 (Spoehr 19%: 78). 

A program of government property leases was also introduced as 

a basic component of the copra industry. A number of German, German-

Chamorro, and Japanese firms were involved in this program. Nonethe

less, it should be kept in mind that "... the economic development 
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of the Marianas during the German period was very modest . . . 

(Spoehr 195U: 79). The Copra industry did not so much raise the gross 

standard of living for Chamorros as it generated a new complex of 

material wants and needs by promoting an increase in the number and 

variety of imported trade items. 

The various land programs were carried out with an attention 

to regulatory detail unknown in the Spanish neriod. For instance, in 

order to check the demand for imported rice, an indigenous staple 

sacrificed to the demands of the conra plantations, each owner of 

arable land was recuired to devote at least one-ouarter hectare to 

subsistence crops rather than cocoanut trees» Failure to meet this 

requirement resulted in a public work penalty of one day for each 125 

square meters below the minimum (McKinney 19h7t 86). 

The Germans did not levy a property tax. There was an annual 

head tax of three marks. In addition, all males between the ages of 

1^ and 50 were required to work on public construction and maintenance 

projects. Married men contributed 12 days of labor each year; the 

quota for bachelors was 20 days (Spoehr 195U: 77). 

It has been noted that the main German efforts were concen

trated in Eastern and Central Micronesia. In view of this and in view 

of the small number of Germans actually present in the area, it is 

not surprising that the rising aspirations of the Japanese were ex

pressed in their domination of shipping in the Marianas: "Most of the 

shipping, varying from some sixteen to thirty shit)s a year, was 

Japanese, and the whole Marianas trade gravitated toward Yokohama" 
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(Spoehr 19Sh: 79). With the outbreak of World War I, Japanese com

mercial interests were quickly converted into military conquest, and 

the brief, though by no means insignificant, German period of Chamorro 

history was at an end. 

The Japanese Period 
•L  i  .  I,  . . . i  _  i 

Acting with swiftness and efficiency, the Japanese fleet moved 

into the territories of German Micronesia in October 191b. Saipan was 

occupied without issue on the l!|th of that month (McKinney 19li7: 132). 

Actual possession of Micronesia was the culmination of a long period 

of Jaoanese interest in the area, for it must be remembered that "... 

Japanese contacts . . . /had been7 considerable since the last two 

decades of the 19th Century" (Clyde 193?! 22). 

At the end of World War I, after much secret negotiation over 

the distribution and form of control of former German colonies, Japan 

was awarded a Class "C" Mandate of German Micronesia under the articles 

of the Treaty of Versailles, signed June 28, 1919, and later confirmed 

by the League of Nations (Clyde 1935>: 27—UU) • The Mandate specifically 

forbade slavery and forced labor without remuneration. Furthermore, 

it guaranteed freedom of religion and charged the Japanese with the 

promotion of the material, moral, and social progress of the native 

population. Finally, the Mandate prohibited any form of military 

activity in the islands (Clyde 193!?: 37-38). 

With the Mandate secure, Japan intensified its program of eco

nomic development in the Marianas: 
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. . .  i t  w a s  n o t  u n t i l  t h e  g r a n t i n g  o f  t h e  M a n d a t e ,  t h e  e s 
tablishment of the South Seas Government Bureau, and the 
organi7ation of the Northern Marianas as the Sait>an adminis
trative District that more conservative capital ventured 
into the area and laid the foundation for a successful eco
nomic structure. All resources were surveyed, and those of 
commercial value were brought into production under private 
or government auspices (Bowers 1950: 73). 

Until its withdrawal from the League of Nations after a series of inter

national incidents in 1932 (Clyde 1935' 2), Japan worked vigorously for 

the social and economic development of her mandated territories. 

Japanese economic policy differed in two important respects 

from that of the Germans. First, it largely bypassed the native labor 

force by importing thousands of nationals, especially Okinawans, to 

work for the government and for commercial companies, such as the South 

Seas Development Company /WICK/. Second, due in part to the crippling 

infestation of the cocoanut beetle, the copra industry was abandoned 

in the Marianas in favor of sugar cane nroduction. The growth of the 

Japanese population in the Northern Marianas was tremendous (Spoehr 

195U: 85): 

1920 1,758 
1930 15,656 
1937 U5,5U7 

The concentration of land resources for the production of sugar cane 

was equally dramatic: "The fields of cane, occupying 68 per cent of 

the arable land of Saipan, 80 per cent of Tinian, and 33 per cent of 

Rota, indicated the major application of human energies in the region" 

(Bowers 1950: 77). 

The economic significance of sugar is illustrated in the fol

lowing passage: 



Suear production dominated the peographic scene, setting 
the tempo of island life with its seasons of planting, har
vest, and manufacture. The industry was controlled by . . . 
/the NKK7» which leased povernment land and rented it in 
return to tenant farmers, who produced cane under contract 
(Bowers 19^0: 7h-76). 

An extensive system of railways was built to haul the cane to proces

sing mills on each island. The extent of efforts in sugar cane 

production is further indicated by the fact that fishing, the second, 

most important industry, accounted for only 5 per cent of the annual 

exports (Bowers 195>0: 76) .  

The system of land tenure remained basically as it had developed 

under the Germans. The Japanese recognized private titles granted by 

the Germans and retained all former German lands as the property of the 

state. They conducted their own cadastral survey of government prop

erty and began a similar survey of private holdings (Bowers 19?0: lUl). 

There was no homesteading program under the Japanese, and Chamorros 

were encouraged to lease their land to the NKK for the production of 

sugar cane. 

The attraction of cash income over subsistence agriculture 

which developed during the German period was intensified under the 

Japaneses 

At least 75 per cent of the natives rented the greater part 
of their land in the Japanese period, retaining only enough 
to provide a domestic food supply. Other income was obtained 
from seasonal, and in some cases permanent, employment. The 
majority /of Chamorros7 regard employment rather than de
velopment of the land as affording the best possibilities 
for economic advancement (Bowers i9!?0: llh). 

Among other consequences of this pattern of economic alternatives,. 
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. . .  i n c r e a s i n g  d i f f e r e n t i a l s  i n  w e a l t h  d e v e l o p e d ,  a n d  a  
few of the families with large holdings of real property 
became well-to-do .... Living standards generallv rose 
among the Chamorro proup, and the increasing ranrre of wants 
was matched asrainst the influx of trade poods from Japan. 
Some Chamorros sent their sons to Japan for schooling. 
Many other Chamorros . . . took advantage of ftovernment-
sponsored special rates to visit the Japanese home islands 
(Spoehr 19^hi 89). 

In addition to the ambitious program of economic development, 

a number of other programs and activities had their effect during the 

Japanese period (Spoehr 19£U: 87-90). Local political leaders con

tinued to serve as intermediaries between the government and the native 

population, and in 1936 the Japanese introduced an elective process 

for the selection of village officers. Religious affairs were left in 

the hands of the Catholic Church, although the German Capuchins were 

replaced by Spanish Jesuits, and toward the end of the Japanese period 

relations between the Government and the Church deteriorated. Educa

tion was required for all, and the curriculum stressed Japanese lan

guage and culture. In everything the Chamorros were reminded of their 

inferior status in the Japanese social hierarchy. Micronesia was 

legally part of the Japanese Empire, but the native population regained 

little more than an addendum to the Japanese social system. 

The impact of Japanese colonialism on Rota was typical of the 

Mariana Islands as a whole. The island, was viewed essentially as a 

source of arable land for the production of sugar cane. When, in the 

1930's, Japanese policy was shifted toward military priorities, the 

Rotanese suffered major dislocations in their community and economic 

life. Offensive and defensive preparations for war cut heavily into 

all other social and economic endeavors (Bowers 19^0: 78-83). 
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Under the Germans, most Rotanese property owners held title to 

land in the relatively fertile area of Talakaya along the southwestern 

coast. Between 1931 and 193h, these parcels were arbitrarily exchanged 

by the Japanese for less fertile and rockier olots on the eastern coast 

near Tatachog (Emerick 1958: 2h3). Careful records were made of these 

exchanges, and except for the coercive nature of the urogram, the 

transactions were carried out in a meticulously legal fashion. 

In a similar manner in 1936 and 1937, the Rotanese were removed 

from Songsong Village on the peninsula and issued deeds to lots in 

Tatachog, This exchange also took place with careful attention to 

documentation but without consulting the villagers: 

Before the movement from Songsong, the Rotanese were brought 
together in public assembly and addressed by government 
officials .... The islanders reported that they were told 
that they "had to move," and that the Chief of Police was 
placed in charge of their change in residence (Bowers 1950: 
139-UO). 

Songsong became the Japanese administrative center of the island., site 

of the sugar mill, and residence for the Japanese workers and their 

families * 

From 1937 Japanese efforts were focused almost entirely on 

fortification of the island. Bunkers and gun emplacements soon dotted 

the island, especially in the cliffs overlooking the main west harbor. 

An airstrip was constructed, and Rota was readied for a role it was 

never to play in the final defense of the Japanese Empire. 

Previous transfers of colonial power in the Marianas had been 

peaceful and largely without incident. The violence of Spanish con

quest had all but faded into legend. Chamorros had never experienced 
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anything like the holocaust of World War II, and they could not avoid 

the most direct involvement in the titanic Japanese-American battle 

for their islands which destroyed nearly every material vestige of 

three centuries of colonial development and exploitation. 

The American Period 

The battle of the Philippine Sea signaled the last stages of 

World War II in the Pacific. U.S. victory in the Marianas ended 

Japanese domination of Micronesia, and the final blows were struck 

against Hiroshima and Nagasaki from Tinian. The invasion of Saipan 

began on June 11, 19kU: 

Saipan was one of the bitterest battles of the--Pacific 
war. Official American casualities from June 15 to July 9 
were listed at lU,22!i, with 3,lWi killed, in action. Of the 
Japanese force, 23,811 were killed and 1,310 taken prisoner. 
Civilian loss of life among the Japanese was heavy, as 
civilians had been told that they would be tortured and 
killed if taken prisoner, and many committed suicide (S-ooehr 
1994t 91). 

More than 300 Chamorros were killed, and the main town of Garapan was 

totally destroyed (Spoehr 19?Ii: 92-9U). Tinian fell next, P.ota was 

bypassed, and Guam was recaptured, after heavy fighting, on August 

10, 19hh (Carano and Sanchez 196U: 308). 

Although Rota was not invaded, the operation called for it to 

be neutralized by air and naval bombardment (Richard 1957, Vol. 1: 13'i). 

At the end of hostilities in August 19U5, Japanese forces were still 

on Rota. Surrender of the island, came on September 2, and all Japanese 

were removed two days later to Guam for eventual repatriation (Richard 

1957, Vol. 2: 5-6, 21). The t>op\ilation of Rota at the time of Japanese 
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surrender consisted of 5>701 Japanese and Okinawan civilians, 2,655 

Japanese military personnel, and 790 Rotanese (Richard 1957, Vol. 2i 

21). 

American administrative authority over Micronesia has changed 

several times since 19U5. Military government continued until July 18, 

19U7 when President Tinman approved the formation of a United States 

Strategic Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands as set forth by the 

Security Council of the United Nations (U.S. Department of the Navy 

19h8: U). At this time the Navy Department established a civil ad

ministration of the islands. Responsibility for the Trust Territory-

was transferred to the Department of Interior on July 1, 1951 (U.S. 

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 1952: 2) and finally to the 

Department of State on July 1, 1962 (U.S. Department of State 1962: 

25). 

At first Rota was olaced under the authority of the military 

commander of Guam, while the rest of the Marianas were administered 

from Saipan (Richard '1957, Vol. 1: 95). The Marianas (except for the 

U.S. Territory of Guam) were reunited when administrative responsi

bility passed to the Interior Department, but in January 1953 Rota was 

again isolated due to the return of the other northern islands to the 

jurisdiction of the Navy Department for military purposes (U.S. Trust 

Territory of the Pacific Islands 1953: 2j Meller 1969: 17-18). The 

present organizational structure, with Rota included in the Marianas 

District, was created at the time the State Department assumed adminis

trative responsibility of the Trust Territory (U.S. Department of State 

1962: 25). 



The Rotanese were virtually left to their own devices during 

the early years of American administration. There were never more 

than 18 officers and men permanently stationed on the island under 

the military occupation, and before 1951 there were two one-year 

periods in which they were in complete charge of their own affairs 

(Richard 1957, Vol. 2: 2lUj Vol. 3: Ib2~lli3). Furthermore, those pro

grams which were implemented for Rota were hampered by the lack of 

continuity engendered by the several changes of administrative author

ity. This is particularly true of the various land programs which 

will be discussed in Chapter 3 (Emerick 1958: 2LiU-b5). 

The dilemma of the immediate post-war years is summarized by 

Oliver: 

Inexperienced officers were stationed on isolated, islands and 
ordered to repair the devastations, heal the sick, rehabili
tate the economies, reconstitute and povern native communities, 
adjudicate quarrels, enforce American-type rules of law and 
order, and educate their charpes for roles in the new age 
(1961: 399-hOO). 

All this was to be accomplished without benefit of any comprehensive 

development policy and in the midst of dismantling one of the largest 

and most complex war machines ever assembled. 

Nor did matters improve significantly in the years that fol

lowed. Funding remained at a low level, and an attitude of "protec

tionism" developed which held that . .it was not to the indigenes' 

interest to accustom them to a standard, of living which they would not 

be able to maintain with their own limited resources" (Keller 1969: 

16). Only in the area of U.S. defense requirements, a prerogative 



included in the "strategic" status of the Trust Territory, did lone-

term planning and extensive budgets prevail. 

Finally, in the early 1960's U.S. Trust Territory relations 

altered, and decisions were made to accelerate the social, economic, 

and political development of the Micronesians. Budget levels rose 

sharply (U.S. Department of State 1970: 39; see Meller 1969: 380-81 

for discussion): 

pre-1962 $ 7million 
1962 17.5> million 
1967 2^.0 million 
1968 35>.0 million 
1969 3£.0 million 
1970 50.0 million 
1971 ^0.0 million 

The Peace Corps expanded its program into the islands in 1966, doubling 

the number of American personnel in the territory, and several firms 

prepared detailed development plans affecting every aspect of island 

life (Meller 1969: 19-21). 

Today, Micronesians are in partnership with American companies 

in numerous business enterprises, and local economies are beginning 

to thrive, especially with regard to a ^rowinp tourist industry. Hos

pitals and power plants have been built in the district center com

munities and on some of the "outer islands," such as Rota. There is 

also a high school in each district center and several elementary 

schools in each district. Trade schools are in operation. Many stu

dents attend college in Japan, Guam, Hawaii, and the U.S. mainland. 

Soon, this opportunity will be available to them within the Trust 

Territory. 



Politically, local institutions bear the stamp of indigenous 

tradition while having been steadily incorporated into a representa

tive multi-level Trust Territory government. In the Marianas, for 

instance, it has been srnued that village level political structures 

have retained a continuity of form and function throughout the entire 

period of colonial domination (Solenberger 196U). These municipal 

governments are now linked to District legislatures, and the legis

lative and judicial structure of the territory as a whole is the 

responsibility of the Congress of Micronesia, established in I96I4 

(Meller 1969: 197-221). The United States retains final decision

making power, however, through a High Commissioner appointed by the 

President. 

The impact of American administration on Rota is reflected in 

the outline given in Chapter 1 and will receive repeated, if indirect, 

reference in the chapters that follow. Over-all, the period may be 

characterized as one of modernization on the American model of con

stant and unlimited economic growth, participatory democracy, and 

individual achievement through competition and education. On Rota, 

the model seems to have come to life, and its perpetual realization 

is a central theme of the Rotanese sociocultural system. 



CHAPTER 3 

LAND TENURE 

Land, tenure may be considered in a broad sense as that complex 

set of relations among men generated by the configuration of rights 

and duties with regard to the physical environment and its products 

(Harris 1956: 1-35 Biebuyck 1968, Vol. 8: £62-563). The present chap

ter will focus on the tenure relations established between individual 

Rotanese and the Trust Territory government, which today constitute the 

setting within which interpersonal tenure relations are structured. In 

keeping with the descriptive goals of this study, land will be defined 

in Rotanese terms as tano 'land, the soil surface of the earth and its 

products, realized with or without human effort.' This conceptuali

zation excludes a range of rights and duties over environmental ex

ploitation that would be pertinent to a broader study of land tenure 

and property relations. Furthermore, the analysis of Rotanese inter-

generational land transactions will be relevant only to a specific 

subset of tano-hu 'my land' and the rights and duties associated with 

it. 

Preliminary Considerations 

De Jure and De Facto. Land. Tenure 

The single most significant fact about Rotanese land tenure 

is the active sovereignity of the Trust Territory government. No 
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individual has full title in any parcel of land on Rota. This situ

ation goes beyond the Western concept of eminent domain, wherein the 

state maintains certain residual rights in private land and may acti

vate them at its discretion. At the present time, given the form and 

content of government-individual land tenure contracts, the government 

retains full legal authority to declare null and void any such contract 

As a consequence of this situation, a very real distinction 

exists between the de ,jure land tenure system contained in the Trust 

Territory Code and various district and municiDal level ordinances and 

the de facto land tenure system expressed in such native concents as 

tano-hu 'my land,' duello 'owner,' and totot 'trustee,' It is important 

to note that the distinction is not between a povernment system and a 

native system. There is rather a unitary system organized around 

government-individual contracts which, by the nature of those contracts 

designates an absolute right of foreclosure to the government. 

Many Rotanese are not aware of the government's right of fore

closure in their land tenure contracts. Those who are disregard it as 

a matter of practice. The government, for its part, claims no inten

tion of ever acting on its right of foreclosure. On the contrary, 

government policy is directed at returning full title in land to all 

appropriate native groups and individuals (see Atroendix I). It must 

be remembered, however, that the right of foreclosure exists and that 

many of the processes of interpersonal and intergenerational land 

transactions are extra-legal and only tacitly sanctioned by the Trust 

Territory government. 
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Post-War Tenure Problems 

Full government title in all former Japanese real property was 

attained in a vesting order issued in 1951 (See AppendixH). Four 

years earlier the government's attitude toward native land temire was 

made clear in a land policy letter (Appendix I) which stated in part 

that "It is considered essential to the welfare of the native inhabi

tants /of the Trust Territorv7 that doiibts concerning rights in land 

. . . be eliminated at the earliest possible date." Furthermore, "The 

guiding principle of land policy is to safeguard native land rights 

and land ownership; and, so far as possible, to provide each family 

with land sufficient for adequate subsistence, and to assure community-

wide access to essential land resources." 

The Japanese kept careful records of all transactions regarding 

native land. In the case of the Rotanese, it would have been a rela

tively straightforward matter to establish the status of land under 

the Japanese and then to rectify the arbitrary displacement from farm 

and village which had taken place in the 1930's. Unfortunately, 

virtually all the Japanese land records, stored on Saipan and Palau, 

were destroyed during the war. Included in the loss were the crucial 

cadastral surveys which comprise the locational basis of a formal 

land tenure system (Sablan 1966: 1-6; Johnson 1969: 11). The few 

personal copies of title which survived the war were ineffective 

without the confirmation of the surveys. 

As a result, the Trust Territory eovernment was in a dilemma. 

It received full title to the island of Rota essentially by default. 
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The Rotanese, on the other hand, had their own conceptualization of 

vrhat their rights and duties in land were and just where that land was 

located. The solution seemed to lie in a new cadastral survey and a 

mutually agreed upon reestablishment of the size, location, and owner

ship of individual land parcels. This was the spirit of the 19U7 

policy letter, but due to inadequate funds, a shortage of qualified 

personnel, and the lack of administrative continuity discussed in the 

previous chapter, the return of full title in land to the Rotanese 

has yet to be accomplished. 

In 1950 the dilemma stood unchanged from 19h7: 

Settlement of the problem of land ownership is of primary 
importance in the reestablishment of a sound economy in the 
Northern Marianas .... Civil administration, confronted 
with tremendous difficulties in clearing the situation, has 
been handicapped by lack of staff and funds. A well-trained, 
adequately financed commission, supported by soecial appro
priation, is needed to make the necessary cadastral surveys 
and solve the many legal problems involved, if a solution is 
to be reached in a reasonable length of time (Bowers 1950: 
131). 

A homesteading program was not implemented on Rota until 1953 (Sablan 

1966). The act establishing a Land Commission was not passed by the 

Congress of Micronesia until 1966 (Johnson 1971). The comprehensive 

cadastral survey of Rota, scheduled to begin in 1969 (Highlights, 

November 15> 1969) is not yet fully underway. 

In 1958 the Trust Territory government did begin to enter into 

formal, if somewhat tenuous, land tenure relations with the Rotanese. 

Today, some 69 percent of the island remains in the category of 

"public land" with full title residing in the government (Table 5). 

Government-individual contracts are of four types: title 
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Table 5» Distribution of land tenure contracts and contract holders 
on Rota, 1971. 

Number of 
Type of Conti'act Number of Area in Percent of 
Contract Holders Parcels Hectares Total Area 

1. Title Deter
mination C

D
 C

O
 

\_n
. -
-3 U08 

(187) 
1,07U.U9 
(521.22) 

12.60 
(6.11) 

2. Agricultural 
Homestead 

73 
(50) 

73 
(50) 

333.00 
(227.00) 

3.90 
(2.66) 

3. Grazing Lease h2 
(35) 

k2 
(35) 

1,205.00 
(1,090.00) 

111.13 
(12.78) 

^-Sub-Total *2,612,U9 
(1,838.22) 

*30.63 
(21.55) 

B. Songsong Village 
(Various Contracts) *52.Li7 #0.62 

C, Unregistered 
1, Sabana 75. hi 0.88 

2. Other Public 
Land 5,789.55 67.87 

*Sub-Total *5,865.02 *68.75 

Total - A, B, C 8,529.98 100.00 

(Figures in parentheses refer to resident contract holders and related 
parcels. Starred figures indicate sub-totals.) 
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determinations, exchange agreements, homesteads, and grazing leases. 

Registered parcels tend to cluster on the island according to the type 

of contract involved (Fig. 5). Figure 5 is schematic. Parcels are 

scattered and accounted for only 2,6l2.h9 hectares (53.63 percent) of 

the shaded areas (U,871.3k hectares, excluding the Songsong Village 

and Sabana areas). 

The amount of land currently available to Rotanese is further 

restricted by the fact that of the 2,612.li,9 hectares Tinder contract 

(which excludes Songsong Village) only 1,^33.22 (70.36 percent) are 

held by residents of the island. In other words, only about 22 per

cent of the potentially arable land on Rota is currently held under 

government-individual contracts by people actually residing on the 

island. 

The Sabana 

The Sabana area shown in Figure $ is a singular o-ase of land 

in free usufruct. Under a verbal agreement between the Trust Terri

tory government and the municipality of Songsong Village, any indi

vidual may cultivate crops there without restriction as to the type 

of crop or the size of parcels. The area, about 75 hectares, is high 

and generally flat with Mt. Sabana (1,612 feet) capping a gentle slope 

of several hundred feet in the middle. 

The Sabana is generally exploited during the dry season (No

vember to June) when it receives a proportionately greater share of 

the island's rainfall. In 1970-1971, some 15 farmers shifted at least 

part of their efforts to the Sabana on two to three hectare fields. 



Land use areas of Rota by type of land tenure contract. 

Distribution area for parcels held under title deter
mination contracts. 

Distribution area for parcels held under agricultural 
homestead contracts. 

Distribution area for parcels held under grazing leases. 

Public land (full ownership vested in the Trust 
Territory government). 
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Crops ranged from the subsistence items of taro and yams to high 

market value vegetables, such as tomatoes and bell peppers. 

Sabana fields are allocated on a "first-come, first-served" 

basis, but there appears to be little competition with regard to r.ore 

or less favorable parcels, and there were no reports of disputes over 

the boundaries of contiguous parcels. Farmers tend to return to the 

same field for three or four seasons before shifting to now areas. 

Only the eastern portion of the Sabana is used extensively. A famer 

showing me around the western portion admitted he had rarely ventured 

into the area, and while on the tour he discovered a suitable field 

location which he declared, on the sr>ot, would, be his Sabana farm 

during the next season. 

Residence and Field Distribution _ 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the various land tenure 

contracts, a comparative note should be inserted about residence and 

field distribution patterns. Without speculating on the pre-contact 

period, it may be said that diiring the Spanish period the Chamorro 

village developed into an economic and religious center. Most families, 

however, spent the greater part of their time on the farm, which at 

that time was relatively large and included both a man's active and 

fallow fields (Spoehr 195k'- 120-123, 1U6-1!I9). 

The established pattern, which persisted into the Japanese 

period, was for a man and his family to work and live on the farm 

during the week. Occasionally they would return to the village in 

the evenings, but Sundays, particularly, were spent in town at the 



church and at other community social activities. With regard to Rota-

nese agricultural areas, Thompson ouotes from Horribostel's field notes 

on some restrictive supernatural sanctions which emohasized the limited 

mobility of the farmer and the circumscribed dispersal of his fields: 

I found that the spirits of ancestors of a certain family-
inherit a certain section /of the island7j and it is permis
sible for a person who is a member of this family to visit 
freely his ovrn section, but if he ventures too far afield the 
ancestral spirits of other families will harm him unless he 
is very careful in his behavior (Thompson 19hS' 23). 

It is further noted that in his field work in the 1920's Hornbostel 

had to resort to five different (guides in order to see all of Rota 

(Thompson 23). 

The pattern of residence and field distribution on Rota has 

altered considerably with the exchange of agricultural parcels before 

World VJar II, the advent of the automobile, the waning of supernatural 

sanctions, and the continued prowtb of the village as the focal point 

of contemporary Hotanese life styles. Households are established in 

the village only. It is not uncommon for a farmer to return to his 

house in the village for lunch and then ??o back to his fields until 

sundown. A man's fields are likely to be scattered throughout the 

island, especially if he holds them under more than one type of tenure 

contract. In conjunction with this, the old cemetery in Tatachog was 

the only area on the island which was consistently associated with 

supernatural forces. 

This new pattern of expected mobility and multiple field dis

persal has at least three important consequences. First, because a man 

is less than an hour by automobile from any of his fields, he can 



devote more of his time to other pursuits. Some full-time government 

employees successfully work their farms in the daylight hours before 

and after their regular work day (7:30-,L:30). Second, the dispersal 

of multiple fields, facilitated by the farmer's new mobility, compli

cates the problem of intergenerational land transactions. In light of 

the principle of equal land distribution to heirs, which will be 

treated -in detail in Chapter 6, and compared to a single relatively 

large parcel, dispersed parcels are more difficult to allocate - not 

,just in terms of adjusting the ratio of parcels to heirs, but in evalu

ating the other factors of equality, such as location, soil, and topog

raphy. Finally, dispersed fields are partially the product of, and 

contribute to the maintenance of, a developing emphasis on land as an 

economic phenomenon rather than as primarily a matter of kinship. 

The remainder of the present chapter is taken up with a 

description of the several types of land tenure contracts. A con

sideration of this chapter, along with the one that follows dealing 

with alternate livelihoods, will highlight the Rotanese conceptuali

zation of land as an economic resource. In particular, it will be 

shown that the Rotanese view land as a resource within a set of re

sources. These resources are mutually substitutable, within limits, 

depending upon the circumstances of differential access to them and 

upon the varying social and economic goals of individuals. This con

dition of substitutability, that is, the existence of alternate eco

nomic strategies, will be an issue of considerable significance in 

the analysis of intergenerational land transactions undertaken in 

Chapter 6. 
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Title Determination Contracts 

Agricultural Parcels 

Following the immediately post-war period of crisis and con

fusion, the Rotanese expressed a desire to return to their former 

agricultural and residential holdings in the Talakaya area and Sonr-

song Village (Sablan 1966: 1?). This desire was realized, vith the 

tacit agreement of the Trust Territory government, several years before 

the first intensive survey program was initiated in 1955 (Msnglona n.d. 

3). In 1958, Saipan's Land Title Officer, Mr. Elias P. Sablan, was 

temporarily assigned to Rota, and for the next six years he was respon

sible for iss\iing the bulk of title determinations and land exchange 

agreements based on individual claims to agricultural and village 

parcels (Manglona n.d.: 5). 

In a lengthy series of oublic hearings held on Rota, claimants, 

either as individuals or as trustees for a group of individuals, rave 

testimony concerning the size and location of agricultural parcels as 

well as the origin and basis of their claims for these parcels. In a 

few cases Japanese documents were useful corroboration, and in all 

cases.one or more witnesses were called urion to substantiate the 

claimant's testimony. A claimant's witnesses were ideally non-

relatives who had interests in adjoining parcels and who could, there

fore, offer objective support to the claimant's testimony. 

Testimony summaries are attached to all copies of title deter

mination documents on file in Rota's Land Management Office. If these 

summaries and the accounts of informants are trustworthy, and there 



is no good reason to suppose that they are not, the hearings were con

ducted with very little dispute. Disagreements over the distribution 

of parcels among siblings were settled by mutual consent with every 

effort being made to bring all siblings together for preliminary con

sultation before testimony was actually Riven at the hearings. In a 

half-dozen or so disputes, a man claimed to have bought a parcel from 

an individual whose siblings maintained had no right to sell it, either 

because of a parental injunction, or because he was only a trustee for 

the parcel in question, a matter to be discussed at length in Chapter 

6. From the testimony summaries, these disputes seem to have all 

been resolved in .favor of the siblings with the buyer withdrawing his 

claim. 

There were no boundary disputes recorded in the testimony sum

maries. Informants report that disagreements over specific boundary 

lines rarely arise unless neighboring farmers are confronted by a 

surveyor who requires that the boundaries be established. Rotanese 

survey crews regard this phenomenon both as a hindrance to their work 

and as a source of humorous gossip, the farmers, of course, being 

their friends, neighbors, and/or kinsmen. 

For the most part, individuals claimed parcels in the Talakaya 

area which had been theirs before being exchanged by the Japanese for 

parcels in the less favorable Tatachog area. In addition to other 

testimony, claimants were reouired to attest that they had not rented, 

leased, or sold, their Talakaya parcels of their own choice. In a few 

cases individuals claimed parcels in the Tatachog area and chose either 



to retain them or to request that they be exchanged, for parcels in the 

Talakaya area. Exchange agreements, however, were used primarily as 

a mechanism for establishing nevr claims to residential parcels in Song-

song Village. 

Residential Parcels and 
Exchange 7\greements 

As soon as conditions stabilized somewhat on Rota after the 

war, individual families began rnovinc back into Soncsonr? Villas-re, The 

Japanese, however, had completely restructured the village, building 

new roads, new buildings, end, of course, the sugar mill. The Ameri

cans had, in turn, destroyed Japanese Songsone Village through aerial 

bombardment. It was impossible, therefore, to locate with any pre

cision the sites of former lots and houses. The Rotanese and the Trust 

Territory government agreed that no.attempt would be made to re

establish the old village. Instead, families were free to claim new 

village lots based on the number of parcels held in Tatachog Villa-e, 

where presumably they had received parcels from the Japanese in pro

portion to the number of lots formerly held in Songsong Village. 

The village was resurveyed by 19!?!? with areas set aside for 

the Catholic Church properties, the elementary school, Trust Territory 

facilities, and municipal buildings, A street grid broke the villasre 

into blocks which were further subdivided into lots of roughly eoual 

size (see Fig. h). Individuals established claims to lots in Tatacho? 

Village through the title determination hearings. Claims to Sonpsonp 

Village lots were then established by means of an exchange agreement. 
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The exchange agreement is essentially a formal statement on the 

part of the Trust Territory government. First, it recognizes the claim 

of an individual or trustee to a specified parcel in Tatachog Villaee 

by virtue of a title determination contract. Second, it recognizes the 

right of that individual or trustee to occupy, improve, and/or other

wise hold a specified lot in Songsong Village. Finally, the government 

agrees to give up its title to the lot in Songsong Village at such time 

as the individual or trustee establishes full title in the Tatachog 

parcel and thus satisfies the reauirements for an exchange of full-

titled properties. Disregarding any subsequent interpersonal trans

actions for the moment, 209 (69 percent) or the 301 Sonp-song Village 

parcels were finally held by individuals or trustees on the basis of 

exchange agreements. The remaining 92 lots were held under the resi

dential homestead program. 

Full and Divided Ownership 

It should be emphasized at this point that the issuance of a 

title determination contract does not convey full title in a parcel to 

the claimant. A title determination is rather an official recognition 

by the Trust Territory government of an individual or trustee's claim 

to a particular parcel of land. Within the de jure system of land 

tenure, it is intended as a basis for the future transfer of full 

title in land parcels to the legally recognized claimants of those par

cels. Where parcel exchanges are involved, as in Soncsong Villarre, 

this will be accomplished through quitclaim deeds of exchange. In all 

other cases it will entail the issuance of a certificate of title. 
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The Land Commission Act of 1966 provides the legal formula for 

implementing the transfer of full title in parcels to all individuals 

or trustees presently holdinc title determinations or exchange agree

ments for land parcels. All that remains is for the Trust Territory-

government to complete its cadastral survey of Rota so that an accurate 

and legal description of the size and location of the parcels in ques

tion may be given. The transfer of full title in residential parcels 

has, in fact, reached that stage, and the issuance of quitclaim deeds 

of exchange for them is imminent. 

The de jure land tenure situation with regard to the parcels, 

both agricultural and residential, -which have been claimed and held by 

the Rotanese at least since the Spanish period, may be described as a 

set of relations between the provisional and residual owners of those 

parcels: 

Two basic forms of ownership must be distinguished. One 
of these will be called full ownership, be the owner a person 
or a corporation. It confers on an owner what will be called 
a full title. The other divides a full title asymmetrically 
between two parties, either or both of whom may be individuals 
or corporations. This will be called divided ownership. It 
confers on the two owners two distinct titles respectively, 
each characterized by different rights a.nd duties. One will 
be called a provisional title and the other a residual title 
(Goodenough 1966: 33-3H). 

In a footnote to the above passage, Goodenough employs the following 

additional definitions: 

By ownership is meant a total complex of reciprocal re
lations with respect to the enjoyment and use of something 
as property. By title is meant a constellation of rights, 
privileges, and duties devolvinp on one party as owner in 
such a complex of relationships (Goodenough 1966: 33n). 
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This conceptual framework was utilized by Goodenough specifi

cally for an analysis of the Trukese system of property relations, 

which he demonstraterl was relevant and operable in terms of the Trukese 

themselves. The framework anplies equally to the de pure system of 

Rotanese land tenure in the following manner. At the end of "-'orld T.,Tsr 

II, the United States, later the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 

emerged as the full owner of Rota. That is, through a variety of cir

cumstances it acquired, full title to all real prooerty on the island. 

Since 1958, the Trust Territory government has been conveying pro

visional title in certain parcels to individuals or trustees with veil-

grounded claims. The relationship of the government to the Rotanese 

claimant, then, is that of a residual owner to a provisional owner, the 

government holding residual title to the parcels in question in the 

sense that it has retained its right to unilaterally reassert its for

mer status as full owner. 

The point I wish to make in this discussion is that what I h~ve 

called the de facto system of Rotanese land tenure differs in one 

vitally important resnect from what I have described above as the de 

jure system. With regard to the parcels of l?nd held by Rotanese under 

title determination contracts and exchange agreements, both the Trust 

Territory government and the oeople of Rota act as if the Rotanese were 

full owners of the parcels in question. The Rotanese are apoarently 

free to buy, sell, and exchange these parcels, and the government's 

Clerk of Courts will register the appropriate documents if and when 

they are presented. In the few instances of government economic 



development loans, individuals have been asked to nut ut> land parcels 

as collateral for the loan. In the case of intertrenerational land 

transactions, the Rotanese may subdivide their parcels as they see fit, 

although there is some reluctance to do EO because of the sense of 

indivisibility conveyed by the title determination contract. 

Thus, the present de jure system of Rotanese land tenure may 

be characterized as one of divided title with respect to certain par

cels of land. The de facto system, on the other hand, is viewed by 

the parties involved as one in which the Rotanese hold full title in 

the parcels in question. It is this latter system that figures into 

the complex set of principles, strategies, and decisions that comprise 

the system of intergenerational land transactions. 

Homestead Contracts 

The homesteading program in the Mariana Islands was preceded 

by a system of revocable permits initiated in 19k7 (Spoehr 195k: 131-

132). Under this system individuals were allowed to apply for tracts 

of land, essentially without restriction, and were issued permits re

vocable on 30 days notice. The application was not considered a claim 

to ownership, and, at least in the beginning, no effort was made to 

survey the tracts applied for in any rinrorous fashion. By mid-1950, 

576 Saipanese, both Chamorro and Carolinian, held permits for 2,^15.1 

hectares of farmland (Spoehr 195k: 132). No such exploitation of the 

system was made by the Rotanese: "Several people responded to this 

offer and . . . planted approximately 2$ to 50 hectares of coconut 
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seedlings which were imported from the islands north of Saipan" 

(Manglona n.d.: 2). 

Agricultural Homesteads 

A homesteading program for agricultural and residential parcels 

was implemented on Rota in 19!?% at the same time that title determi

nation hearings were begun. Two areas, comprising generally the 

northern half of the island, were made available •for prospective "srri-

cultural homesteads (excepting, of course, those parcels vithin the 

areas which were claimed under the title determination program). The 

first permits were not issued until I960, and the goal cr" the Trust 

Territory government was to survey agricultural homestead parcels as 

permits were issued for them. This poal was being met until 1963 vmen 

a general reduction in the labor force due to a lack of funds elimi

nated the survey team (Manglona n.d.: 7). Permits continued to be 

issued until 1966, at which time the program was frozen pending the 

survey of all outstanding homestead parcels. This freeze was still 

in effect at the time I left the field in June of 1971. 

The contractual arrangements contained in agricultural hone-

stead permits are viewed by all parties involved as constituting a 

system of divided title and ownership. The homesteader is required to 

enter and begin developing his parcel according to a detailed set of 

specifications. Boundaries must be kept clear at all times. Failure 

to comply with the standards of development and maintenance -f the 

homestead parcel is cause for revocation of the permit at any time 

x^iithin a five-year period. 
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The maximum size of an agricultural homestead is five hectares, 

and no person may hold both a homestead permit and title determinations 

for parcels totaling more than five hectares in area. This stipulation 

has not been followed closely, however. Wo fewer than 23 (32 percent) 

of the 73 holders of agricultural homestead permits are in violation 

of it at the present time. 

The homesteader may not sell, rent, lease, exchange, or other

wise dispose of or encumber his homestead. In the matter of inheri

tance, the. homesteader must designate in writing an individual as heir, 

and this designation remains in force unless the homesteader subse

quently names a different, individual or until a deed of compliance is 

issued for the homestead. Such a deed would convey full title in the 

parcel to the homesteader. It is reported that 13 deeds of compliance 

were issued to Rotanese by 1966 (Sablan 1966: 17). To the best of my 

knowledge, however, these deeds have, in fact, not been actually issued 

to the homesteaders in question. The implications of this restrictive 

inheritance regulation for intergenerational land transactions will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

Residential Homesteads 

A program for residential homesteading was also implemented in 

1958. Again, the program was not actually underway until I960. The 

contractual arrangements of the residential homestead permit are the 

same as for the agricultural homestead permit with the following excep

tions. Instead of an area limitation, the issuance of a residential 

permit is restricted to those individuals who are not already 



provisional owners of residential lots by virtue of an exchange agree

ment through the title determination program. Regulations on the 

development and. maintenance of lots also cover any structure on those 

lots. Similar to the agricultural homesteads, a residential homestead 

may not be disposed of or encumbered in any way, and the homesteader 

must designate an heir at the time the permit is issued. As will be 

shown in Chapter 6, this last restriction has different implications 

for residential, homesteads than it has for agricultural homesteads with 

regard, to intergenerational land transactions. 

Unlike the agricultural homesteadine program, the residential 

program has not been frozen, because the village survey incorporated 

and demarcated parcels for future allocation as residential homesteads. 

Thus, residential homesteading is an ongoing pros?r?m which provides 

space for individuals without valid claims to Tatachog Village parcels, 

newly arrived residents, and, especially, married couples who do not 

or cannot gain access to village lots through intergenerational land 

transactions. 

Grazing Leases 

A grazing lease program was initiated on Rota at about the same 

time as were the programs for title determinations and homesteads. Of 

the h2 contracts currently in force, the earliest were issued in l?6l 

while the latest contracts were issued in 1968. Grazing lease parcels 

are specifically designated for the grazing of cattle to the exclusion 

of any farming or the building of any structure other than fences and 

water tanks. 
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The size of crazing lease parcels is determined by the appli

cant, generally based on a "rule of thumb" formula o.f one hectare for 

each cow owned. Areas for parcels presently under contract range from 

five hectares to 120 hectares, the avei-age parcel having an area of 

about 30 hectares. There is no government program to control the ratio 

of cows to hectares, and herd management is entirely in the hands of 

the individual lessees. Four leased parcels have changed in area, two 

increasing and two decreasing, since they have been under contract. 

Lease holders generally support a policy of maintaining their herds 

at a more or less constant number relative to the size of their grazing 

parcels. 

As in the case of agricultural and residential homestead con

tracts, grazing leases are viewed by the parties involved as consti

tuting a system of divided title and ownership. Leases are renewable 

annually a.t the option of either party. An annual fee of $1.20 per 

hectare is due at this time, and payment of this fee signals a con

tinuation of the contract. To date, the Trust Territory government 

has never acted on its option to terminate a lease. Only a few Rota-

nese have chosen to give up their provisional title in a grazing parcel, 

and these do not include seven who have emigrated in the past five 

years. 

The lessee's provisional title in a crrazing parcel explicitly 

precludes the right to sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of it in 

any fashion except through termination of the title. The matter is 

not that simple, however. The provisional owner's herd, for instance, 
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is considered as property separate .from the crazing parcel, and the 

lessee has full title in it. Furthermore, in addition to the annual 

lease fee, the lessee has made a permanent investment in the grazing 

parcel when he fences it and provides watering areas for his cattle. 

I was unable to interview any individual who had actually 

terminated his provisional title in a grazing parcel. Vihen queried on 

the hypothetical situation of title termination, informants replied 

that the best strategy would be to find someone to take over the lease 

and then to sell him the fence and water tanks. This person might also 

want to buy the cattle, but if not, they could be sold elsewhere or 

moved to other property holdings without difficulty. 

Grazing parcels are also, of cotirse, not available for transfer 

through intervenerational land transactions. There is one case in 

which a man took over his deceased brother's grazing lease, and similar 

transactions are indeed, likely resolutions to the nroblem of lease 

termination due to death. These cases are best understood, however, 

as special instances of the general transaction situation described 

above rather than as instances of inheritance. First, the Trust Terri

tory government has made no provision in the grazing lease for the 

designation of an heir. Second, any transaction conceiving the crazing 

parcel itself must be conducted between the applicant and the govern

ment, not between the applicant and the present or former lessee. 

Finally, no Rotanese attempted to place grazing parcels within the 

category of land to be ultimately reallocated through intergenerational 

land transactions. 
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Interpersonal Land Transactions 

Interrelationships of the De Jure and 
De Facto Land Tenure Systems 

Up to this point, Rotanese land tenure has been analyzed as a 

set of government-individual contracts constituting a de jure system 

of divided title and ownership. The Trust Territory government holds 

.full title to nearly 70 percent of Rota. For the remaining 30 percent 

of the island, the government retains the rights and duties of a resi

dual owner according to the differing stipulations of the several types 

of land tenure contracts. Rotanese, in turn, hold provisional title 

in various parcels consistent with the terms of these several contracts. 

Related to the d_e jure land tenure system is a de facto system 

in which both the government and individual Rotanese operate until and 

unless the government exercises its most basic tenure right to impose 

the de jure system onto any land tenure situation. The internal struc

ture of the de facto system is identical to that of the de jure system 

in gross outline, specifically with regard to the recopnition of the 

several types of land tenure contracts in all but one instance. The 

de facto system does not distinguish residential homestead contracts 

from exchange agreements in situations of interpersonal land trans

actions involving village parcels. 

The de facto system differs from the de jure system primarily 

in the degree to which ce jure Rotanese provisional title holders 

assume the rights and dirties of de facto full title holders in the 

reallocation of land parcels for which they hold land tenure contracts. 



It must be remembered that land tenure contracts either explicitly 

prohibit or do not specifically allow for the sale or exchange of lan3 

parcels by provisional owners. The other major means of reallocation, 

inheritance, is either prohibited in grazing leases, strictly limited 

in homestead contracts, or unspecified in title determinations and. 

exchange agreements. 

Agricultural Parcels Under Title 
Determination Contracts 

The sale of land involves a compensation to the seller in the 

form of money, livestock, or both. A land exchange requires a mutual 

agreement on the part of two title holders as to the equivalent value 

of their respective parcels. Interpersonal land transactions are of 

both types, often in combination, and have been an important mechanism 

of land reallocation at least since the Japanese period. The testimony 

summaries of the title determination hearings indicate that 116 (28 

percent) of the hOB agricultural parcels in question were claimed on 

the basis of original acquisition through purchase or exchange. One 

person claimed no less than 13 parcels on that basis, havinsr transacted 

purchases or exchanges with as many different individuals between 1928 

and 19h0. 

The pattern of interpersonal land transactions has persisted 

on a much reduced scale for the U03 parcels now held under title 

determination contracts. Only 16 (lh percent) of the parcels have been 

sold or exchanged by de jure provisional owners acting as de facto full 

owners (Table 6). This figure, however, accounts for only those 
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Table 6. Interpersonal lanr' transactions involving registered narcels 
from the time of registration to 1971. 

Type of 
Parcel 

Number of 
Registered 
Parcels 

Number Sold 
or Exchanged 

Number Sold 
or Exchanged 
(percent) 

Agricultural parcels 
held under title 
determinations U08 16 

Village parcels held 
under exchange 
agreements 209 21 10 

Village parcels held 
under homestead 
contracts 92 



transactions which have been recorded by the Clerk of Courts when 

accepting bills of sale or exchange. Most informants claimed that the 

number of unrecorded transactions was at least this hirrh, but a pre

cise fierure could not be determined. 

Residential Parcels 

As noted above, residential parcels are undifferentiated in 

the de facto tenure system in which interpersonal land transactions 

take place. This conclusion is based unon residents' discussions of 

the situation, observation of the use and development of the two types 

of parcels under contract, and a review of contracts on file which 

indicates that today several Rotanese hold provisional title in village 

parcels under both exchange agreements and homestead contracts. The 

de facto "lumping11 of village parcels into a single category of "resi

dential lots" is also suggested by the similar frequencies of recorded, 

interpersonal land transactions for parcels held under both types of 

contracts (Table 6). 

As in the case of agricultural parcels under title determina

tion contract, the figures civen in Table 6 for interpersonal land 

transactions involving residential parcels should be read as conserva

tive figures in that they do not attempt to estimate the number of 

transactions which have taken place without recourse to written docu

ments, An objection may be raised at this point that parcel exchanges 

involve only one transaction and that to count both parcels in the 

transaction figures (as I have done for both agricultural and residen

tial parcels) distorts the magnitude of transaction activity. I would 
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argue, however, that it is exactly each party's decision to exchange 

parcel for parcel, rather than for money or livestock, that highlights 

the Rotanese conceptualization of land as an alternate economic re

source among others. I am, therefore, interested in treating; an inter™ 

personal land transaction as a set of at least two major decisions with 

regard to the commodity transferred, rather than treating it as a 

unitary transaction process. 

Agricultural Homesteads and 
Grassing Parcels 

Agricultural homesteads and rra?.incr leases have not been trans

ferred. through interpersonal land transactions to date, and to this 

extent the de .jure and de facto land tenure systems may be considered 

as isomorphic in these two areas. Rotanese seem content to adhere to 

the regulations set out in agricultural homestead contracts regarding 

the sale, exchange, and, particularly, inheritance of agricultural 

homesteads. However, the average agricultural homestead (.'4»5'6 hec

tares) is nearly twice as large as the average agricultural parcel 

(2,63 hectares) held, under a title determination contract. There is 

good reason, therefore, to suspect that certain de facto adjustments 

may be developed in the future, at least in resnonse to the inheritance 

principle of equal land distribution to heirs and the associated prin

ciple of minimal parcel size which will be discussed in Chanter 6. 

Grazing parcels are clearly viewed as ineligible for inter

personal land transactions. However, note the previous dismission of 

the hypothetical situation of prazine: parcel title termination. 



Informants were agreed that crazing parcels could in some sense be 

"sold" by following the procedure of selling the permanent investments 

associated with them as long as the prospective buyer was assured that 

the government would then transfer provisional title in the parcel to 

him rather than to some other individual or to the government itself 

by retiring the parcel back into the category of public land. This 

would appear to be a complicated and risky venture. There is, at any 

rate, ample land available for any individual to apoly directly to 

the government for provisional title in a grazing parcel. 

Summary 

In the present chapter, Rotanese land tenure has been described 

and analyzed as comprising two subsystems — one, de jure, based on 

the legal codes of the Trust Territory government; the other, de facto, 

based on concepts and practices actively recognized by the Rotanese 

and tacitly sanctioned by the government. The analysis has focused 

primarily on how the de jure system of divided title and ownership is 

differentially restructured, to a greater or lesser degree, in the 

direction of £e facto full ownership by Rotanese holding parcels under 

several types of government-individual land tenure contracts. 

It has been argued that the two systems are not to be con

sidered as a de jure government system on the one hand and a de facto 

Rotanese system on the other. Both the government and the Rotanese 

participate fully in tenure arrangements under both systems. Both 

systems, moreover, have been presented within a common conceptual 

framework consisting of such notions as tenure, title, ownership, and 



contract. The difference between the two systems will be crucial in 

the analysis of interpenerational land transactions, for the Rotanese 

conceptualization of these differences provides considerable informa

tion for the Rotanese land owner who is in the process of distributing 

his real property to his heirs. 



CHAPTER h 

ALTERNATE LIVELIHOODS 

The present chapter surveys the alternate strategies current!; 

open to Rotanese in their efforts to provide for their material wants 

and needs. As such, it is not intended as a fully developed analysis 

of the Rotanese economic system* Rather, it is intended as a descrip

tion of six. major avenues to economic floods: subsistence activities, 

commercial agriculture, cattle raising, retail enterprise, government 

employment, and emigration. The system as a whole is founded on three 

primary resources: land, labor, and the Trust Territory government's 

commitment and ability to suoport certain levels of public health, 

education, and welfare. 

Households as Economic Units 

The basic economic unit on Rota is the household, which may b 

initially defined as that group of individuals who consistently eat 

and sleep in the one or more house structures on a single residential 

lot. The social organization and developmental cycle of these units 

will be discussed in Chapter 6, where the Rotanese concept of guma 

•household' is analyzed as a cognitive domain pertinent to the pro

cessing of information related to intergenerational land transactions 

With regard to households as economic units, it should be 

pointed out that, of the 160 households on Rota, 2k (15 percent) conta 

8U 



no individuals presently participating in any of the economic stratc-

g3.es indicated above, according to a compilation of such documents as 

land tenure contracts, employment records, and business licenses. 

Since there are no programs of government income assistance through 

unemployment insurance or the like, it appears that 15 percent of the 

Rotanese households are not independent economic units at all but are 

dependent upon other households for food, clothing, and other neces

sities . 

However, available documented evidence of economic activity 

overestimates the situation of household dependence. A number of in

dividuals have pained access to agricultural parcels for which they 

hold no tenure contracts. At least two individuals, for instance, are 

currently farming on parcels for which they have applied but received 

no contract because of the 1966 freeze on the agricultural homestead 

program. Others are working parcels contracted for by provisional 

owners who are no longer resident on the island. Still others have 

bypassed the land tenure system altogether and have cleared parcels 

for which they have made no formal claim. Finally, there is the Sabana 

area which may be farmed without the requirement of parcel registration. 

In addition to the unrecorded utilization of land resources, 

many individuals obtain direct cash income by providing goods and ser

vices to others on an occasional, part-time, or otherwise undocumented 

basis, A half-dozen men are self-employed as skilled laborers in the 

construction of homes and other buildings in the village, even though 

raost construction labor is generated within, a framework of kinship 
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resource sharing. Several men supplement their incomes or completely 

depend upon the sale of fish to households or to the island's barn, 

stores, and restaurants. In fact, a variety of both occasional and 

continuing tasks which night formerly have been distributed within kin 

groups, are today undertaken by individuals in return for Roods or 

money. 

The number of households whose only economic strategy is a 

basic dependence upon other kin-linked, households is probably closer 

to 12 than to the figure of 2li given in the record, of documentation, 

and these are most likely to be either the very youngest or very oldest 

households in the developmental cycle to be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Of course, this figure fluctuates over time. Furthermore, virtually 

every Rotanese household is linked to at least one other through kin

ship, and these linkages are regularly activated by means of economic 

resource sharing. It would be appropriate to view a secondary level 

of economic organization as a network of kin-linked households with 

those linkages serving a wide range of functions, including those that 

are specifically economic. The fact remains, however, that households 

are primarily independent economic, units and that the individuals who 

constitute them maintain that independence through one or more of the 

alternate livelihood strategies described below. 

Subsistence Activities 

Subsistence Agriculture 

All households are at least partially dependent upon subsistence 

crops in their daily diet, and lOJp (66 percent) households contain one 



or more provisional owners of agricultural parcels for the production 

of fruits and vegetables for direct consumption. Other households 

have access to fields by the undocumented methods discussed above* 

Subsistence crons are also available within the networks of kinship 

resource sharing, either directly or, less commonly, indirectly through 

field usufruct. 

The major subsistence crops are two varieties of dry taro, 

yams, and sweet potatoes. Few farmers would deny their landless rela

tives the privilege of occasionally taking small quantities of these 

crops for immediate consumption. Other crops with commercial value, 

such as green beans, Chinese cabbage, and cucumbers, may be requested 

but generally only from a more limited set of close kinsmen. It is 

considered inappropriate to ask for those crops, such as bell peppers, 

tomatoes, and watermelons, which are grown primarily for their com

mercial value in the export markets of Saipan and Guam. Certain 

"tree" crops, such as cocoanuts, breadfruit, and manrros, grow wild on 

Rota and are essentially free for the taking, although a considerate 

person will inform a landowner if any of these items have been taken 

from his property. 

Field usufruct arrangements are occasionally made on a short 

term season-to-season basis. The conditions of tenure associated with 

field usufruct are extremely informal, reflecting on the one hand the 

consistent lack of perceived land-hunger on the part of most Rotanese 

and, on the other, the relatively minor role of field usufruct as an 

economic strategy. The field user may feel an obligation to return 
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a portion of his crop to his generous kinsman, but as often as not 

there will be no o^er of use payment. 

Other Subsistence Resources 

Fruit and vegetable subsistence crops may be distinguished from 

other foodstuffs by their general absence in Rota's stores. That is to 

say, the subsistence crops mentioned above must be procured largely 

either through agricultural effort or through the networks of kinship 

resource sharing. This is not true of the local sources of animal 

foods, most of which are also available for purchase from retail mer

chants. The point I wish to make, however, is that a variety of animal 

food resources may be exploited, without the intervention of the market 

economy, by means of hunting, fishing, and animal husbandry. 

Although the municioal government has established restricted 

hunting seasons for the island's land fauna, regulations are not 

strictly enforced, and wild game, including birds, cocoanut crabs, 

fruit batsj and a small species o-f deer introduced by the Spanish, are 

hunted by various methods throughout the year. These animals, espe

cially the large and plentiful cocoanut crab, provided a limited, 

though for some households significant, supplement to the regular diet. 

Maritime resources are freely exploited by the Rotanese. :To 

tenure system exists for reef areas with the exception that one indi

vidual has established a claim to the use of fish traps on the reef 

bordering the western shoreline of the village. For all their abun

dance, the reefs and beaches of Rota are generally regarded as 

recreational areas. The search for lobster, octopus, and shellfish 



is most often undertaken in conjunction with picnics or in preparation 

for festive religious and^secular events. Spearfishing beyond the reef 

is primarily an adventure for young men, and a man's catch is viewed 

more as his troohy than as his dinner. Hook-and-line bottom fishing 

and trawling are practiced only by a few men who own boats and motors 

and who largely seek a cash return for their daily harvest. Neverthe

less, the sea remains an important subsistence resource, if only for a 

few households without other viable o-otions. 

The most significant subsistence sources of animal food are 

pigs and chickens, kept by virtually every Rotanese household. Pips 

are raised in pens on farm parcels. Landless households exploit the 

kinship network to raise oigs on relatives' farms, and a few households 

keep their pigs in their house yards in the village. Chickens are 

ubiquitous and have free run of both village and farms. Coops are 

reserved for raising fighting cocks, some of which are imported from 

the United States via Guam at costs of up to one hundred dollars. 

Subsistence and Other Food Resources 

If all households are at least nartially dependent uoon sub

sistence resources, it is equally true that no household is totally 

dependent upon them. The basic item in any meal, for instance, is 

rice. Although cultivated since earliest times throughout the Marianas 

(Yawata 1963: 91-92), rice has not been grown locally since the end of 

World War II. Consequently, rice must be imported from Australia and 

the United States. The average household of seven persons requires a 

£0 pound sack of rice each week at an average cost of seven dollars 

per sack. 
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Other staples, such as sugar, flour, salt, coffee, canned whole 

milk, soya sauce, and egss, are also only available in the retail 

stores. In addition, a wide ranrre of processed foods are now popular 

on Rota and are common items in the daily diet. As mentioned above, 

subsistence sources of animal food are all sold in the stores as well. 

Freezers are usually well stocked with pork chops, steaks, and whole 

frying chickens imported from Guam. 

Soda pop, fruit drinks, and beer are the most popular beverages 

on Rota. Tuba, an alcoholic cocoanut beverage prepared locally, is 

rarely seen in the village. Ears also offer a complete selection of 

mixed drinks. No festive or recreational event occurring outside 

school, government, or church buildings is properly underway until 

cases of soft drinks and beer have arrived. The first act of a host 

is to ask, "Hafa gimen-rnu?" 'What will you have to drink?' Finally, 

most adult Rotanese are cigarette smokers, and smoking has largely re

placed betel chewing among adult Rotanese under 50. 

Clearly, the Rotanese diet is a mixture of subsistence and pur

chased items. The diets of particular households will be weighted in 

one direction or the other depending upon the degree of involvement in 

other than subsistence activities within the larger economic system. 

However, all Rotanese have been and continue to be involved in one or 

more subsistence activities to a greater or lesser degree. 

From this perspective, subsistence activities may be viewed as 

an economic strategy underlying the remaining major alternatives, all 

of which involve households in a market economy where money is the 
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immediate return for investments of land and/or labor. In spite of the 

growing importance of a market economy, land, in the wider sense of 

terrestrial and maritime resources, remains the basis of economic 

security on Rota. If wages are insufficient and employment limited, 

if commercial crons fail and market demand is uneven, the production 

and collection of traditional subsistence foods for direct consumption 

is essentially constant and assured. 

Commercial Agriculture 

For a number of years since the end o? World War II, Rotanese 

farmers have exploited their land resources to fill a growing demand 

for vegetable produce on Saipan and Guam. The economies of these two 

islands were greatly disrupted by the war, and agriculture on Guam, 

especially, has not recovered. Furthermore, the development of urban 

centers on Saipan and Guam has removed a large number of households 

from agricultural production altogether, and their demands for fresh 

produce cannot be met locally. 

Because the Trust Territory Agriculture Department requires 

an inspection and accounting of all interisland commerce in produce, 

adequate records are available which reflect the variety, volume, and 

cash value of Rotanese fruit and vegetable exports. About two dozen 

kinds of fruits and vegetables are wholesaled to Saipanese and 

Guamanian markets as they come into season throughout the calendar year. 

Financial and other arrangements made between Rotanese farmers 

and Saipanese or Guamanian store owners are o^ten established, on the 

basis of kinship ties. The parties involved, however, consider 



themselves entrepreneurs, and although kinship may have brought them 

into a buyer-seller relationship, late payment or low-quality produce 

will surely tear it asunder. 

It is interesting to note that among the wide variety of pro

duce exported are the most important Rotanese subsistence crops — 

taro, yams, and sweet potatoes. One or more of these crops is listed 

as an export in 29 of the 3h monthly agricultural reports available 

for the years 1968, 1969, and 1970 (Table 7). Two implications of thl 

fact may be mentioned. First, it suggests the nature and magnitude of 

the demand for produce on Saipan and Guam in that even these most basi' 

subsistence crops may be successfully retailed for uo to 3? cents per 

pound. Second, it indicates the degree to which certain Rotanese 

households, once involved in commercial agriculture, are willing to 

substitute purchased foods for these subsistence items or at least 

reduce their dependence upon subsistence agriculture to provide food 

for immediate consumption. 

Table 7 shows a portion of the Rota Agriculture Department's 

monthly report for June 1970 regarding produce exports to Guam. June 

is fairly typical of the months of March through September when large 

quantities of watermelon are harvested for export. Cucumbers are 

equally plentiful in January and February. In January 1970# for in

stance, 31,6hh pounds of cucumbers were exported to Guam. Of course, 

a full analysis of Rotanese commercial agriculture would have to take 

into consideration a number of complex variables, such as fluctuating 

market demand, seasonal variation in normal and extraordinary weather 



Table 7. Produce exports to Guam in June 1970. 
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Quantity Total Cash 
Item (pounds) Value 

Watermelons 20,li00 $1,632.00 

Cucumbers 5,U53 5U5.30 

Tomatoes 3,672 918.00 

Sweet Potatoes 750 60.00 

Bell Peppers #3 Hi?. 75 

Onions U6U 121.90 

Avocados L£2 67.80 

Taro U30 51.60 

Cocoanuts 3h0 U2.00 

Pineapples 220 33.00 

Bananas 150 37.50 

Chinese Cabbage 130 13.00 

Head Cabbage 113 19.25 

Pumpkins 82 6.56 

Cantaloupes 68 6.80 

String Beans 15 U.50 

Totals 33,292 $3,70)4.96 



conditions, e.g., rainfall and tynhoons, agricultural development uro

grams to increase production, and the crop preferences various 

farmers. It is enough for the present description of alternate live

lihoods to indicate the growth of commercial agriculture in terms of 

a three year increase in gross tonnage of produce exports: 

1968 25 tons, produce exports to all markets 

1969 1E>2 tons, 5>03 percent increase over 1968 

1970 28U tons, percent increase over 1969 

The tremendous expansion of commercial agriculture witnessed 

in 1969 may be partially accounted for by three factors. First, there 

was a general increase of crop production and wholesale transactions. 

Second, there was a particularly sharp increase in the production and 

sale of watermelon. In the three months of July, August, and Septenbe: 

1969, some h9 tons of watermelon were exported — nearly twice the 

tonnage of all produce exported in 1968. Finally, in August 1969 a 

new market was created with the establishment of a contractual arrange 

ment between two of the military bases on Guam and the newly formed 

Rota Farmers Cooperative Association (RFCA). 

Offering higher prices than private markets and providing free 

military shipment of all produce purchased, the Navy and Air Force 

bases on Guam have had an immediate impact on Rotanese commercial aeri 

culture. In the 17 month period between August 1969 and December 1970 

for instance, the military market averaged a 23 percent share of the 

cash value of produce exports each month. This monthly share ranged 

from 11 to U3 percent, and October 1969 was the only month in which 

the bases made no purchases. 
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The RFCA is open to all Rotanese farmers. Individuals are 

charged a fee of ten percent of the cash value of any produce they sell 

through the Association. The military bases submit orders for r;roduce 

to the RFCA each week, and Association officers are responsible for 

making up the order and grading tiroduce offered, which the bases demand 

be only of the highest quality available. RFCA records are kept on an 

individual input basis and generally reflect the nattern of over-all 

household participation in commercial agriculture (Table 8). 

The pattern revealed in Table 8 is one in which a relatively 

small number of households contribute a disproportionate amount, of 

produce to the export market. Thus, of the h? households which sold 

produce through the RFCA in 1970, only eight households earned more 

than $600 for their efforts (from *609.81* to .t>2,765>.U8). These eight 

households (18 percent of the total number of contributing households) 

accounted, for $7 percent of the total cash value of produce sold 

through the RFCA in 1970. The remaining y~> households sold between 

66.00 and $U31.60 worth of produce during this period. 

The pattern of differential participation in commercial agri

culture may also be viewed in terms of the frequency of participation 

in produce sales transactions (Table 9). Referring again to the RFCA 

records, of the Ii7 households which sold produce through the Associ

ation in 1970, nearly half participated in only one or two months of 

the year. In addition, the eight households with the greatest cash 

sales for the year made up 7? percent of the households which sold 

produce through the RFCA in six or more months of 1970. 
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Table 8. Household participation in RFCA export sales, 1970. 

Number of 
Participating Cash Value Percentage of 

Month Households of Exports Cash Value Irrout 

January- 1? $ 806.10 100 January-
( 6) ( U31.33) ( 5H) 

February 27 2,152.18 100 February 
( 6) ( 937.7k) ( hh) 

Karc-h 20 1,070.73 100 
( U) ( 587.57) ( 55) 

April 10 916.U7 100 April 
( U) ( U8U.37) ( 53) 

May- 10 1,0143.05 100 May-
( 5 )  ( 797.05) ( 76) 

June 16 2,373.53 100 
( 6) ( l,66h.U3) ( 70) 

July 1? 1,1426.59 100 July 
( 6) ( 883.U1) ( 62) 

August 13 1,072.2)4 100 August 
( 5) ( h59.iiO) ( U3) 

September lh 1,563.90 100 
( 5) ( 5U3.73) ( 35) 

October 8 398.25 100 
( h) ( 299.hO) ( 75) 

November 9 528.95 100 
( h) ( 351.80) ( 66) 

December 8 6u6.18 100 
( 5) ( 588.13) (91) 

Total hi $13,998.17 100 
( 8) ( 8,029.36) ( 57) 

(Figures in parentheses refer to the participation of the eight house
holds which each accounted for more than $600 of the cash value or 
RFCA export sales in 1970.) 
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Table 9• Frequency of household participation in RFCA exoort sales, 
1970. 

Number of Months Number of 
of Participation Households 

1 12 

2 10 

3 7 

h 

* 1 

6 h (2) 

7 5 (U) 

8 2 (1) 

9 0 

10 0 

11 0 

12 1 (1) 

Total for 1970 k7 (8) 

(Figures in parentheses refer to those eight households which each 
accounted for more than $600 in RFCA export sales in 1970) 
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Based on numerous observations of export activities at the Rota 

airport during the period of field research, I wo\ild argue that this 

differential pattern holds as well for Rotanese participation in com

mercial agriculture in general, although only the RFCA records allow 

for its documentation, l't is the case that, on the whole, those house

holds which are major contributors to RFCA export markets are also 

major contributors to other markets for agricultural produce. Excep

tions to this dual pattern of mrticipation are those households which 

rely on the export of the subsistence crops — taro, yams, and sweet 

potatoes — which are not often requested by the military bases on Guam. 

Commercial agriculture is an important land based alternate 

livelihood. As mentioned above, 10£ of Rota's 160 households contain 

one or more members who hold registered contracts to agricultural ter

cels. These households are thus most likely to have commercial agri

culture open to them as an economic strategy. Available records 

indicate that at least Ii7 households participated in commercial agri

culture in 1970 to a greater or lesser degree, and the markets for 

fruit and vegetable produce are numerous and. continuously expanding. 

While only a small number of households depend totally upon commer

cial agriculture for cash income (12, according to available data), 

it is clear that it is a viable strategy for meeting both short and 

long term economic wants and needs. The potential of commercial 

agriculture must be regarded, then, as a significant variable in the 

complex set of considerations which surround decisions as to the dis

tribution of agricultural property through interpenerational land 

transactions. 



Cattle Raisin?; 

For those households with members holding praline: leases, 

cattle raising is an additional alternate livelihood open for exploita

tion. Beef is an important animal food resoxirce. However, even a 

single cow represents far more baef than can be directly consumed by a 

household in a short period of time. When a cow is slaughtered for 

subsistence purposes, arrangements must be made to freeze, sell, or 

otherwise dispose of the surplus meat exceeding the household's irra

diate needs. Consequently, the subsistence consumption of beef tends 

to be reserved for occasions requiring the feeding of large numbers of 

people, such as religious feasts, weddings, and various secular cele

brations. 

The amount of beef exported in the years 1963, 1969, and 1970 

showed great fluctuation: 

1968 16,U82 pounds of beef exported 

1969 H,689 pounds at 25 cents per pound for a 
total ca3h value of $1,172.25 

1970 53,llU pounds at 35 cents per pound for a 
total cash value of $18,539.90 

The cash value of exported beef accounted for 22 percent of the total 

cash value of all exports in 1970. One reason for the low total re

corded for 1969 was the fact that 299 live head were exported in 1968. 

At an average price of $75 per head, this represented an additional 

$22,l|25 of income for cattle raisers in 1968, but it cut sharply into 

their supply of cattle for export in 1969. 
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Cattle raisintr for exoort is in a new ohase as an economic 

strategy on Rota. A modern slaughterhouse was nearing completion as 

I left the field in July 1971. Up until this time, Rota was not in 

a position to compete with Tinian in the export of beef. Of the 299 

live head exported in 1968, for instance, 2$9 were sold to Tinian's 

Kicronesian Development Conroany. Since 1966, this company has leased 

more than 3,000 hectares of land on Tinian for the sole purpose of 

raising cattle for export to Saipan and Guam (Sablan 1966: 21). With 

a slaughterhouse and government certified standards of quality, Rota-

nese cattle raisers are in a much better position to exploit the 

growing demand for beef in the urban areas of these two islands. 

For the household with a leaseholder of an average 30 hectare 

grazing parcel and roughly as many cattle, the significance of cattle 

raising as an alternate livelihood lies primarily in the value of beef 

as a source of caoital for conversion into cash in local markets. 

Stores and restaurants are in need of a constant, if limited, supply 

of fresh and frozen beef. Non-cattle owning households are also peri

odically in need of beef in order to fulfill their obligations as 

sponsors of wedding feasts and other family centered ceremonies. The 

community as a whole requires re3.atively large amounts of beef in con

junction with religious feasts organized by the Catholic Church, such 

as the annual feast for Rota's patron saint, St. Francisco de Borja. 

A consideration of the local market for beef requires that 

attention be paid to the needs of the seller as well as those of the 

buyer. The sale of one or two cows represents a dramatic increment 
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of cash to most Rotanese households. Such sales are generally timed 

to coincide with a need for just this sort of surplus over normal 

earnings. Thus, households with cattle will sell them to finance the 

purchase of an automobile, refrigerator, or stove, or to pay tuition 

costs for children going to school on Saipan or Guam. Increasingly, 

major investments are being made in the construction of concrete block 

homes. These homes will be built at a pace consistent with the cattle 

owner's ability to sell his livestock in local and export markets. 

Cattle raising represents an alternate form of saving as well 

as an income producing strategy for the 35> households which currently 

contain members holding grazing leases. However, since grazing lease 

parcels do not fall within the sphere of intergenerational land trans

actions, it will not be necessary to discuss cattle raising as an 

alternate livelihood in any greater detail for purposes of the present 

study. 

VJhat should be noted is that in the future this economic strat

egy is likely to become more lucrative for the reasons outlined above. 

The point may well be reached when cattle raising, practiced on 

government leased land, will outstrip commercial agriculture, practiced 

on inheritable land, as an economic strategy. Even before this point 

is reached, cattle raising as an alternate livelihood will have a sig

nificant impact on individuals as they operate in intergenerational 

land transaction situations. 
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Retail Enterprise 

There are on Rota 2$ retail enterprises established for the 

purpose of providing poods and cervices to villagers and/or tourists. 

Not included in this list is one household that sells fish when there 

is a surplus and another household that is eouipped to repair automo

biles on an occasional basis. Sixteen households own or manage these 

enterprises, the most numerous of which are general stores and bars 

(Table 10). 

Rotanese businesses are entirely owned and operated by indi

vidual households with the following exceptions. The Air Micronesia 

ticket office is operated by a Rotanese employed by the Air Micronesia 

Corporation, which in turn is managed by Continental Airlines, Incor

porated. The largest gas station is operated by a villager employed 

by the Rota Petroleum Company, a cooperative owned publicly by Rotanese 

share holders. The restaurant, hotels, and bars employ cooks, maids, 

and waitresses, some of whom are not members of the owning households. 

With these exceptions, the activities of retail enterprises are con

ducted entirely by members of the respective owning households. 

Information concerning the financial structure of Rotanese 

retail enterprises was unavailable for analysis. On the one hand, 

Rotanese businessmen are not presently required to maintain accurate 

financial records by any governmental agency for purposes of taxation. 

Therefore, only those businesses with a need to control physical in

ventories have adopted even the most basic bookkeeping practices. On 

the other hand, businessmen were simply unwilling to discuss the 
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Table 10, Distribution of retail enterprises by owning households. 

Enterprise Household Number 
1 2 3 1* 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 lli 15 16 Total 

Store 11111111 8 

Bar 12 1 b 

Restaurant 1 1 

Hotel 11 2 

Gas Station 11 2 

Air Micro
nesia 1 . 1 

Movie House 1 1 

Cockpit 1 1 

Pool Hall 1 1 

Bingo 1 1 

Bati Game 1 1 

Car Rental 11 2 

Total £1*31111111111111 25 
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financial affairs of their enterprises, and this reluctance was re

spected both on ethical grounds and in the interests of successfully-

carrying out other aspects of field research. 

Nevertheless, there are a number of inferences which can be 

made with regard to the role of retail enterprise as an alternate live

lihood. The most important of these has to do with a continuation of 

the pattern of differential participation in a particular economic 

strategy. As in the case of commercial agriculture and cattle raisin?:, 

retail enterprise is an alternate livelihood practiced not at all by 

many, minimally by some, and maximally by a few. 

In terms of their income generating capacity and over-all eco

nomic magnitude, Rotanese retail enterprises may be ranked in approxi-

mate descending order as shown in Table 10. Thus, car rentals are but 

a minor adjunct to the tourist industry. There were never more than 

five cars specifically for rent during the entire period of field re

search, and these were primarily used on weekends. Rates were very 

low — only one dollar per hour plus gas. 

Among the recreational enterprises, the bati game, similar to 

the game of horseshoes, is only played on Sunday afternoons. Income 

is derived from a percentage taken out of wagers made on individual 

success or failure in the playing of the game. Unlike cockfights, 

where the wagers of a Sunday afternoon may total from $J?00 to more 

than $1,000, the bati game is a small scale affair, seldom involving 

more than a half-dozen players and bettors making wagers on any given 

contest of ten cents to one dollar. 
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General stores, offering a wide range of items from groceries 

to electric light bulbs, represent the most profitable and consistent 

sources of retail income. The risks and efforts of entrepreneurship 

are greater for stores than for most other enterprises on Rota, but 

the high and steady demand for available goods generally guarantees a 

significant return on the owning household's investment. This is par

ticularly true for the stores owned by households 1 and 2 in Table 10, 

a circumstance which will be discussed immediately below. 

The differential participation of households in retail enter

prise is most clearly shown in Table 10 by the fact that three house

holds own nearly half the businesses currently in operation. From this 

perspective there is a striking contrast between household 16, which 

owns the bati game involving both miniraal investment and minimal return, 

and household 1, which operates a complex of five enterprises out of a 

two-story concrete structure covering five village lots. 

Consideration of the eight general stores reveals another facet 

of differential participation in retail enterprise. The stores oper

ated by households 1 and 2 are explicitly established to return a 

maximum profit on investment. They carry the widest and most complete 

range of items for sale, and, except for automobiles, electrical 

appliances, and building materials, they are capable of supplying most 

of the consumer goods currently needed and desired by Rotanese. The 

store owned by household 3 is smaller and carries primarily groceries, 

beer, and soda pop, but together with the adjoining bar, the enterprise 

is definitely run for the purpose of clearing a profit. 
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The other five stores, however, are quite limited in scope, 

offering only staples, beer, and soda pop. Although some of these 

stores are currently expanding, interviews with their owners and other 

Rotanese disclose that the main purpose for their establishment has 

been to take advantage of the lower wholesale prices in supplying the 

owning household with its own basic corisuflotion needs. This practice 

is constrained by the Trust Territory government's control over the 

issuance of business and import licenses, and of course, the stores 

must maintain a certain volume of sales in order to continue doing 

business with their Guamanian wholesalers. In one sense, these stores 

may be viewed as a form of "subsistence enterprise," and they illus

trate the flexibility characteristic of Rotanese participation in 

various alternate livelihoods. 

A final perspective on retail enterprise may be obtained by 

viewing it in relation to other alternate livelihoods. Of the 16 

households involved in retail enterprise (see Table 10), only house

holds h, 5, and 12 are committed to it to the virtual exclusion of 

economic strategies other than subsistence activities. The remaining 

13 households all contain one or more members actively engaged in some 

of the other strategies for the production of cash income. 

Government Employment 

Compared to the alternate livelihoods of commercial agriculture, 

cattle raising, and retail enterprise, government employment offers the 

most productive, consistent, and broad-based source of income to the 

households of Songsong Village. The Trust Territoiy government, 



through the six District governments, has established a complex of 

public services in communities throughout the Trust Territory. This 

complex is supported primarily by appropriations from the United States 

government through the Interior Department, as described in Chapter 2. 

On Rota, the organization of public services may be divided 

into two parts. The first part consists of those departments and 

offices overseen by the District Administrator's Representative (Dis-

tad Rep). These are the Administrator's Office, Department of Public 

Safety (police), Education Department, Agriculture Department, Depart

ment of Resources and Development (land management), Department of 

Medical Services (public health and hospital), and. the Public Works 

Department (road maintenance, power plant, water supply, public sani

tation, etc.). The remaining three agencies are administered either 

by the District Headquarters or by the U. S. government. These are 

the Headstart Program (U.S.), the Post Office (U.S.), and the Community 

Action Agency (District). Finally, I have included the municipal mayor 
» 

and his assistant as participants in government employment. 

For purposes of the present study, government employment is 

being considered only as a source of income among other alternate 

livelihoods. A discussion of the various services provided by the 

departments and offices mentioned above will not be presented. It 

should be noted, however, that many of the positions within this "pub

lic sector" of employment ~ nurses, teachers, mechanics, surveyors ~ 

require the persons filling them to have special skills and training. 

With the exception of the Chief Medical Officer, who is Yapese, all 
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personnel currently employed in the public sector are Rotanese. A 

number of Americans are employed in departments at the District level, 

and American Peace Corps Volunteers have been active in education and 

land management, but the daily operation of government departments on 

Rota is essentially in the hands of the residents and household members 

of Songsong Village, 

The Distad Rep receives the payroll for his departments on a 

bi-weekly basis. In the six month period from June 28 through November 

28, 1970, the average bi-weekly payroll was $7*U83.UO. The payroll was 

distributed among an average of 98 persons per pay period so that the 

average bi-weekly paycheck totaled $76,36. Hourly rates ranged from 

$2.77 for the Distad Rep to $0.50 for two maid3 employed in the hospi

tal. 

At the time of the field census in May "1971, there were 111 

Rotanese in all categories of government employment. A total of 82 

households contained one, two, or three government employees. It is 

clearly the case that government employment is not marked by pattern 

of differential participation which characterizes commercial agricul

ture, cattle raising, and retail enterprise. The number of Rotanese 

on the six-month payroll described above fluctuated within the com

paratively narrow range of 88 to 108 per pay period. Government 

employees' incomes also vary within a narrow ranee, especially compared 

to the incomes of commercial farmers exporting through the RFCA as 

shown in Table 8. Furthermore, incomes through government employment 

tend to be constant throughout the year. Finally, the consistent 
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pattern of participation required by the UO-hour five-day work week is 

completely unlike the participatory pattern of other economic strate

gies, with the possible exception of retail enterprise. 

Although it has been noted that full-time government employees 

are in a position to practice agriculture before and after the regular 

work day and on weekends, it must nevertheless be concluded that 

government employment is an alternate livelihood in direct competition 

with land based livelihoods for the labor commitments of individual 

Rotanese. In terms of the present study, it must also be concluded 

that this competition will have consequences for intergenerational land 

transactions. 

Emigration 

A final economic strategy should be mentioned to complete the 

list of alternate livelihoods discussed in the present chapter. Emi

gration, by which is meant the departure of an individual or indi

viduals from Rota to establish permanent residence elsewhere, is of a 

different character than other economic strategies potentially avail

able to Rotanese. A decision to emigrate quite literally removes an 

individual from the possibility of participating in any other Rotanese 

livelihoods. 

It will be recalled that the figures in Table 3 indicate an 

increase in the population of Rota between 196? and 1968 of some 2? 

percent to a post-war high of 1,371. I cannot account for this sharp 

increase, which is several times greater than for any other one year 

period in Rota's recent history, but it does appear that population 
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figures for the years preceding 1968 may have been underestimated. 

Another possibility is that census takers, who at this time were Peace 

Corps Volunteers, first made use in 1968 of the family head count 

maintained by the Rota hospital. This list, while accurately reflect

ing village population dynamics through birth and death, does not 

adequately account for population decline by emigration or changes in 

household number and composition through marriage and other processes. 

The hospital list was consulted during the taking of the field 

census in May 1971. A comparison between this list and the house-to-

house census left 217 named individuals am accounted for by the hospi~ 

tal's reckoning. A series of inquiries into the whereabouts of these 

individuals disclosed that all had emigrated to Guam, Saipan, or else

where — some as much as five years prior to 1971. Most of the 217 

individuals were members of 31; independent households which had been 

reestablished away from Rota. The primary motivation given by friends 

and relatives for these departures was a desire to seek new economic 

opportunities in the urban centers of Saipan and Guam. During this 

period, only one family, to the best of my knowledge, immigrated to 

Rota to establish residence. 

Conversations with high school students returned to Rota during 

vacation periods revealed similar attitudes among many young Rotanese. 

They felt that the new opportunities and life styles presented to them 

by living and going to school on Saipan or Guam would weigh heavily in 

their decisions as to what to do and where to live after completing 

high school. More than any other factor, they felt that their 
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educations and aspirations could not be fulfilled on Rota because of 

the severely limited employment situation. It would be inaporor>riate 

to build a case for the threat emigration poses to Rota's future on 

the basis of these informal conversations, but it is unouestionably 

the case that Rota's young people consider emigration a viable eco

nomic strategy. 

Emigration has significant consequences for intergenerational 

land transactions. Trust Territory citizens are free to live anywhere 

within the territory. Many Kicronesians, especially those with useful 

skills and training, find employment with the government on islands 

other than their own. With regard to the inheritance of land, Rotanese 

living and working on Saipan may be reluctant to take on the responsi

bilities associated with the ownership of Rotanese land. Rotanese land 

owners, on the other hand, are generally faced, with the problem of 

distributing a limited amount of land to their heirs. Under these cir

cumstances, a land owner may feel he has no obligation to pass land to 

an heir who has successfully adopted emigration as an alternate live

lihood . 

The situation is more clear cut for Rotanese who emigrate to 

Guam. Guam is not a part of the Trust Territory, but the rapidly 

expanding economy there attracts many Micronesians. Entry permits 

are sometimes difficult to acquire, and economic security is minimal 

unless one can qualify as a permanent resident — a lensthy and com

plicated process. By law, permanent residence or citizenship outside 

the Trust Territory precludes the right to own real property within 
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the territory. Thus, the decision to take up permanent residence on 

Guam carries with it the concommitment decision to give up all rights 

in the distribution of land on Rota through intergenerational land 

transactions. 

Summary 

Six alternate livelihoods have been described in the pi'esent 

chapter as major economic strategies open to all Rotanese households 

to a greater or lesser degree. Various patterns of participation have 

been outlined, both within and among these alternate livelihoods„ 

Partic\ilar attention has been paid to the capacity of households to 

participate in several livelihoods simultaneously (Table 11). Consider 

the following proportions of households participating in a particular 

livelihood which are committed to that livelihood to the exclusion of 

any other income producing strategy: 

commercial agriculture - 12/1*7 or 26 percent 

cattle raising - 10/35 or 29 percent 

retail enterprise - 3/16 or 19 percent 

government employment - UU/82 or percent 

The above percentages of single-strategy households are taken 

from Table 11 and illustrate the prevalence of households engaged in 

more than one livelihood for the production of income. The diversity 

of strategy combinations is also depicted in Table 11. Of the 2k pos

sible strategy combinations (excluding emigration as a variable), 21 

are actually realized in one or more Rotanese households, A single 

commitment to commercial agriculture is impossible, assuming that all 



Table 11. Distribution of households by specific combinations of alternate livelihoods according 
to best available field data. 

Number of No Live Subsistence Commercial Cattle Retail Government 
Households lihood Agriculture Agriculture Raising EnterDrise Employment 

1 X X X X 
1 X X X 
1* X X 
1 X X X X 
1 X X 
1 X X 
1* X 
2 X X X X X 
2 X X X 
2 X X X 
2* X 
3 X X X X 
U X X X 
5 X X X 
9* X X 
10 X X X X 
12* X X 
13 X X X 
18* X X 
21 X 
2k X 
26* X 

160 2k 105 U7 35 16 82 Totals 

* indicates a single income-producing livelihood. 
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farmers practice at least some subsistence agriculture. Only two com

binations — cattle raising/retail enterprise and cattle raising/retail 

enterprise/government employment — are not presently realized. This 

wide-ranging mixture of economic strategies is centrally relevant to 

an analysis of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions. 

Only two of the alternate livelihoods described in the present 

chapter are based explicitly on the exploitation of inheritable land. 

To the extent that households may adopt economic strategies that are 

not based on inheritable land, they may withdraw from participation in 

intergenerational land transactions, or in turn, they may be excluded 

from them. Since the amount of inheritable land is fixed and finitely 

divisible, at least under the present Rotanese de jure and de facto 

land tenure systems, the adaptive value of this flexibility cannot be 

underestimated. 

In the analysis to be undertaken in the next two chapters, 

the relationship between differential patterns of participation in 

alternate livelihoods and intergenerational land transactions will be 

shown to have its locus in the system of information processing requi

site to the formulation of decisions as to the distribution of land to 

heirs. An important part of the "input information" to be considered 

by a land owner in an inheritance situation is the nattern of partici

pation of each potential heir in alternate livelihoods. This infor

mation partially determines the role of heirs as recipients of land, 

and in extreme cases excludes heirs whose existing or projected 
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economic strategies focus on non-land based livelihoods (especially-

retail enterprise and emigration). Thus, weighed one against the 

other, the economic strategies of a land owner's potential heirs com

prise a set of significant variables in the conduct of intergenera-

tional land transactions. 



CHAPTER £ 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ETHNOGRAPHIC THEORY 

It has been noted in Chapter 1 that since Goodenough1s landmark-

study of Trukese society (1966, originally published 1951) a growing 

number of anthropologists have been developing ethnographic models from 

linguistic theory to further their understanding of other cultural 

phenomena. This orientation has produced a conceptualization of cul

ture as a shared system of classificatory principles and structures 

which enable the members of a society to take appropriate action in 

given contexts and to judge the appropriateness of the actions of their 

fellows. With reference to the goals of an ethnographic theory — 

accountability and predictability — the exploitation of linguistic 

theory in the analysis of cultural systems has resulted in a commitment 

to the former goal largely at the expense of the latter. 

The present chapter is not intended as a critique of the pri

ority of accountability over predictability as it has emerged in cog

nitive anthropology. Rather, there are two more positive objectives. 

First, it will be shown that the cognitive anthropologist's reliance 

on modern linguistic theory has led to a rejection or displacement of 

predictability as a goal of ethnographic theory. Second, a discussion 

of information processing theory will be presented as a means of re

assessing the capacity of ethnographic theories to predict social 

behavior. 

116 
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Competence and Performance 

Linguistics 

There is in modern linguistic theory a fundamental dichotomy-

represented by such binary contrasts as la langue and la parole, lan

guage and speech, and competence and performance* The distinction may 

also be seen as one between code and manifestation. These contrasts 

are not precisely synonymous, but all point to the basic goal of a 

linguistic theory, which is to explicate the finite system of struc

tures and rules which account "for the-speaker-hearer's ability to 

produce and/or interpret an infinite number of appropriate utterances. 

It is not a goal of linguistic theory to predict just which utterances 

will be produced and/or interpreted at any given point in time: 

A distinction must be made between what the speaker of a 
language knows implicitly (what we may call his competence) 
and what he does (his performance), A grammar, in the tradi
tional view, is an account of competence. It describes and 
attempts to account for the ability of a speaker to understand 
an arbitrary sentence of his language and to produce an 
appropriate sentence on a given occasion (Chomsky 1966: 9-10). 

This is not to say that linguists are not interested in perfor

mance or that linguistic theories of competence make no contribution to 

theories of linguistic performance. On the contrary, linguists have 

long maintained that there is a necessary dependence of the latter upon 

the former such that the "... investigation of performance will 

proceed only so far as /the7 understanding of underlying competence 

permits" (Chomsky 1965: 10). Progress in such areas of linguistic 

performance as phonetics, speech perception, and limitations on lin

guistic complexity has been achieved on this basis (Chomsky 196£: 
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10-15). What is precluded in the construction of linguistic theory is 

the goal of predicting linguistic performance, e.g., a speaker's pro

duction of one utterance rather than another in a particular instance. 

Linguistics and Ethnography 

One of the most concise statements of this preclusion of pre

dictability comes from Robbins Burling in a recent article on "Linguis-

tics and Ethnographic Description" (1969: 18): 

It is important to note that a grammar does not specify 
what is said on any particular occasion, but only what can 
potentially be said. At any particular moment a preat many 
things might be said, and linguists have had little or 
nothing to say about how the choice among the enormously 
large number of grammatical sequences is to be made. . . . 
Instead, linguists have usually been quite content if they 
could predict whether native sDeakers would accept or reject 
various sequences of noises. 

After an analysis of household composition among the Garo of Assam, 

India, Burling comes to much the same conclusion concerning ethno

graphic descriptions: 

The rules do not specify the composition of any particu
lar household. Like grammatical rules, which specify the 
range of possible grammatical sentences without predicting 
any particular sentence, these composition rules specify the 
range of proper households, but do not predict any particular 
household. As in any sequence of grammatical rules, these 
miles of household composition contain alternatives that 
allox* for a broad range of final results ("1969: 822). 

Burling discusses a number of other parallels between grammatical and 

ethnographic theory as well as several important distinctions having 

to do with the nature of the substantive data and the differing roles 

of native informants as sources of that data. 

What is particularly noteworthy with regard to the rejection 

of predictability in linguistic theory and the similar situation in 
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cognitive anthropology is that the subject seldom receives even the 

most cursory mention in evaluative discussion. For instance, in a 

detailed survey of "Directions in (Ethno-) Linguistic Theory4' (Hymes 

1961|.a), the issue of performance prediction simply does not arise. 

This is the case in spite of the fact that Hymes gives ample attention 

to such areas as "Role of Linguistic Theory" (l96Ua: 7-12), "Linguistic 

Theory and Structural Ethnography" (I96lia: l£-23), and "Toward an 

Ethnographic Theory of Communication" (196ha: 33-hlt). In this final 

section, Hymes (196Ua: 33) reasserts the fundamental goal of a lin

guistic theory, quoting Katz and Fodor (1962: 218): "The goal of a 

theory of a particular language must be the explication of the abili

ties and skills involved in the linguistic performs' e of a fluent-

native speaker," A review of the numerous articles published in such 

volumes as "Transcultural Studies in Cognition" (Romney and D'Andrade 

196It, including Hymes' article discussed above) and "Formal Semantic 

Analysis" (Hammel 1965) and reprinted in "Cognitive Anthropology" 

(Tyler 1969) reveals the extent to which ethnographic theories are 

being modeled after linguistic theories. Again, there is no criticism 

of this trend, implied or otherwise. There is, rather, an interest in 

pointing out the rejection of performance prediction as one of its 

consequences. 

Cognitive anthropologists have been particularly fascinated 

by the success of phonemic analysis in linguistics, in which the vast 

inventory of articulated sounds produced in a given speech community 

is integrated into a relatively small set of minimal unit3 of meaning 
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distinction, primarily through a componential analysis of the sort 

described in Chapter 1 (see also Pike 19U7). In fact, phonemic analy

sis exemplifies domain investigation, which in turn has been the 

dominant analytical focus of cognitive anthropology. The following 

passage from Sturtevant's useful survey is illustrative: 

Componential analysis was first applied to kinship termi
nologies in simultaneous and independent inventions by Ward H, 
Goodenough and Floyd G. Lounsbury in 19U7-19U9. In each case 
the breakthrough was the result of training by Murdoek in the 
etics of kinship, plus thorough knowledge of descriptive 
linguistics (where componential analysis was then used in 
phonology), plus an acquaintance with the philosopher Charles 
W. Morris1 work on the theory of signs (Sturtevant 1961*: 
llii-115). 

Other investigated domains cited by Sturtevant (196U: 117-122) include 

color terminologies, smell, taste, botany, disease, medicine, and named 

social types. The list continues to expand as more ethnographers 

explore the potential of formal domain analysis. 

The concluding statement of Sturtevant's "Studies in Ifthno~ 

science" still characterizes much of cognitive anthropology and also 

suggests a complementary area of investigation that would enrich the 

content of ethnoscientific studies; 

Ethnoscientific work so far has concentrated on the sorts 
of cognitive structures involved in selection classes: the 
interrelations of categories considered as sets of possible 
alternatives under varying environmental conditions. Little 
attention has yet been paid to the methods required for the 
investigation of the sort of structures involved in rules of 
combination, the temporal or spatial ordering of co-occurring 
categories from different selection classes. To understand 
"how the natives think" we need to know about both kinds of 
structure (Sturtevant 19oki 12h). 

The successful isolation of linguistic phenomena has allowed 

the linguist to investigate the internal workings of linguistic systems 
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with great precision, but it has been accomplished at the expense of 

linguistic performance prediction, because the potentially significant 

variables ~ most of them non-linpruistic — have been excluded from 

investigation. On the other hand, psycholinguists and sociolinguists, 

who bring linguistic systems back into a performance context, may adopt 

both accountability and predictability as theoretical goals. Meeting 

these goals will be feasible largely because of the contextual multi

variate framework within which these investigators operate. 

Similarly, cognitive anthropologists, especially in the nar

rower field of ethnosemantics, have generated new undr -standings of 

cultural systems through the successful isolation of cognitive domains 

and the intensive exploration of their internal structures. Again, 

this has been accomplished at the expense of performance prediction by 

excluding the larger sociocultural context within which behavior 

decisions are formulated. 

The Integration of Cognitive Domains 

As with most categorical arguments of this sort, it is somewhat 

overstated to make a point. In spite of the special emphasis in the 

literature on individual domain analysis, cognitive anthropologists 

have not been uninterested in larger systems of interrelated domains 

and the potential such systems hold for performance prediction. As 

Kay has pointed out, "Ethnoscience is neither anti-statistical nor 

unconcerned with prediction" (1970: 27). 

Kay goes on to discuss two tests of the adequacy of cognitive 

models — accountability and predictability. It is instructive to note 
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that the models he refers to are not of individual domains but of 

". . • the native actors' decision making process" (1970: 28), which 

will be shoxim to consist of at least a system of interrelated domains. 

Accountability involves an assessment of . . native actors' reactions 

to actions on the part of their fellows. The cognitive model predicts 

which actions will be judged appropriate under which circumstances" 

(1970: 28). However, "The stronger test requires that one predict not 

only the natives' judgments of appropriateness after the behavioral 

facts but that one predict actual behaviors before the fact" (1970: 28). 

In these terms, the goal of predictability can only be met with 

an adequate model of interrelated cognitive domains for decision making 

and an adequate corpus of substantive data upon which decision making 

will operate. Kay discusses several studies undertaken with this goal 

in mind, particularly Geoi?hegan's (1969) "Decision-Making and Residence 

on Tagtabon Island." It is clear from Geoghegan's paper and Kay's 

discussion that they are interested in predicting the "... distri

butions of actual residence patterns /or other phenomena/ on an aggre

gate scale. . . ." (Kay 1970: 28). The object of the present study is 

to predict behavior at the level of the individual decision maker, a 

more modest objective which focuses on the predictive model rather than 

on the distributional outcome. 

The examination of competence-performance and accountability-

predictability is appropriately concluded with a comparison of two 

statements by Charles Frake, a frequent and insightful contributor to 

the field of cognitive anthropology: 
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1* The model of an ethnographic statement is not: "If a per
son is confronted with stimulus X, he will do Y," but: 
"If a person is in situation X, performance Y will be 
judged appropriate by native actors" (l96Ha: 133)• 

2. The problem is not to state what someone did but to specify 
the conditions under which it is culturally appropriate to 
anticipate that he, or persons occupying his role, will 
render an equivalent performance (I96hb: 112). 

The first statement clearly refers to the conditions of accountability, 

while the second just as clearly invokes the goal of predictability. 

If in the first statement "stimulus X" indicates the presence 

of some phenomenon analyzable through a single cognitive domain, then 

the statement is consistent with the argument that the prediction of 

social behavior cannot be based on knowledge of one domain in the ab

sence of others. If, on the other hand, the phrase "stimulus X" is 

replaced by the phrase "situation X," then the prediction of Y is 

called for when situations are defined as the presence of multiple 

phenomena analyzable through a set of interrelated domains. All this 

is implied in the second statement, where the specification of condi

tions is nothing less than the analysis of situations, and anticipation 

is not far removed from the prediction of an action's probable occur

rence. The task, then, is to establish the relationships among cogni

tive domains in such a way that they constitute potential situations 

in which native actors are called upon to make decisions based on data 

input and interpretation through the domain system. 

Information Processing Theory 

By way of summary, it may be said that cognitive anthropolo

gists have, until recently, devoted most of their attention to theories 
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of cultural competence. The object of their efforts has been to 

describe the structure of cultural codes and to demonstrate the capac

ity of individuals to classify the data of their total environment in 

a manner that is relevant to them as members of a particular society. 

Furthermore, most cognitive anthropologists have concentrated on the 

construction of competence theories for relatively isolated cultural 

domains. The work has not lent itself to the subsequent construction 

of performance theories, nor has it been carried out for that purpose. 

Recently, a new perspective has developed within cognitive 

anthropology. Culture is viewed not as a static unordered set of cog

nitive domains but as a dynamic system for information processing,. 

This orientation has been adopted in the present study, which treats a 

culturally significant class of activities — intergenerational land 

transactions — as situations resulting from the interpretation of in

formation inputs. Moreover, it should be emphasized that such situ

ations, involving inputs from a number of cognitive domains, are 

intended to precipitate action. Necessarily then, a descriptive theory 

of these situations must be concerned with both competence and perfor

mance, both accountability and predictability, 

Geoghegan1s Theory 

In a recent article, "Information Processing Systems in Culture" 

(1971), William H. Geoghegan has developed a theory of cultural compe

tence through the application of axiomatic set theory to the field of 

domain analysis. He begins with a characterization of an information 

processing system: 
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In the most general sense of the term, an information 
processing system is a set of interconnected rules of in
ference, or information processing rules, each of which 
includes instructions for feathering and operating upon a 
body of data which becomes the rule's input information. 
Depending upon the nature of the situation . . . the input 
information may take any one of a finite number of possible 
configurations. The rule also specifies a limited set of 
potential inferences, each one of which is a possible output 
of the rule. And finally, it contains a mapping function 
from the various configurations of the input information 
onto the set of possible o\itp\its (Geoghegan 1971: 6). 

In terms of the analysis to be presented in Chapter 6, input-

information may be considered as the set of interpreted manifestations 

generated by the several cognitive domains relevant to intergenera-

tional land, transactions. Since each domain comprises a set of inde

pendently possible interpreted manifestations of the initial data input, 

possible configurations of domain manifestations are a product of the 

possible combinations of manifestations from all the domains relevant 

to the situation. The mapping function operates to process any given 

configuration of input information and relate it to only one of the 

possible outputs, which in the present study will be land distribution 

decisions. 

In the conceptualization of information processing, Geogheran 

acknowledges a debt to cognitive psychology (1971: 6). In broader 

application, an information processing approach "... has become one 

of the dominant theoretical movements of contemporary experimental 

psychology" (Suedfeld 1971: 3) in the following manner: 

Many theorists who are concerned with the ways in which 
man adapts to his environment have recently taken the term 
"information processing" as their trademark. From the infor
mation processing viewpoint, the essence of the organism's 
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interaction with the world is the identification and acquisi
tion of potentially useful stimuli, the translation and 
transformation of the information received into meaningful 
patterns, and the use of these patterns in choosing an optimal 
response (Suedfeld 1971: 3)» 

Primitive Notions and Axioms 

Geoghegan constructs his information processing theory on the 

basis of five primitive notions and two axioms. These are summarized 

below with comments (1971: 8-10): 

A. Primitive Notions 

1. Entity - Any phenomenon possessing a set of properties. 

(Thus, the segregates or possible manifestations of a 

cognitive domain are entities. Entities have specific 

referents, such as the individuals referred to by a given 

kin term, and are quantifiable.) 

2. Categorization - A classification scheme in terms of which 

some entity may be classified. (A cognitive domain is such 

a categorization.) 

3. Category - Any structural element of a categorization. 

(The cells of a paradigm or the nodes of a taxonomic tree 

are categories. Entities are related to categorizations 

through their distributions in categories.) 

h* Correspondence - The relation of an entity to that category 

it exemplifies. (Correspondence holds between an entity 

and a category when one or more of the properties possessed 

by the entity are identical to one or more of the features 

which define the sti*ucture of the category. Thus, on Rota 
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the status /an entit^7 of an individual corresponds to the 

category tata •father' in the categorization parientes 

•kinsmen' just in case that status possesses the properties 

"male," "lineal," and "first ascending generation," which 

define the category tata relative to some ego.) 

!?• Assessment - The operation of determining correspondence. 

(Thus, the correspondence of an entity and a category is 

arrived at as a result of making an assessment. This 

notion may also be considered the most general relationship 

between an entity and a categorization. It serves as the 

entry point of data into the information processing system.) 

B. Axioms 

1. Contrast - In the assessment of an entity's relationship 

to a categorization, there is one and only one category to 

which it corresponds. (The theory requires, for instance, 

that the segregates of a cognitive domain be assigned to 

one and only one structural position within the domain and 

that the several segregates of the domain be in complemen

tary distribution relative to each other.) 

2. Finite Membership - For every categorization there exists 

a finite number of categories equal to or greater than two. 

From this base of primitive notions and axioms, Geoghegan goes on to 

present his theory of information processing systems in term3 of ten 

definitions and ten theorems. These are respectively discussed and 

proven by applying the notation and formal argumentation of set theory. 
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It should be noted at this point that for Geoghegan the output 

of information processing systems is also information — . . infor

mation concerning the classification of one or more entities (i.e., a 

situation)" (1971? 7). His theory is essentially one of cultural 

competence, and an important objective of his analysis is to demon

strate the cognitive validity of his model, as he notes in conclusion: 

Although this paper has been primarily concerned with a 
theory useful in the production of certain types of ethno
graphic statements . . . our attempt to nrovide an interpre
tation for its formal notions depends heavily on a basic 
commitment to certain ideas about how people think and about 
their capabilities and limitations in organizing and proces
sing specific kinds of information. This commitment involves 
such fundamental notions as the itemization of information 
(i.e., the cognitive representation of information as discrete 
units and not as continuously variable magnitudes), the 
sequential processing of information, the tendency toward 
efficient cognitive systems, lim5.tations on the amount of in
formation that can be processed at any one time, recoding /of 
one domain as input into another/, contrast between the states 
of an assessment (Axiom l), and so on (1971: 29). 

The object of the present study is to adapt and extend Geoghe

gan' s competence theory to incorporate a theory of performance. No 

further discussion of cognitive validity will be presented beyond the 

statement that the model of intergenerational land transactions in the 

present study contains no claim to replicate the psychological and/or 

neurological processes of individual Rotanese decision makers. The 

implications of a commitment to principles of cognitive organization 

for the representation of psychological reality are beyond the scope 

of this investigation, which seeks only to demonstrate the analytical 

or operational validity of a particular ethnographic theory (Burling 

196Uaj Hymes 1961;bj Frake 196Uc; and Burling 19614b is an interesting 
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sequence of discussions on this matter. See Wallace 1965 for a de

tailed examination and Colby 1966: 11-12 for a more general review of 

the issues involved). 

The Concept of Situation 

Returning to Geoghegan's theory, the descriptive goal of his 

argument is to show how the possible combinations of input information 

from all relevant categorizations (domains) are mapped onto appropriate 

outputs. First, from the primitive notions and axioms, he defines the 

state of an assessment as ". . . any possible result of that assess

ment the actual result in a given instance is a correspondence" (1971: 

10)# An assessment set is then defined as the set of assessments pos

sible for a given categorization and its related entities. Each domain 

of a particular information processing system is seen to consist of a 

set of potential assessment states. Any possible combination of 

assessment states from all these domains, furthermore, comprises a state 

set. 

The state sets of an information processing system define all 

the possible configurations of input information which must be mapped 

onto the system's outputs. In any given instance, one and only one 

state set (i.e., combination of assessment states) will consist of 

assessments from each categorization which are, in addition, all cor

respondences in their respective domains« This special state set is 

defined as a situation: 

. . .  a  s t a t e  o f  a n  a s s e s s m e n t  i s  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  a  p o t e n t i a l  
result of that assessment, while a correspondence is the 
actual result. Or, in other words, an assessment is a kind 
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of variable; its states are the values it may take; and a 
correspondence is its current value. We can extend this idea 
to the notions of state set and situation by noting that a -
state set refers to a possible result of making some set of 
assessments, while a situation refers to the actual result 
(1971: 11). 

It is in this sense that the term "situation" is used through

out the present study. Situations are cognitive nhenomena, in terms 

of Geoghegan's theory, with potential manifestations as social behavior, 

in terms of the present study. A situation, therefore, is an indi

vidual's interpretation of a sociocultural context which allows him to 

both precisely define the context and to act appropriately within it. 

The concept of situation set forth above must be distinguished 

from the concept of situation generally employed by sociolinguists in 

their analyses of the sociocultural context of speech events. Kymes 

(196IIC: 13), for instance, views speech or "communicative" events as 

a set of components including (1) participants, (2) communication 

channels, (3) communication codes, (h) settings, (?) forms of messages, 

(6) topics and comments of messages, and (7) the event characterized 

as a whole. Along similar lines, Goffman (196Lt: 135) defines a social 

situation as ". . .an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities, 

anywhere within which an individual will find himself accessible to 

the naked senses of all others who are 'present,' and similarly find 

them accessible to him." The present concept of situation is not in

compatible with those of Hymes, Goffman, and other sociolinguists. 

However, it treats sociocultural contexts as sources of information 

for interpretation and processing rather than as arenas for interper-
• u 

sonal interaction and communication. 
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The Mapping Function 

The mapping function of an information processing system re

lates an input situation (derived from input information) to a specific 

output (which is an output situation in terms of Geoghegan1s theory). 

A mapping function is a system of cultural rules and consists of ethno

graphic statements, as do the other elements of information processing 

systems. In simplest terms, the mapping function of a particular 

information processing system states that input situation A maps onto 

output situation B, and input situation X maps onto output situation 

Y. Furthermore, it is possible that two input situations map onto the 

same output situation, as a matter of empirical fact. 

The process of mapping involves essentially the linking of each 

and every correspondence in the input situation. The total configura

tion of correspondences leads through the mapping function to a 

situation-level correspondence of information input to output. Geoghe

gan treats this process in some detail to establish the step-by-step 

nature of the process and the necessity of ordering the linkages of 

correspondences in the input situation (1971: 12-29). 

This particular aspect of Geoghegan1s analysis is related to 

his arguments for the cognitive validity of his theory, a problem which 

is not at issue in the present study. It does lead, however, to the 

construction of a useful model of information processing systems. The 

model views information processing as the determination of pathways 

through the correspondences of an input situation which leads explic

itly and mechanically (in terms only of the system itself) to an 
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appropriate output. It may be represented as an information flow 

diagram and will be discussed fully in Chapter 6, where it is utilized 

in the analysis of intergenerational land transactions. 

On the basis of definitions and proofs concerning the existence 

of simple ordered paths of information processing, Geoghegan is able 

to make several generalizations which are of interest in the present 

study. First, he concludes that "Human beings tend to process infor

mation in such a way as to minimize the long-ran average number of 

items processed" (1971: 27). A corollary to this conclusion is the 

proposition that "At any stage in an information processing sequence, 

the next assessment to be made minimizes the average number of subse

quent assessments which must be made before an output can be determined" 

(1971: 27). Although I am not directly concerned with the psychologi

cal validity of a model of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions, 

it seems to me that such generalizations must be attended to if one is 

attempting to construct a theory of cultural competence and performance 

which is operational, efficient, and minimally effective as a pre

dictor of social behavior. 

Expanding Geoghegan's Theory 

What Geoghegan's theory provides, then, is a system which may 

be utilized by the ethnographer to bring together his analyses of 

.. cognitive domains in an effort to say something about the capacity of 
\ 

individuals to interpret social situations. What is further required 

if the ethnographer is to say something about what individuals will 

actually do in these situations is a means of incorporating additional 
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information that is not necessarily contained in any cognitive domain 

or combination of domains. 

Two kinds of additional information are necessary. First, 

there must be a quantification of the information processes and classi

fied in the information processing system. Second, a set of normative 

principles must be included which serve, along with the co-occurrence 

os specific domains, to define the situation in terms of both compe

tence and performance potentials. These principles are nothing more 

or less than a set of ethnographic statements about what an individual 

may appropriately do in a situation defined both categorically and 

quant itat ively. 

In Chapter 6, it will be shown that these two kinds of addi

tional information may indeed be incorporated into Geoghegan's model 

of information processing without significantly altering its basic 

operation and structure. I see the enterprise as an effort to meet a 

challenge raised in reference to ethnographic description: 

Methods for elegant analysis of domains, especially lexical 
ones, are being perfected, and we have been promised that 
they will lead to more rigorous and useful ethnographies. . . . 
/However, the7 proposition that the bits and pieces will 
cumulatively"produce an adequate cultural description has not 
been demonstrated, and the problems of internal ordering that 
Goodenough /1966: 127 perceived have not yet been squarely 
faced (Keesing 1971~ 38). 



CHAPTER 6 

INT ERG 2NE RAT I ON AL TRANSACTIONS: 

AN INFOHMATIQN PROCESSING MODEL 

The present chapter consists of the construction and analysis 

of an information processing model of Rotanese intergenerational land 

transactions. The model itself is conceived of, and depicted, as an 

information flow diagram accommodating the input and interpretation 

of two kinds of substantive data. First, it incorporates, for a given 

Rotanese land owner, categorical and quantitative data from four cog

nitive domains: (l) household cycle, (2) kinsmen, (3) property trans

actions, and (U) productive land. Second, it presents an ordered set 

of six normative principles through which the specific interpreted 

configuration of categorical and quantitative domain information must 

be processed in order to determine an appropriate distribution mode. 

The principles are (1) equal distribution of inheritable land, (2) 

priority of spouse's claim, (3) priority of last-married he5.r's claim, 

(h) priority of male heir's claim, (5) minimal area of divisible 

parcels, and (6) assignment of a trustee. Third, the mapping function 

of the model, which may be identified as an isomorph of the internal 

structure of the flow diagram, relates the specific configuration of 

information input through the normative principles to one of four 

outputs or distribution modes: (l) no distribution, (2) equal distri

bution to all heirs, (3) one or more parcels distributed to a specified 

heir, and (U) all parcels distributed to a specified heir. 

13U 
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There are two types of intergenerational land transactions 

distinguished by the Rotanese: (l) doti, transfer at the time of 

marriage of a land owner's offspring, and (2) irensia, transfer at 

the time of a land owner's retirement from productive activity or at 

the time of his death. In terms of the model to be presented, these 

two kinds of transfer are manifested in three basic situations which, 

in turn, may be viewed as three generalized domain state sets com

prised of assessments from the four domains to be discussed. Depend

ing on the actual categorical and quantitative correspondences in a 

particular instance, the land owner in question is able to interpret 

the situation according to the set of normative principles in order 

to determine an appropriate distribution of his property to his heirs. 

Cognitive Domains 

Household Cycle 

As shown in Chapter 1|, the household is the basic economic unit 

on Rota, although households linked through kinship may play an impor

tant part in the procurement and distribution of resources through a 

network of kinship resource sharing and differential participation in 

alternate livelihoods. Guma 'household' refers to a group of indi

viduals who consistently eat and sleep in the one or more house struc

tures of a single village lot, as previously discussed. The Rotanese 

concept of household is not further discriminated on the basis of any 

distinctive features, such as membership, duration, or wealth, and is 

therefore not a cognitive domain in the usual sense of a set of lexi

cally labeled segregates, i.e., a terminology set. 
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However, a developmental cycle may be discerned by comparing 

households which provides significant data inout for the interpretation 

of intergenerational land transaction situations. This cycle is a 

continuum beginning with a married couple's establishment of a new 

household and ending with the transfer of household leadership from 

the original couple to other members or household dissolution through 

the death of its members. The household cycle consists of a series of 

covert states defined through time by the arrival and departure of 

members and by the status of members relative to one another. The 160 

Chamorro households on Rota are basically nuclear, but an analysis of 

the household cycle reveals five distinctive types (Table 12). 

The young nuclear household consists entirely of a newly mar

ried couple with no children over six years, the age at which schooling 

begins. It is also at this age that children generally take First 

Holy Communion in the Catholic Church, and informants report that 

during this period young married adults begin to take on responsibili

ties in the larger community. These households control little land, 

if any, other than a house site. They are generally dependent on 

government employment and often retain close ties with their parent 

households through the network of kinship resource sharing. 

The established nuclear household consists entirely of a 

married couple with children of school age or older. This is the most 

common type of household and the best suited to exploit all available 

economic strategies. Doti situations most often arise within these 

households. 
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Table 12. Distribution of Rotanese households by type as defined by 
a developmental cycle. 

Number of Households Percent of Total 

1. Young Nuclear 27 17 

2. Established Nuclear 66 Ul 

3. Extended 23 lit 

li. Residual Extended 18 11 

5. Residual Nuclear 20 13 

6. Other 6 li 

Total 160 100 
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The extended household consists minimally of a household head 

in the senior generation, with married offspring and/or other relatives 

in residence. This type of household is also generally constituted to 

participate in the full range of alternate livelihoods, but it is less 

stable than established nuclear households, because married offspring 

are awaiting opportunities to establish their own households (which 

today includes the real possibility of emigration). All types of 

transaction situations are possible within this household type. 

The residual extended household consists of a household head 

in the junior generation, with the former household head still in resi

dence o This type derives directly from the extended household after 

irensia due to retirement has occurred. It typically retains access 

to all economic strategies but usually only involves the last-married 

offspring and his parents. This type of household often fissions into 

two households — young nuclear and residual nuclear. 

residual nuclear household consists of a married couple or 

surviving spouse, with all offspring residing elsewhere. This is 

generally a dependent household if land rights have been transferred 

to offspring. Grandchildren are often in residence for sentimental or 

practical reasons related to a system of child fosterage. 

There are a few (six) households on Rota, such as those of 

young unmarried men, which do not fit easily into the developmental 

household cycle as it is discussed here. The individuals in these 

households do not usually control land and are generally dependent on 

other households or government employment for economic support. 
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As noted above, it may be argued that the household cycle is 

not a cognitive domain at all for the Rotanese, but this view is too 

narrow. Its significance, and that of any domain, is not demonstrated 

by its capacitj'- to generate overt labeled categories but by its 

capacity to provide a class of information required for the interpre

tation of particular situations. To the extent that the anthropologist 

is concerned with the construction of ethnograDhic models exhibiting 

analytical adequacy in terms of competence and performance goals, it 

is well within his perview to search for any and all ethnographic 

structures which assist in achieving this end, recognizing the limits 

of method and theory discussed in Chapters 1 and 

The imminent marriage of an offspring, the perceived or an

nounced retirement of the household head from productive activity, and 

the death of the household head or other member land owner are three 

periods of transition within the household developmental cycle which 

signal the initiation of intergenerational land transaction situations. 

While residence in the land owner's household is not required of 

potential heirs, such as married offspring in their own households, it 

is within the context of the household that transaction situations 

emerge (Fig. 6). 

Kinsmen 

A complete analysis of the Rotanese domain of parientes 'kins

men1 is beyond the scope of the present study, although pertinent 

behavioral and affective correlates will be discussed at appropriate 

places throughout the remainder of this chapter. The system is 
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HOUSEHOLD CYCLE 

Young Es tab l i shed  
Ex tended  

Res idua l  Res idua l  
Nuc lear  Nuc lear  Ex tended  Ex tended  Nuc lear  

Do t i  -

Upon o f f sp r ing  mar r iage  

Span  H  I  

I rens io  — 

Upon househo ld  
head  re t i rement  

Span  H2  

I rens ia  — 

Upon  househo ld  head  dea th  

Span  H3  

Figure 6. The general span of occurrence of interpenerational land 
transactions within the household cyclo, (Spans are 
keyed for use in Figure 10. See Figure 8 for transaction 
terra definitions.) 
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cognatic, and the most important kin unit after the household is the 

shared personal kindred of siblings. Lineal and collateral kinsmen 

are distinguished terminologically, while there is no lexemic dis

crimination between agnatic and uterine collaterals. Kin terms out

side the nuclear family are derived directly from Spanish. Appropriate 

phrases mark the otherwise covert dimensions of sex and relative age 

among siblings. This is a matter of some interest, because these 

distinctions among siblings play an important part in intergenerational 

land transactions. 

For the purposes of the present study, only the primary set of 

consanguineal kin terms, of reference limited in generational depth 

and collateral extent, need be analyzed. Componential analysis of the 

set reveals it to be structurally similar to the "Yankee" or American 

consanguineal kin term system (Wallace and Atkins I960: 62) with one 

or two significant differences (Fig. 7). The 1£ kin terms of the set 

are listed below, each accompanied by its gloss, componential defi

nition, and complete or representative selection of kin type designa

tions . 

Guelo 'grandfather' 
(G+2, lineal, male) - FF, MF. 

Guela 'grandmother' 
TG+2, lineal, female) - FM, MM. 

Tio 'uncle' 
TG+1 or G+2, collateral, male) - FZ, MZ, FEW, 1®//, FFZ, FMZ, 

MFZ, MMZ... 

Tia 'aunt' 
TG+1 or G+2, collateral, female) - FZ, MZ, FEW, MBW, FFZ, FMZ, 

MFZ, MHZ... 
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Pa r  i  e  n  t  e  s  
1  Kinsmen '  

L inea l  Co l la te ra l  

Genero t ion  Ma le  Female  Ma le  Fema le  

+  2  
Gue lo  

1  Grand
fa ther '  

Gue la  
'Grand

mother  '  
T io  T ia  

+  1 Ta ta  (K l ) 1  

' Fa ther '  

Nana  (K l ) 1  

'Mo ther '  

'Unc le 1  'Aun t  '  

(ego)  0  Che lu  ^  

'S ib l ing '  

Pr  imo 
'Ma le  ,  

cous in  

Pr ima 
'  Female ,  

cous in  

-1  
Lah i  (K2) 3  

'Son '  

Haga  (K2) 3  

'Daugh te r '  Sobr  i  no  Sobr  ina  

-2  

Nie to  

'Grand  -
son 

N ie ta  
'Grand

daugh te r '  

'Nephew '  
1  k i  '  1  
Niece  

Figure 7. Consanguineal kin terms. 

Asapua 'spouse' is best understood as tata 'father' 
or nana 'mother' of owner's offspring in "transaction 
situations and is keyed as K1 for use in Figure 10. 

2, Chelu 'sibling' may be further distinguished by the 
terms lahi 'male,1 palao'an 'female,' amko 'elders,' 
and hoban 'younger.' 

3• Lahi 'son' and hapa 'daughter' are collectively 
termed patgon 'offspring' and are keyed as K2 for 
use in Figure 10. 
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Tata "father* 
(G+1, lineal, male) - F 

Nana 'mother1 
(G+1, lineal, female) - M " 

Chelu 'sibling1 
(G+0, lineal) - B, Z. 

Primo 'male cousin' 
(G+O, collateral, male) - FBS, FZS, MBS, MZS... 

Prima 'female cousin' 
TG+07 collateral, female) - FBD, FZD, MBD, MZD... 

Lahi 'son' 
(G-l, lineal, male) - S. 

Haga 'daughter' 
TO-!, lineal, female) - D. 

Sobrino 'nephew' 
(G-l, collateral, male) - BS, ZS... 

Sobrina 'niece' 
(G-l, collateral, female) - BD, ZD... 

Nieto 'grandson' 
(G-2, lineal, male) - SS, DS. 

Nieta 'granddaughter' 
(G-2, lineal, female) - SD, DD. 

A land owner's legitimate heirs are considered to be his spouse 

(asagua 'husband' or 'wife') and his offspring (patgon, a collective 

term for sons and daughters). In the absence of these heirs, land is 

transferred to grandchildren or siblings, respectively. The order of 

precedence of legitimate heirs is an important part of the data input 

of the normative principles discussed below. The Spanish-introduced 

"compadrazgo" system of godparenthood broadens the kinship base but 

does not enter into intergenerational land transactions. Also, the 
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practice of child fosterage is relatively common, but it involves only-

relatives and does not influence transaction situation decisions. 

Property Transactions 

Intergenerational land transactions comprise a subset of the 

Rotanese cognitive domain of bisnis 'property transactions.' The para

digmatic structure of the domain (Fig. 8) is nonorthagonal (Wallace 

and Atkins 1P60: 69-73), and intergenerational land transactions are 

seen to be related to other property transactions only by sharing vjith 

certain of them the defining feature of nonreciprocity. Sharing only 

this feature with other types of bisnis, property transactions restric

ted to heirs do not appear to be an integral part of the domain. 

However, the point is that no matter how elementary the iso

lation of the terms or manifestations of a domain may appear, such an 

isolation must take placej a determination of identity must be made» 

It is not enough to say, "Well, obviously inheritance is not going to 

involve a father in selling land to his sons." What is crucial in the 

construction of ethnographic statements is the native's interpretation 

of his social, cultural, and physical world: "Doti yan irensia, lai, 

kalang klasen bisnis 'Doti and irensia, my friend, these are like kinds 

of property transactions. 

The paradigm presented in Figure 8 is structured with reference 

to an individual with property who wishes to initiate a property trans

action. Terms within the cells have been rendered verbs for consis

tency. The dimensions of the domain and their defining features are 

described, in the following manner: 



Bisn is  

'P roper ty  t ransac t ions '  

No t  res t r i c ted  to  he i rs  

Non— sen t imenta  1 
Sen t i  me n ta l  A l l  One 

Rec ip roc i t y  Money  +  Money  — 
Sen t i  me n ta l  

cons idered  cons idered  

None 
Na 

1 
e  Na ' rekwetdo  Na ' i rens ia  (T2) '  Na 'do t i  (T l ) 1  

None 1 ~  • 1  
G ive  'G ive  a  keepsake '  (See  tex t  )  (See  tex t )  

De layed  
A tk  i l a  

'Ren t  '  

Na 'ayao  

'Lend '  

D i rec t  
Bende  

'Se l l '  

To la i  ka  

'T rade '  

Res t r i c ted  to  he i rs  

Figure 8. Property transactions with reference to an owner 
initiating a transaction. 

1. Na1irensia and na'doti are keyed for use in 
Figure 10. 
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Recipients. 

1. Not restricted to heirs - Any individuals, including heirs 

of the initiator, may be recipients. 

2. Restricted to heirs - Only heirs of the initiator may be 

recipients. 

S ent iment allty 

1. Non-sentimental - The transaction is not initiated by 

reason of any sentimental or affective relationship among 

the participants, even though certain of the transactions 

may take place within formally sentimental contexts, e.g., 

birthdays, Christmas, 

2. Sentimental - The transaction is initiated because of a 

sentimental or affective relationship existing among the 

participants and serves as an expression of that relation

ship. 

Money 

1. Necessary (+) - Money is a necessary commodity of the 

transaction. 

2. Unnecessary (-) - Money is not a necessary commodity of 

the transaction. 

Reciprocity 

1. None - There is no reciprocity in terms of material goods. 

2. Delayed - Reciprocity in terms of material goods is delayed 

or continued over a period of time. 
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3. Direct - Reciprocity in terms of material goods is direct 

and immediate. 

E. Number of heirs considered 

1. All considered - All potential heirs may be recipients. 

2. One considered - Only one of the potential heirs may be a 

recipient. 

As in the case of kin terms, the set of property transaction 

terms have been borrowed directly from Spanish. The one clear excep

tion is na'e 'give,' and the relation between tolaika 'trade' and the 

Spanish verb "trocar" 'to exchange' is questionable. Note, also, that 

the root form na1 is often required as a verbalizing (or causative) 

prefix in the vocabulary of property transactions. The cover term of 

the set, bisnis, is the Chamorro rendering of the English term "busi

ness." The eight terms of the domain are defined componentially and 

briefly characterized below* 

Na'e 'give' (no reciprocity, not restricted to heirs, non-

sentimental): This is the most generalized, term of the set and is 

applied in a wide variety of situations where something is transferred 

to another person without the expectation of any return in terms of 

material goods. In an even wider sense, the verb is employed in situ

ations where some object is passed from one person to another. In the 

more restricted sense that associates na'e with the domain of property 

transactions, the object transferred is referred to as nina'e 'gift.' 

In this sense, na'e denotes a permanent transfer of the object fror.i 

the giver to the receiver. 
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Atkila 'rent' (delayed reciprocity, not restricted to heirs, 

non-sentimental, money+): This term refers to the transfer of an 

object for which some agreed upon and periodic cash payment is made 

by the receiver while he holds and/or uses the object. The set of 

objects which may be rented is generally restricted to land, houses, 

cars, tractors, cement mixers, and fighting cocks. Except in the case 

of fighting cocks, rent transactions almost always take place between 

Chamorro3 and non-Chamorros. Grazing leases are viewed by Rotanese as 

rental arrangements. 

Na1ayao 'lend' (delayed reciprocity, not restricted to heirs, 

non-sentimental, money-): Any object may be lent to another person 

with the expectation that the same object will be returned within a 

longer or shorter period of time. Field usufruct is generally con

sidered a form of lending transaction. Na'ayao transactions differ 

from other property transactions in that it is generally the receiver, 

not the giver, who is the initiator. 

Bende 'sell' (direct reciprocity, not restricted to heirs, non-

sentimental, money+): Selling something involves the direct exchange 

of an object in return for a cash payment. Bende transactions gener

ally take place within the context of retail enterprise activities. 

The sale of land has been discussed with reference to "interpersonal 

land transactions" in Chapter 3. 

Tolaika 'trade' (direct reciprocity, not restricted to heirs, 

non-sentimental, money-): This term refers to the mutual transfer of 

like or unlike objects among individuals. Land exchanges fall under 
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this category of property transaction, and specifically, the exchange 

of Tatachog parcels for village lots was a matter of tolaika. Fighting 

cocks are another class of object commonly transferred on the basis of 

exchange, i.e., rooster for rooster. 

Na'rekwetdo 'give a keepsake' (no reciprocity, not restricted 

to heirs, sentimental): A rekwetdo 'keepsake' is considered a special 

form of nina'e 'gift.' The motivation for initiating na'rekwetdo is 

the desire to express love or admiration for the receiver, especially 

one's children or godchildren. A keepsake is charged with the "memory" 

of the giver and should evoke this memory when it is used or thought 

of by the receiver, A keepsake may be distinguished from an inheri

tance by its relatively small size and the spontaneity with which it 

is offered. A keepsake may be a piece of jewelry, a watch, or any 

other similar object which has been owned and used by the giver. 

Na'irensia (no reciprocity, i*estricted. to heirs, all con~ 

sidered): This term may be glossed as 'pive inheritance,1 but with 

reference to the present study it is better understood as 'initiate a 

particular kind of intergenerational land transaction.' Formally, 

na'irensia involves the transfer of a land parcel or parcels from a 

land owner to some potential heir at a specified time and with due 

regard, to other parcels and other potential heirs. Either at the time 

of retirement or at death, an individual is"obligated to distribute 

inheritable property to eligible heirs. 

An individual's retirement from productive activities is a 

personal matter. Generally speaking, an individual who, because of 
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illness or other reasons, feels he can no longer carry out the respon

sibilities of household leadership will call together his heirs and 

make a determination of land distribution in terms of the information 

processing model to be presented below. The death of a land owner 

before such a determination has been made presents a problem which is 

handled by the logic of the information processing model. Basically, 

the priority of heirs established by the model's normative principles 

is also the priority of executors of the land owner's "estate" of 

inheritable property. The model is constructed with reference to a 

land owner, and the executor who occupies the status of initiator of 

na'irensia operates in terms of the model as if he were the land owner. 

Na'doti (no reciprocity, restricted to heirs, one considered): 

As with na'irensia, na'doti may be glossed as 'give inheritance' and 

more specifically as 'initiate a particular kind of intergenerational 

land transaction.' Formally, na'doti involves the transfer of a land 

parcel from a land owner to an heir at the time of that heir's marriage. 

Na'doti is independent of the other activities, arrangements, and 

transactions associated with marriage, none of which have been specif

ically discussed in the present study (see Spoehr 19!?h: 2U9-266 for 

an account of the events leading up to and culminating in marriage on 

Saipan). 

It has been noted that most of the terms denoting property-

transactions have been borrowed from the Spanish language. It should 

be emphasized that the borrowing process has been focused on linguistic 

form and not on referential meaning. The Spanish term "dote" refers 
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to the material wealth a bride receives from her parents and brings 

into the marriage context — her dowry. The Chamorro term doti refers 

to the parcel of land received by an offspring from his or her land 

owning parent at the time of his or her marriage. Because of restric

tions placed on na'doti by the normative principles associated with 

intergenerational land transactions, it is more often the groom, not 

the bride, who is the recipient of doti at the time of marriage, 

Intergenerational land transactions are minimally but clearly 

linked to a wider range of property transactions. As will be shown 

in the discussion of the completed information processing model, the 

formal consideration of these other property transactions is somewhat 

unnecessary. The basic determination that a given sociocultural con

text is to be classified as an "intergenerational land transaction 

situation" is essentially carried out by the interpretation of input 

data through the domains of household cycle and kinsmen. From this 

point in the process, the domain of property transactions may be simply 

bifurcated, and only the cells under "restricted to heirs" need be 

attended to as potential correspondences. The object of fully display

ing the structure and content of the domain has been to further demon

strate the significance of land and the inheritance of land a3 economic 

phenomena in light of the materials and arguments presented in Chap

ters 3 and U. 

Productive Land 

The possibility of partitioning a cognitive domain and analyzing 

only that portion directly relevant to intergenerational land 
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transactions is illustrated in the case of the domain tano 'land.' 

Considered as a taxonomy, the next highest level of inclusion consists 

of two unlabeled or covert nodes ~ productive and non-productive land, 

respectively. Types of non-productive land, such as unai 'beach' and 

halom tano 'jungle,' are not held under any kind of land tenure con

tract and are therefore excluded from the set of objects subject to 

transfer through property transactions, particularly intergenerational 

land transactions. Productive land, on the other hand, is held under 

various tenure contracts and is therefore available as potentially 

inheritable land. 

The relationship of productive land to inheritable land may be 

demonstrated with reference to the query-response frames discussed in 

Chapter 1. Consider the following two queries: 

1. Hafa na klasen tano X (some named type of productive land)? 
'What kind of land is X?' 

2° Hafa na klasen tano sina na'irensia pat na'doti? 
'What kind of land can you give ~as ~irensia of doti?' 

A possible response to both these queries is tano-hu 'my land.' Fur

ther analysis indicates that 'productive land' may serve as a gloss 

for the Chamorro term tano-hu, or any tano to which a possessive pro

noun may be suffixed, within the framework of the de facto land tenure 

system discussed in Chapter !j# However, not all types of tano-hu are 

inheritable (Fig. 9). 

The four types of productive land — gualo 'farm,' homested 

•agricultural homestead,' sitio 'village lot,' and pastai 'grazing 

land' — are defined largely in terms of the type of land tenure 



T r a n s a c t i o n  p o t e n t i a l  L a n d  u s e  

P r o d u c t i v e  
l a n d  t y p e  

T r a n s f e r r e d  
d u r i n g  
i n t e r  —  
g e n e r a t  i o  n  a  1  
l a n d  
t r a n s a c t i o n s  

D i v i s i b l e  F a r m i n g  R e s i d e n c e  
C a t t l e  
g r a z i n g  

G u a l o  
' F a r m '  + + + — — 

H o m e s t e d  
' A g r i c u l t u r a  1  

h o m e s t e a d  
+ — + — — 

S i t i o  
' V i l l a g e  l o t 1  + — — + — 

P a s t a i  

' G r a z i n g  l a n d '  — — — — + 

Figure 9. Defining features of productive land tyoes. 

The domain of productive land types is keyed as L  
for use in Figure 10, 
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contract under which they are held. These contracts and the land to 

which they pertain have been treated in detail in Chapter U with refer

ence to Rotanese land tenure. Figure 9 presents the four segregates 

of the domain of productive land as a set of terms discriminated on 

the basis of the presence or absence of certain defining features. 

This departure from a componential analysis of the paradigmatic struc

ture of the domain focuses on the specific assessments necessary for 

the determination of the relationship of inheritable land to other data 

inputs of the information processing system of intergenerational land 

transactions. A brief description of the four types of productive land 

is given below. 

Gualo 'farm': This type of productive land is held under a 

title determination contract. The most significant defining feature 

of thi3 type of inheritable land is that it alone may be subdivided in 

intergenerational land transactions. Farm parcels range in size from 

.02 to 79.18 hectares. The average parcel is 2.63 hectares in area. 

Among the normative principles of the information processing model is 

one restricting the divisibility of these farm people. 

Recalling the discussion in Chapter 3 o.f the earlier Chamorro 

pattern of residence and field distribution, there is an interesting 

footnote to the term gualo. During the course of investigation, there 

arose some disagreement over the use of the term lancho as a synonym 

for gualo. It is possible to distinguish the two terms by the fact 

that a lancho is definitely an agricultural parcel which has on it at 

least a crude dwelling where a farmer can get in out of the rain, cook 

/ 



a meal, and possibly reside for several days. A parcel without this 

dwelling is not a lancho, but no one would insist that a parcel with 

one may not be appropriately termed a gualo. Conversations on this 

topic generally ended with a shrug: "Ti importante, lai 'It's not im

portant, my friend.1" The approaching synonymy of these two terms 

accurately reflects one aspect of change wrought by increased mobility 

in the post-war period. 

Homested 'agricultural homestead': This type of productive 

land is held under a homestead contract. Unlike a gualo3 a homested 

may not be subdivided in intergenerational land transactions. Another 

important feature of agricultural homesteads, mentioned in Chapter I4. 

and not indicated in Figure 9, is the fact that the contract holder 

must designate a specific heir at the time of contract registration. 

This designation generally predates the necessity of initiating an 

intergenerational land transaction by a considerable period and has 

the effect of announcing a distribution decision before the full range 

of variables in inheritance situations are known. However, Rotanese 

do not feel particularly bound by this requirement, and the name of 

the actual heir may always be substituted at the appropriate time, 

Sitio 'village lot': Village lots are held under either ex

change agreements through the title determination program or homestead 

contracts. In the de jure land tenure system, village lots held under 

these two types of contract are distinguished; in the de facto system 

they are not. For the purposes of intergenerational land transactions, 

Rotanese process input data on pitio productive land only in terms of 

the de facto tenure system. 
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Pastai 'grazing land'; A pastai is held under a grazing lease. 

Although a pastai may be referred to as tano-hu, it is not classified 

as inheritable land. This circumstance presents an additional example 

of the disjunctions and congruities of the de jure and de facto land 

tenure systems. With regard to grazing leases, both these systems 

are in accord with the stipulations of the Trust Territory government. 

Thus, in both systems a leaseholder is considered a provisional owner 

with no autonomous rights to dispose of the pastai to any party other 

than the residual owner — the Trust Territory government. On the 

other hand, a leaseholder will refer to his pastai as tano-hu and fur

ther assert that "Dueno yo este na pastai 'I am the owner of this 

grazing land.'" This assertion will be made for other productive land 

and for any other object to which he claims full title. Only when 

pressed on the matter will he add that actually 11 Inatklla yo este na 

pastai 'I am the rentee (leaseholder) of this grazing land.1" 

Domain Integration 

Given the different uses and the different potentials for 

divisibility of the three types of inheritable land, it is clear that 

the problem of intergenerational distribution is not a simple matter 

of matching heirs to parcels. At least two simplex situations are con

ceivable. First, a direct correlation of the number of heirs to the 

number of parcels (or their total area) could be made so that each heir 

received the same number of parcels (or amount of land). Second, a 

single heir could be designated (on some principle or another) to re

ceive all inheritable land to the exclusion of all other heirs. 
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Neither of these situations is empirically manifested on Rota. 

What is required of a Rotanese land owner in an intergenerational land 

transaction situation may be described by means of a modified model of 

Geoghegan's (1971) information processing system. Geoghegan's compe

tence model allows for the assessment of correspondences in one or 

more relevant categorizations (in this case the four domains described 

above). These correspondences are then considered as a set of domain 

states which are assessed in an ordered sequence (here, the order of 

domain introduction) to determine an input situation. 

Thus, in a given instance for a given land owner, there will 

be manifest in the domain o.f household cycle a particular household 

type which further manifests the marriage of an offspring, the land 

owner's retirement, or the land owner's death. The domain of kinship 

will manifest one or more potential heirs. The domain of property 

transactions will manifest a transaction restricted to heirs, and the 

domain of productive property will manifest one or more types of in

heritable land. The specific configuration of these manifestations 

(correspondences) in this given instance defines the input situation, 

and for Geoghegan's model it maps onto a specific output situation — 

a classification of a particular intergenerational land transaction. 

Since the present study is committed to predicting performance 

as well as accounting for competence, it will be necessary to modify 

and expand Geoghegan's model accordingly. First, the set of domain 

states which determines the classification of the inheritance situation 

must also be allowed to quantify and otherwise further specify the 
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domain manifestations wherever possible. This presents no difficulty. 

The land owner determines not only who his heirs are, he also deter

mines how many heirs he has of what kin type, sex, and relative age. 

He not only determines what kinds of property he owns, he also deter

mines how many parcels he owns of what type and area. Second, there 

must be a means of mapping the input situation onto a performance out

put — a decision concerning a distribution mode. This is accomplished 

by providing in the model an ordered set of normative principles 

through which the categorical and quantitative information may be 

processed. The appropriate set of normative principles for Rotanese 

inheritance situations is presented below. 

Normative Principles 

By normative principle is meant an ethnographic statement about 

appropriate behavior in a particular situation, all other things being 

equal. In isolation, a normative principle is highly idealized and of 

little relevance to normative behavior in a statistical sense. The 

normative principles presented here are of the type referred to as 

"jural norms," that is, "... rules of behaviour supported by sanc

tions. . . (Leach 1961: 297). 

However, the six normative principles of Rotanese intergener-

ational land transactions have the capacity to process actual categori

cal and quantitative information by virtue of the following two 

considerations. First, the principles are incorporated into the 

information processing model in such a way as to allow for the real 

possibility of non-compliance. The model does not specifically analyse 
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the consequences of "inappropriate" behavior, but by recognizing each 

principle as a point for decision making, it partially accounts for 

the non-isomorphic relationship between "ideal" and "real" behavior. 

Second, and more significant than the self-evident fact that 

people don't always do what they say they should, is the treatment of 

the normative principles as an ordered set of contingency statements. 

Just as a set of cognitive domains is mutually interrelated with re

gard to a potential situation, so the set of normative principles is 

more than a collection of statements about inheritance procedures. 

No one principle is a self-sufficient statement about appropriate be

havior in intergenerational land transaction situations. Each prin

ciple is contingent upon the ones that have preceded it. A normative 

principle does not operate on the categorical and quantitative infor

mation generated, by the system of cognitive domains but upon the 

manifest state of this information after previous principles have 

applied. These, and other features of the information processing 

system will be discussed further, after the model has been considered 

in its entirety. 

Eoual Distribution of Inheritable 
Land (Pl)~ 

Land is distributed in intergenerational land transactions so 

that all eligible heirs eventually receive, as nearly as possible, 

equal shares. This principle is first in the ordered set. It is not 

contingent upon the others and, in turn, affects them all. On the 

other hand, information from the relevant cognitive domains cannot be 

processed directly through this principle to a distribution mode. 
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Inheritance is never a simple matter of equal distribution to 

all heirs, but equi-distribution is an underlying goal enunciated in 

many ways under varying circumstances. The principle of equal distri

bution (PI in the model) acts as a guide in the information processing 

system to adjust the unequal status of heirs, the unequal use and 

divisibility potential of productive land, and the differential nature 

of basic inheritance situations in an equitable (if not strictly equal) 

ultimate distribution of inheritable land to eligible heirs. 

Priority of Spouse's Claim (P2) 

The claim of a landless spouse is prior to all others, unless 

the spouse has retired from productive activity. Spouses of retiring 

or dead household heads take over household leadership, if able. 

Transfer of land ownership to a landless spouse is an expression of 

this new authority. Although households are in some sense corporate 

economic units, land is owned in both the de jure and de facto land 

tenure systems by individuals, except in the case of land trustees 

discussed below. Thus, both a husband, and a wife may own land inde

pendently of one another. 

A spouse's prior claim to inheritable land (P2) reveals a 

tendency to maintain household leadership in the senior generation. 

Especially in the case of the household head's death, the spouse 

assumes the rights and duties of land owner, including the status of 

distributor of inheritable land. In case the still active spouse is 

already a land owner, the household head's land should be distributed 

immediately to other eligible heirs. In case the spouse has previously 
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retired from productive activity, the rights and duties of household 

head pass to the eldest resident heir, but the status of estate execu

tor (trustee) passes to the eldest son, as discussed below. 

Priority of Last-married Heir's 
Claim (P37 

The last-married heir residing in a household has ultimate 

claim to one house site. This principle (P3) is based on an ethic of 

service, wherein unmarried offspring remain in the household and render 

assistance to their parents. By virtue of longer service, the last-

married heir establishes a claim to the household site or some other 

sitio. 

In his ethnographic study of Saipan, Spoehr discusses the 

concept of kirido 'favorite child' at some length (195U: 28l~28£). 

Several factors in kirido selection are mentioned, one of which is 

most significant in the present context: "It is often said that the 

kirido is the child who cares for the parents the longest, and that 

this child is usually the youngest son or daughter in the famly" 

(Spoehr 195k'- 282). The phenomenon of kirido is generally restricted 

to families with three or more children, and the consequences, both 

positive and negative, of kirido selection are more often covert than 

overt. 

There is little direct evidence for the existence of kirido on 

Rota. The term is most often used in reference to the favoritism of 

political leaders shown to their relatives. In extreme cases it is 

probable that parental service would be considered more significant 
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than the order of marriage in the application of the principle of a 

last-married heir's claim to the household site. It should be noted., 

however, that an unloving or otherwise non-conforming heir would be 

excluded from consideration as an heir in any case. 

Priority of Male Heir's Claim (Ph) 

A daughter never receives land at the expense of a son. Espe

cially in the transaction situation (doti) associated with marriage, 

sons are favored over daughters as recipients of land. There is a 

patrilateral bias in Rotanese intergenerational land transactions, 

and this principle (PJi) is the most direct expression of it. 

This principle clearly indicates what is meant by "processing" 

in the model of an "information processing system." Information from 

the cognitive domains associated with inheritance is consistently pro

cessed through the set of normative principles. It may be the case in 

a specific instance that part of the information processed is the fact 

that there are no male heirs. In that event, this principle (Ph.) has 

no effect. The point is that the determination of "no effect" is made 

only by processing the information through this particular principle. 

It is only in this manner that such determinations are possible. 

Minimal Area of Divisible Parcels (P5>) 

Divisible land is divided, only if the resulting parcels are at 

least one-half hectare in area. This principle (P£) is based on the 

areas of currently registered gualo 'farms,' which comprise the only 

type of divisible, productive, and inheritable land. Informants did 



not make consistent quantitative judgments on this matter, but all 

agreed that any household controlling less than one-half hectare of 

farm land was very poor indeed. 

Of 1408 registered gualo, 91 (22 percent) are less than 0.5 

hectares in area. However, three locations on the island should be 

regarded as "disturbed" by Japanese supply and defense programs before 

and during World War II. These areas — Talakaya, Tatachog, and a 

small area near Songsong Village — and the problems associated with 

them have been discussed at length in Chapters 2 and 3. 

It is enough to point out in the present context that of 120 

parcels in "disturbed" locations, 66 (55 percent) are less than 0.5 

hectares in area. The ratio in "undisturbed" locations is 25 out of 

288. That is, only nine percent of the parcels in "undisturbed" loca

tions are less than 0.5 hectares in area. Prom these comparative data, 

it may be inferred that 0.5 hectares is a valid quantification of an 

otherwise qualitative principle of minimal divisibility. I would argue 

that this quantitative precision is not spurious, although it is un

specified by Rotanese and must, therefore, remain open to limited 

interpretation in individual inheritance situations. 

Assignment of a Trustee (P6) 

Whenever the principle of minimal divisibility applies and can

not be realized, all land passes to the owner's eldest son, who acts 

as totot 'trustee' of the land. The assignment of a trustee (P6) is 

another example of the distinction between certain aspects of the de 

jure and de facto systems of land temire. Under the de jure system, 
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a trustee is considered the representative of a set of heirs and has, 

himself, no interest in the land which he administers (Johnson 1971). 

Under the cte facto system, however, the totot is essentially the head 

of a corporation of s5.blings who are heir to the property in question, 

and he has an equal, if not greater, interest in this property. 

Under the de jure system, a trustee — the spouse or eldest 

son -- is assigned as administrator of the deceased land owner's 

estate. The trustee's task is to maintain the estate until an equi

table distribution can be made. Under the de facto system, the eldest 

son is next in line, after a still productive spo\ise, to act as if he 

were the land owner in the distribution of inheritable land. The 

distinction here is subtle. The government views trusteeship as the 

assignment of an impartial individual to administer an estate. The 

Rotanese view trusteeship as the incorporation of a set of siblings 

who are heirs, with the eldest son acting as their leader and spokes

man. 

A son who becomes totot due to the minimal divisibility of 

parcels in an intergenerational land transaction has no other responsi

bility than to manage the parcels in fairness to the other siblings. 

The general outcome of such a situation is for the other siblings to 

adopt non-land based economic strategies, leaving the totot, eventually, 

full owner of the parcels in question. A son who becomes totot due to 

the death of his parent land owner then occupies the status of executor 

and continues to act as that land owner whenever inheritance situations 

arise. It must be remembered that this latter condition is not the 
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result of an inheritance transaction. It is rather a potential deter

mination of who shall process available information when a particular 

inheritance situation is manifested. 

Summary 

The set of six normative principles described above are ethno

graphic statements produced either explicitly or implicitly by infor

mants in their discussions of how a man comes to decisions about the 

distribution of his land to heirs. In isolation, they are statements 

about ideal behavior -- about how a man should act if he is "good" and 

"responsible," and "all other things are equal." By recognizing the 

possibility of not complying with these principles and by recognising 

an ordered sequence of principle consideration, the set of normative 

principles may be viewed as a mapping function which relates the cate

gorical and quantitative information of the four cognitive domains to 

four possible distribution modes which are the behavioral outcomes of 

intergenerational land transactions. 

The Model 

The four cognitive domains and six normative principles dis

cussed so far in the present chapter comprise the information input 

and mapping function for an information processing system of Rotanese 

intergenerational land transactions. Geoghegan's (1971) original 

competence model of situation classification has now been expanded to 

allow for the quantification of input information and the mapping of 

input information onto a set of behavioral outcomes. This expanded 
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competence-performance model may be represented as an information flow 

diagram (Fig. 10). The operation of the model will be briefly de

scribed below before treating its several components in more detail. 

The flow diagram in Figure 10 consists of rectangles and 

diamonds connected by uni-directional lines and is divided onto five 

areas (I-V) to aid the following discussion. The three rectangles in 

Area I represent categorical data inputs and correspond to the three 

types of basic inheritance situations with their minimal domain state 

assessments. These feed to the large rectangle in Area II, which is 

an input station for detailed quantitative data concerning the states 

of the four domains, e.g., the number and kin type of heirs, the sex 

and relative age of offspring, the type and amount of land. 

Input data processed through these two areas become input in

formation, and the classification of the inheritance situation is 

determined by their specific configuration. The interpreted input 

information, i.e., the situation, is now processed through the ordered 

set of assessment diamonds in Areas III and IV. Each assessed cor

respondence is either positive (+) or negative (-) and. is so indicated 

by the values assigned to the two lines emerging from each diamond. 

Area III assessments concern the application of normative 

principles to the situation. Note that a negative correspondence in 

Area III leads to a "stop" terminal. This means that the individual 

processing the information has chosen to violate the principle in 

question, and the inheritance transaction, if carried out, would be 

inappropriate• 



Figure 10. An information processing model of Rotanese inter-
generational land transactions. 

Household Cycle (see Fig. 6) 

HI Marriage of offspring. 
H2 Retirement of household head from productive 

activity. 
H3 Death of household head. 

Kinsmen (see Fig. 7) 

K1 Spouse of land owner. 
K2 Offspring of land owner. 

Property Transactions (see Fig. 8) 

T1 Transaction restricted to a single heir. 
T2 Transaction restricted to all potential heirs. 

Productive Land (see Fig, 9) 

L Productive land. 

Normative Principles (see Chapter 6 under "Normative 
Principles") 

PI Equal distribution of inheritable land. 
P2 Priority of spouse'3 claim. 
P3 Priority of last-married heir's claim. 
PI4. Priority of male heir's claim. 
P5 Minimal area of divisible parcels. 
P6 Assignment of a trustee. 
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Figure 10. An information processing model of Rotanese inter-
generational land transactions. 
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Assessment diamonds in Area IV require determinations of the 

presence or absence of specific items of information. Correspondences 

in these diamonds lead directly to distribution modes or to further 

assessments in subsequent diamonds. 

The four rectangles in Area IV represent distribution modes, 

which are the behavioral outcomes of the information processing model. 

The mode mapped onto or "decided upon" by processing the input infor

mation through the set of normative principles leads directly to an 

act of distribution or, at least, to an assignment of land for future 

distribution. 

Situation Assessment 

The rectangles of Area I in Figure 10 comprise a subset of 

three possible domain state assessments and have been referred to as 

basic inheritance situations. The three situations are each uniquely 

distinguished by the manifestation of III, H2, or H3. That is, it is 

the occurrence and interpretation within the context of the household 

cycle of offspring marriage, household- retirement, or household head 

death which initially requires the assessment of input data in terms 

of kinsmen, property transactions, and productive land. 

The order of domain state assessments — H, K, T, L — is not 

arbitrary. It is a mapping function of the sort established by 

Geoghegan (1971) and described in Chapter 5 for the classification of 

a situation. It is a statement of the implicational relationships of 

the four domains. Consider the uppermost rectangle in Area I, which 

is the basic inheritance situation determined by the configuration 
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HI, K2, Tl, L. Within the household cycle, HI 'event of offspring 

marriage' implies K2 'a kinsman -who is both heir and offspring.1 In 

concert, these two correspondences imply Tl doti 'intercenerational 

land transaction restricted to one heir.' Finally, these three cor

respondences imply L 'productive land' of which the owned inheritable 

parcels will comprise the correspondences. 

Out of the mapping of the ordered set of domain state assess

ments and correspondences comes a classification of the inheritance 

situation which may be glossed 'intergenerational land transaction 

restricted to one heir, that heir being one who is to be married.' 

The order of the set elements (domains) is an aspect of the descriptive 

theory of Rotanese intergenerational land transactions. The order is 

H, K, T, L. L, for instance, does not imply or otherwise entail or 

lead to an assessment of H. It is H, through K and T, which leads 

necessarily to an assessment of L. 

One of the two major modifications of Geoghefran's information 

processing system is located in Area II of Figure 10. The area is 

labeled "specific domain states and quantification." At this stage of 

the process, a computation of heirs (number of each kin type by sex 

and relative age) and inheritable land (number and area of each type) 

is required for the K and L correspondences determined in Area I. 

The computation of heirs calls for an assessment of information 

not strictly contained in the four domains of Area I. A land owner 

must determine not only who his potential heirs are but also which of 

these heirs are to be included or excluded from the subsequent transfer 
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of inheritable land. Requisite information for this determination has 

been the subject of discussion in Chapter h, "Alternate Livelihoods." 

Inheritable land has been shown to be one of several bases of a system 

of differential participation in alternate economic strategies. Upcn 

the manifestation of a basic inheritance situation, a land owner and 

his potential heirs jointly determine what subset of heirs will par

ticipate in the intergenerational land transaction, based on the actual 

or anticipated participation in alternate livelihoods of all potential 

heirs. 

The schematic separation of Areas I and II has been a heuristic 

tactic meant to argue for the proposition that the basic inheritance 

situation must be determined or "known" before specific computations 

and quantifications can take place. The separation serves its purpose 

well by isolating and emphasizing the two processes of categorization 

and quantification. However, this portion of the model is thereby 

somewhat oversimplified in at least one respect. 

It is clear that assessments of K and L in Area I must in and 

of themselves involve a feature of quantification. The domain K, for 

instance, requires an assessment of some entity (an individual occupy

ing a status with properties of kinship) to determine its correspond

ence with some kin term. However, it may be the case that several 

such entities are manifest in the sociocultural context. Thus, the 

mapping function described in Area I (H, K, T, L) must have the capac

ity to "recycle" one or more of the domains in order to account for 

all entities related to them through correspondence. This principle 
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of recursiveness has been treated in Area II as a feature of computa

tion and quantification to aid the discussion, but its proper locus is 

in Area I as a feature of categorization. Accordingly, the mapping 

function H, K, T, L may be amplified to allow for recursion by re

quiring a set of entities to be assessed for correspondence in a given 

domain but only before another set of entities is assessed for cor

respondence in some other domain. The order of domain state assess

ment, of course, remains determined by the mapping function H, K, T, L. 

A second oversimplification is suggested by the above discus

sion, but it begs questions of psychological validity, none of which 

are at issue in the present study. The domain of parientes 'kinsmen' 

(K) is assessed before the domains of T and L and before the process 

enters Area II. Is it not possible that at the time kinsmen are 

classified they are also computed in terms of the number of each kin 

type by sex and relative age? The possibility must be admitted. How

ever, this computational information plays no part in the determination 

of the basic inheritance situation in that it has no implications for 

the determination of T and L. Therefore, in terms of the descriptive 

theory and the present model of Rotanese intergenerational land trans

actions, the commutation of K may be properly considered a post-

categorization phenomenon. 

Input data assessed categorically and quantitatively comprise 

an intergenerational land transaction situation for a given land owner 

(or his executor) at a particular point within the household cycle. 

Specifically, an event within the household cycle has been perceived, 
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assessed, and classified as one that initiates an intergenerational 

land transaction. Eligible heirs have been determined according to 

the nature of the initiating event, and their relative statuses in 

terms of kin type, sex, and age are known. Certain categorically-

eligible heirs may have withdrawn or been excluded from further con

sideration beca.use of actual or anticipated exclusive participation 

in livelihoods not based on inheritable land (especially emigration). 

Based on the type of initiating event (H) and the set of eligible kins

men (K), the type of property transaction (T) restricted to heirs has 

been determined. Finally, with the classification and quantification 

of types of inheritable land (L), the land owner is in a position to 

map the transaction situation onto a mode of distribution. 

Paths to Distribution Modes 

The structure of the information processing model depicted in 

Figure 10 may be characterized metaphorically as a system of paths 

from Area I to Area V. From the three input stations of Area I, three 

paths converge directly into the single input station of Area II. The 

path from Area II to the initial assessment diamond (Pi) of Area III 

is equally simple and direct. 

However, the mapoing function represented in the path structure 

of Areas III and IV is not simple, especially in that paths may lead 

from Area III into Area IV and continue to alternate before emerging 

at the "stop" position or at one of the four distribution mode posi

tions. The path structure of Areas III and IV is not unlike that of 

the mapping function of Area I (H, K, T, L), if that were fully 
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schematized, except that no recursion mile is required. The implica-

tional order of assessments which defines the structure of the path 

system in Areas III and IV is indicated by the uni-directional lines 

connecting one assessment diamond with another. 

Although the stations or nodes of Areas III and IV have all 

been referred to as assessment diamonds, there is a critical distinc

tion between the assessment of normative principles (Area III, Pl-Po) 

and the assessment of categorical and quantitative information (Area 

IV) previously determined in Areas I and II. The assessment of nor

mative principles leads, strictly speaking, not to a correspondence 

but to a decision. That is, the selection of a positive or negative 

path out of diamonds P1-P6 involves more than a consideration of the 

specified inheritance situation determined in Areas I and II, It 

requires that a choice be made between appropriate and inappropriate 

behavior, and this must include a weighing of the sanctions underlying 

the normative principles in terms of the consequences of inappropriate 

behavior for future interpersonal relations with heirs, other kinsmen, 

and members of the wider community. 

The sociocultural and idiosyncratic circumstances impinging on 

this choice are neither accounted for nor predicted by the theory of 

information processing presented here. However, the theory, and the 

model of it represented in Figure 10, does recognize the real t>ossi-

bility of decisions to act inappropriately. The theory and the model 

operate in terms of the normative judgments of the Rotanese by refer

ring decisions to disregard those judgments out of the field of 

appropriate intergenerational land transactions. 
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A positive assessment (decision) in Area III indicates that 

the information processor has considered the normative principle in 

question and. deems it valid, and operable. Assessments in Area IV are 

self-explanatory in content. They require assessments of the specified 

categorical and quantitative information for positive or negative 

correspondence on the basis of information and principle assessments 

preceding them in the mapping function. 

The notion of mapping function has been introduced and dis

cussed at several points so far in the present study. An additional 

comment relating to the ordered accumulation of information from 

initial input to final output will further clarify the central role 

of a mapping function in an information processing system. 

As discussed in Chapter E>, Geoghegan's (1971) competence theory 

of information processing is constructed in stages. Entities corre

sponding in various categorizations (domains) are seen to co-occur so 

as to define the internal structure and content of particular input 

situations. At this point it is asserted that a mapping function 

exists which relates some input situation to a particular output situ

ation (classification) as a matter of empirical fact. 

Continuing with a series of definitions and set theory proofs, 

Geoghegan (1971: 12-29) shows that the relationship between an input 

and output situation must be understood as a path structure. The 

entity-domain assessments comprising the input situation are performed 

in sequence along this path structure. Furthermore, the principles of 

efficient organization and cognitive validity discussed in Chapter $ 

require the sequence of assessments to be ordered. 
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Geoghegan refers to this requirement of his theory as an 

"ordered code rule" (1971s 19)» while it has been considered a more 

general feature of the mapping function of a competence-performance 

theory of information processing in the present study. Any formal 

differences in treatment aside, I would follow Geoghegan in arguing 

that 

We may interpret this ordering as a temporal one, and as 
indicating the step-by-step processing of needed informa
tion. The choice of each successive assessment depends only 
upon the results of preceding assessments; that is, upon 
correspondences already identified up to that point in the 
process (1971: 19). 

The cumulative nature of information processing entailed by 

an ordering of entity-domain assessments has been examined in the 

discussion of the implicational relationships existing among the four 

cognitive domains (H, K, T, L) in Area I of the model. It is even 

more clearly demonstrated in the structure of the mapping function in 

Areas III and IV. For instance, the assessment diamond "K1 satisfies 

P2" has no import whatsoever except in terms of the information which 

has been previously processed. A positive or negative correspondence 

^ is impossible without the information that (l) a particular inheritance 

situation is manifest, (2) positive decisions have been made regarding 

normative principles PI and P2, and (3) the specific initiating event 

has been H2 or H3 rather than HI. Furthermore, none of the assessments 

which follow this diamond in the mapping function have any bearing on 

its assessment of correspondence. 
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The Distribution of Inheritable Land 
t 

The four distribution modes depicted in Area V of Figure 10 

are also self-explanatory in content. They represent behavioral out

comes or "decisions to act" based on the processing of initial input 

data through the mapping functions of Areas I-IV. This statement has 

been qualified earlier only to the extent that such decisions do not 

lead necessarily to an immediate distribution of inheritable land. 

That is, the internal structure of the model represents a "real-time" 

flow of information, especially in terms of the ordered sequence of 

assessments. However, the theory described by this model does not 

require that land be distributed just as soon as the inheritance situ

ation and its distributional implications are determined. Actual 

transfer of title may be delayed for some time in the future. 

The distribution mode labeled "equal shares to all" is some

what ambiguous in that the notion of "equal" cannot be precisely de

fined. The problem has two aspects. There is first the matter of 

differential land use. Secondly, the three types of inheritable land 

have different divisibility potentials. Note that this does not 

involve a question of whether or not all inheritable land will be 

distributed among the set of heirs determined in Area II of the model. 

It is only a question of what is meant by "equal distribution." 

As in the case of settling upon a set of heirs through a mutual 

agreement of the parties involved, the matter of equal distribution is 

open to negotiation within limits. Again, the differential participa

tion of potential heirs in alternate livelihoods plays a significant 
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role. Thus, an heir already engaged in government employment or retail 

enterprise is likely to settle for a house lot and allow his siblings 

to otherwise share in agricultural properties. The oroblem of the 

indivisibility of agricultural homesteads is likely to be settled in 

favor of the heir presently or soon to be most active in commercial 

agriculture requiring larger amounts of land. 

These issues concerning equal distribution are somewhat miti

gated by the operation of the system of kinship resource sharing. 

Inheritance situations in which the strictly equal distribution of 

land is appropriate but impossible must occur from time to time. 

Nevertheless, no informant raised the issue of enduring disagreements 

among heirs over the distribution of inheritable land, and the records 

of testimony contained in title determination contracts make no refer

ence to outstanding differences or counterclaims from heirs regarding 

the parcels in question. 

A final point of clarification concerns the distribution mode 

"equal shares to all" in relation to the accumulation of processed 

information leading to it from the assessment diamond "Pf? satisfied." 

Not only may actual transactions be delayed beyond the time a distri

bution mode is determined, but in his lifetime a given land owner may 

transfer his inheritable land during a number of inheritance situations 

generated by events within the household cycle. 

As its initial position in Area III indicates, the normative 

principle of equal shares to all heirs (Pi) is meant to be considered 

in any and all subsequent principle assessments. Thus, the fact that 
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a land owner may have distributed various parcels through doti upon 

the marriage of various offspring does not mean that these parcels are 

to be disregarded as "shares given" during some ultimate distribution 

of inheritable land at the time of his retirement or death. Similarly, 

the normative principle P3 does not lead directly to any distribution 

mode. Rather, its positive assessment becomes, through the mapping 

function, part of the equation "equal shares to all" so that the last-

married heir receives as his "equal share" at least one village lot. 

Throughout the present study, the focus of investigation has 

been on land as a commodity "owned" under several contractual arrange

ments, manipulated for several economic purposes, and, finally, trans

ferred to certain kinsmen through intergenerational land transactions. 

It should be noted that a few other commodities are also inheritable, 

such as cattle, automobiles, and various household goods. 

Household goods, particularly, are often considered the in

heritance of a female offspring as a "substitute" for land. Also, the 

possibility was discussed in Chapter 3 that an heir could inherit the 

fencing, water tanks, and cattle associated with a grazing parcel with 

the intention of then becoming the new leaseholder of that parcel. 

In certain cases, this might be considered the "equal share" for that 

heir. Generally speaking, however, the inheritance of commodities 

other than land is considered a separate matter by the Rotanese. In 

many instances, the inheritance of these items is little more than 

na'rekwetdo 'the giving of a keepsake.' 
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Summary 

The model presented here is based on a competence-performance 

theory of information processing which is essentially an expansion and 

modification of Geoghegan's (1971) competence theory of information 

processing. The central issue has been the development of a mapping 

function for the processing of information which not only allows an 

individual Rotanese land owner to classify a given inheritance situ

ation but to quantify the information and consider it in light of a 

set of normative principles for the appropriate distribution of his 

inheritable land to a specified set of heirs. Major features of the 

theory are certain principles of cognitive organisation discussed in 

Chapter 5, the concept of ordered and cumulative information processing, 

and, above all, the analysis of cognitive domains and other formal 

information structures in terms of Rotanese conceptualizations and 

interpretations of intergenerational land transactions. 

Conclusions 

As stated at the outset, "The problem to be examined involves 

the capacity of an ethnographic theory to both account for a particular 

field of social behavior and to predict future social behavior." The 

community of Songsong Village on the island of Rota in the Mariana 

Islands was chosen as the location for the study because of its rela

tive isolation and small population. Once in the community, it was 

discovered that Rotanese inheritance or "intergenerational land 

transactions" was an ideal field of social behavior to provide an 

empirical base for the investigation. 
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In order that the field of intergenerational land transactions 

would not be treated in a vacuum unrelated to Rotanese reality, the 

physical, historical, and sociocultural context within which it is 

embedded was examined at some length. The physical environment was 

outlined and shown to have an agricultural potential which had long 

been exploited* The post-contact history of Rota was described in an 

effort to show how the conditions and circumstances of successive 

colonial dominations had shaped the sociocultural system in which the 

Rotanese presently order their lives. In particular, systems of land 

tenure and alternate livelihoods were subjected to intensive analysis, 

since they comprise such significant sources of information for the 

Rotanese land owner in an inheritance situation. 

Having established, at least partially, the sociocultural 

milieu within which intergenerational land transactions transpire, 

consideration was given to recent developments in ethnography, espe

cially cognitive anthropology. Reviewing the close relationship 

between linguistic and ethnographic theory, it was concluded that 

cognitive anthropologists had, for the most part, adhered too closely 

to the linguist's goal of accountability over and against the goal of 

predictability. Recent applications of information processing theory 

to ethnographic materials were seen to offer new potential for the 

integration of competence and performance prediction. 

Most particularly, I have relied on Geoghegan's (1971) axio

matic set theory demonstration of the capacity of an information 

processing system to generate a competence model of sociocultural 
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behavior. I have sought, in the present chapter, to apply an expanded 

version of this system to the Rotanese data relating to the inheritance 

of land. The theory presented in this chapter through the model in 

Figure 10 is directed toward, if it does not fully meet, the goals of 

accountability and predictability. 

The theory of information processing presented here accounts 

for the distribution of land through inheritance to the extent that 

a given distribution can be said to be appropriate or inappropriate. 

Furthermore, the theory is detailed enough to trace a given distribu

tion back to the event that must have initiated it, if the distribution 

is first determined to have been appropriate. To this extent the 

theory moves somewhat beyond Geoghegan's, which, to my best under

standing, has the capacity to classify a given situation but not to 

show that some event has occurred as a consequence of the unique con

figuration of that situation. 

The predictive capacity of the present information processing 

theory is considerably more restricted. The theory does not predict 

that a certain event will occur within the household cycle to initiate 

an intergenerational land transaction. As mentioned previously, the 

theory has no capacity to predict which of the potential heirs will 

comprise the set of actual recipients in any given inheritance situ

ation. Referring to the model in Figure 10, the theory does claim a 

predictive capacity from the point at "which information from the classi

fied situation enters Area III. From this point, in terms of the 

ordered sequence of assessments, the theory is able to predict a 
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distribution mode, if the information processor in question determines 

to act appropriately. 

Clearly, the mat.ter of prediction in a mathematical (rather 

than a logical) sense from at least the point at which an initiating 

event occurs is a problem for further research. The effort here has 

been aimed at constructing the kind of formal structure necessary if 

such a research program is to be feasible. It should also be reiter

ated at this point that the theory is operable at the level of the 

individual land owner who shares the Rotanese cultural system of in

heritance. The matter of predicting future distributions of inheri

table land at the level of the Rotanese population goes beyond the 

capacity of the present theory, although this theory would provide a 

base for such an investigation. 

Finally, there has been a more subtle goal attended to in the 

present study. I have endeavored in this study, and am certainly not 

the first to do so, to place the formal theory and methods of cognitive 

anthropology within a broader tradition of ethnographic investigation. 

I have attempted to present a global view of Rotanese culture, although 

many of its facets have been necessarily slighted, and to communicate 

something of the dynamic equilibrium of Rotanese society. In the 

earlier passionate days of its development, there was a tendency on 

the part of some to portray ethnoscience as the "answer" to the prob

lems of ethnographic description. Those days have massed, and a more 

measured assessment of its role has emerged. Formal analysis is not 



the answer to the investigation of Rotanese intergenerational land 

transactions. Rather, it takes its place along with many other 

anthropological approaches to the understanding of man1s culture and 

society. 



APPENDIX I 

TRUST TERRITORY POLICY LETTER 

This document was issued for the civil administrators of the 

U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands from the Office of the 

Deputy High Commissioner, C. H. Wright, Trust Territory of the Pacific 

Islands. It was the first formal expression of the policy of the 

United States regarding land tenure in the Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands. In effect it established the basis of the de jure 

system of land tenure currently in force on Rota, Mariana Islands 

(Johnson 1969: 50-59)• 

18U 
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20 December 19b7 

Sub j: Land Policy. 

1. This is the first of a series of letters setting forth policies of 
the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 
which are to be followed by all persons assisting in the administration 
of the government of the Trust Territory. 

2. It is desired that these policies by explained to the peoole of the 
Trust Territory, and that if it be found that any considerable percent
age of the native population consider any part of the policy not in 
accordance with native interest, the facts be reoorted to the Deputy 
High Commissioner, with full comment by the Civil Administrator and the 
Governor concerned. 

3. Under the Trusteeship Agreement, the United States, as admini?ter-
ing authority, undertakes to "promote the economic advancement and 
self-sufficiency of the inhabitants and to this end shall resrulate the 
use of natural resources; encourage the development of fisheries, 
agriculture, and industries; protect the inhabitants against loss of 
their lands and resources." 

U. It is considered essential to the welfare of the native inhabitants 
that doubts concerning richts in land, including riparian, remainder 
and reversionary rights, be eliminated at the earliest possible date. 

5. The guiding principle of land policy is to safeguard native land 
rights and land ownership; and, so far as possible, to provide each 
family with land sufficient for adequate subsistence, and to assure 
community-wide access to essential land resources. 

Public.Domain 

6, It is realized that rulings by the Germans and Japanese, which 
treated as public domain those land areas which were not used con
tinuously by native people, violate some Micronesian concents of ovmer-
ship, since the resources of such "no man's land" were usually recog
nized by the natives as belonging to some specific community or grout). 
In view of the changes and improvements which have been made in much 
of the land which was declared to be nublic domain, it is deemed 
necessary to continue to regard all such lands, which the German or 
Japanese governments took physical possession of, or developed or used, 
as having acquired the status of miblic lands, which are to be admini
stered for public benefit. In the future, the transfer of title of 
such lands to non-native individuals or associations will not be con
sidered valid. 
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7. Public domain lands may be used for any proper governmental pur
pose. 

Codification of local land concepts 

8. It is realized that native concepts of land rights vary greatly in 
different localities and that widely differing concepts sometimes exist 
in different culture areas within a single administrative district. In 
order to ascertain native concepts of land tenure, for use as a raide 
in future decisions on land titles, the rules for each ciilture area 
shall be codified, after all sections of the community have had a 
chance to express their ideas on the subject. Although it is obviously 
desirable to avoid a great multiplicity of such codes, it is not neces
sary that uniformity be achieved at the expense of marked departure 
from native concepts. All sections of the community shall be given an 
opportunity to express their views on the draft of codified rules, 
applying to their culture area, before it is submitted to DepHiComTor 
Pacls. 

9. Each Civil Administrator is directed to furnish to DepHiComTer 
Pacls, via the Governor concerned, at as early a date as practicable, 
draft codified x*ules for land ownership and rights to use, and for in
heritance, together with statement of the islands to which they apply. 
The draft shall not be placed in effect unless and untill allrpved bu 
DepHiComTerPacIs or higher authority. 

Validity of land transfers made in the past 

10. Decisions by former governments as to land ownership and rights, 
prior to the effective date of Japan's resignation from the League of 
Nations, on March 27, 193?, will be considered binding. 

11. Rights in lands acquired by the German or Japanese governments 
will be deemed to be property belonging to the Government of the Trust 
Territory. 

12. Land transfers from the public domain to Japanese corporations or 
Japanese nationals since March 27, 1935, will be considered invalid. 

13. Land transfers from non-Japanese private owners to the Japanese 
government, Japanese corporations, or Japanese nationals since March 
27, 1935, will be subject to review. Such transfers will be considered 
valid unless the former owner (or heirs) establishes that the sale was 
not made of free will and the just compensation was not received. In 
such cases, title will be returned to former owner upon his paying in 
to the Trust Territory government the amount received by him, Yen 
currency and Japanese postal savings which have been turned in by the 
former property owner (or heirs) to United States authorities for re
demption, and which have not been exchanged for dollars, may be 
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credited toward the payment required to clear the title. In case suf
ficient yen are not available from this source, exchange will be com
puted at the following rates, for transactions during the times 
indicated: prior to 19h0, U yen to the dollar; 19U0, 5 to 1; 19U1, 
6 to 1; 19U2, 7 to lj 19U3, 8 to 1; 19UU, 9 to 1; 19h$, 10 to 1. 

Lands required by government activities 

11;. Public interest during the war and the immediate post war oeriod 
required seizure of private property, and in some cases the construc
tion of military and government establishments thereon. Occupation of 
private property without compensation to lawful owners still continues 
in some localities. This condition must be rectified as soon as pos» 
sible, for it is the policy of the United States that the owner or 
owners of private property required for public use shall be properly 
compensated for the loss of property taken. 

15. When possible, government activities shall be concentrated on 
government owned land, and private property returned to the owners at 
the earliest possible date. 

16. In case there are compelling reasons for retention of privately 
owned lands, such as the construction of essential facilities thereon, 
survey shall be promptly made to determine whether it is in fact 
necessary to retain all of the land now occupied, including areas which 
are classified as "restricted" for the native oeonle. The determining 
factor shall be necessity, not convenience. 

17. When it is necessary to retain privately owned land for government 
purposes, it is preferable from all points of vievr that the owner or 
owners, including those holding remainder or reversionary rights, be 
compensated by award of title to other land, rather than by cash pay
ment. Government owned lands, including public domain, may be used for 
this purpose, after determination of the extent of the government 
interest and of any private interests remaining therein, if an agree
ment fair to the former ovmer and to the government can be reached. 
When such an agreement cannot be effected, cash compensation from date 
of seizure is in order. Civil Administrators are authorized to initiate 
payments of rental, at reasonable rates, for lands occupied by civil 
government activities. 

18. Each Civil Administrator will report: 

(a) Privately owned, lands now occupied by governmental agencies. 
Marked maps, if available, shall accompany the report. If no accurate 
maps exist, sketches shall be submitted, indicating the location of 
the properties. The report must show the nature of the governmental 
activity, the physical installments which must be retained, and the 
reasons for including land areas not occupied by installations. Owner
ship of the lands, and nationality of owners, if non-natives, shall be 
stated. 
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(b) Whether the owners can be compensated by transfer to them of 
government owned lands. If affirmative the location, extent, and 
history of acquisition of such lands should be set forth. 

(c) If exchange of lands is not practicable, what would be a fair 
purchase price? What would be a fair annual rental? Indicate whether 
owners concur. Is it possible to assign public lands to the owners on 
a permit-to-use basis in lieu of paying cash rental? 

Alienation of natives' lands 

19. It is the policy of the High Commissioner that, with the exception 
of land required for governmental purposes, title to land now ovmed by 
natives shall not be transferred to non-natives, except that non-
natives, other than Japanese nationals may, with the prior approval of 
the High Commissioner in each case, acquire holdings, no more extension 
than those formerly held. For this purpose a native is defined as a 
person who does not owe allegiance to a government other than that of 
the Trust Territory and who was either born in the Trust Territory, had 
established a residence therein nrior to December 7, 19iil, and has 
resided therein since September 1, 19U6. 

20. Lease of native ovmed lands to non-natives will not be made with
out the approval of the High Commissioner. In preliminary negotiations 
for such leases, it is to be borne in mind that long-term leases and 
particularly those extending beyond one generation, are ordinarily not 
in the interest of the natives. 

Land Records 

21. The long range plan includes cadastral survey of all land, regis
tration of titles, and recording of all land transfers. Completion of 
this program will take a long time. The immediate need is to estab
lish machinery which will permit prompt and fair decision in cases of 
disputed ownership or rights to use. 

22. The Japanese records must be sought out, preserved, and translated. 
The assistance of the natives who assisted in the Japanese surveys and 
land record offices must be used to the fullest. Active participation 
by natives in many phases of the solution of the urgent land problems 
is essential to obtaining satisfactory results. 



APPENDIX II 

AREA PROPERTY CUSTODIAN VESTING ORDER 

This document was issued from the Office of the Area Property-

Custodian, Horace G, Marshall, of the U.S. Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands. It established the legal claim of the Trust Territory 

of the Pacific Islands to all former Japanese properties in Micronesia 

within the boundaries of the Trust Territory. The effect of this 

claim was to vest full title and ownership of Rota, Mariana Islands 

in the Trust Territory government. All subsequent programs of redis

tribution and exchange of land on Rota are based on this original 

claim (Johnson 1969: 59). 
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VESTING ORDER 

Under the authority of Chapter 2, Section (f) of Interim 
Regulation h-U8 as amended (3-50), and Section 12, Article 1, et, 
seq. of Interim Regulation U—UB as amended (6—U8) and pursuant to 
law, it is hereby ordered: 

(1) That the title to all real property including estates 
in fee simple, fee tail, any and all lesser estates, leasehold estates 
and easements, together with their appurtenances and wheresoever situ
ate in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, heretofore owned or 
held by any private Japanese National, private Japanese organizations 
including corporations, partnerships and associations, the Japanese 
Government or any department or agency thereof, Jananese Government 
quasi-corporations, Japanese associations or Japanese Government sub
sidized corporations, is hereby vested in the Area Property Custodian 
of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to be held, used, admin
istered, liquidated, sold or otherwise dealt with in the interest of 
and for the benefit of the indigenous inhabitants of the Trast Terri
tory of the Pacific Islands. 

(2) That the title to all personal property, both tangible 
and intangible, and of every kind and description and wheresoever 
situate in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, heretofore 
owned or held by any private Japanese National, private Japanese 
organizations including corporations, partnerships and associations, 
the Japanese Government or any department or agency thereof, Japanese 
Government quasi-corporations, Japanese Government associations or 
Japanese Government subsidized corporations, is hereby vested in the 
Area Property Custodian of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 
to be held, used., administered, liquidated, sold or otherwise dealt 
with in the interest of and for the benefit of the indigenous inhabi
tants of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

Executed at the office of the High Commissioner of the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands this 27th day of 
September , 195>1 • 
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